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Preface 
Automohilc industrN is a symbol of technical marvel by human kind. Being one of the 
lastest gro\\iilL sectors in the world its d\namic groth phases are explained by the 
nature of competition. product life cvclk and consumer demand. Today, the global 
automobile indlustrti is concerned vvith consumer demands for styling. sa1ety. 
elTiciencv and comfort. The industrA is at the crossroads \p ith global meruers and 
relocation of production centres to emerging developing economies 
I)ue to its deep forward and backward linkages  with several kc\ se~oments of the 
ccononti.. the auto component industry is having ,l strong multiplier effi ct on the 
gro\\th of a countr\ and hence is capable of being the drier of economic gro\\th. It 
pla\: a major catal\ tic role in developing transport sector on one hand and help 
industrial sector on the other. to -,ro\\ faster and thereby generate significant 
employment opportunities. Also. as many countries are opening up the land border for 
trade. and also developing international road lima, the contribution of automobile 
sector in increasing exports and imports will he significantly high. As automobile 
industry is becoming more and more standardized, the level of competition is 
increasing and production base of' 111051 of auto-giant companies are being shifted from 
the developed countries to developing countries, to take the advantage of low cost of 
production. l bus. many de eloping countries are making serious cf'forts to grab these 
opportunities which Include many Asian countries such as I hailand. ('bina. India and 
Indonesia. 
I he rising competition and increasing global trade are the major factors in improving 
the global distribution system and has forced many auto-giants. to shift their 
production bases in differentt developing countries Which help them operate etiidentiv 
in a globally competitive marketplace. 
the Indian economy has undergone substantial changes since the introduction of 
economic reforms in 1991. These reforms \\ere a comprehensive effort consisting of 
three main components nanlgil\. liberalisation, privatisation and B-1ohalisaHon. They 
included \arious measures like deregulating the markets and encouraging private 
participation: trade liperalisabon: dismantling the restrictions on domestic and foreign 
investments: re161'lllltlg the financial sector and the tax system. etc. All such policy 
i nit iati\ es radicall\ chanced the economic set-up of the cuuntr\ an(i integrated it with 
the rest of the world. I hus. India was placed in a globally competitive position so as to 
full \' utilise its potentials and opportunities tier rapid growth of the economy. 
The globalization of' the automotive industry has ,greatly accelerated due to the 
construction of important overseas facilities and establishment of alliances between 
giant Illllltlllatlllllal automobile blanlhtacturers. O\er the sears. it Is being observed that 
Asia k emer~lin as a luhal automoti\e hub. Exports of automobiles including 
components from Asia are also increasing h\ leaps and hounds. Asia has heCOIlle the 
major consumer as Well as supplier of' automobiles. I he Cheap labour and reM)ortw in 
India have captivated the attention of'developed countries long, \ears hack. 
fitter :globalization, the trade benefits came into clear picture and India realized the 
potential of the world market. Free trade agrecment~. preferential regional trade 
agreements brought the higher potential markets closer to India 
The success of such FTAs depend on ho\\ India is able to capitalised on the 
opportunities that open up for it in the member nations of the 1:1  A. and ho\\ India is 
able to benefit from such econonlic integrations, through increasing its competitiveness 
in selected industries which India opens up for regional competition. 
The (loverHineWt of India. as well as the industry associations needs to assess their 
relative competitive position viz-a-\ it the FT:\ member nations. thus. it was 
important for the auto component industry \\hlch is one of the fast gro\\itl;-, industries 
in India. and \\pith is one of the sctltiiti\e listed industries in the l:au-I\ harvest Scheme 
under lndo- l hailand I [A. to evaluate its tompetiu\ e position. 
Thus, this research stud \ moused can identitving the key areas of influence on the 
competitiveness of the Indian auto component industry. The identification of the major 
dri\en and inhibitors of' competitiveness and their relationship with key areas of 
inHuCnco had to he taken up under the study SO that appropriate strategies could be 
tormulated ti,r the Indian auto component ifsdustr\ to increase its competitiveness. 
I he thesis has been di % ided into 5 chapters. 
Chapter 1 ,gives an O\CIVIC\\ Ot introduction of the study. Further, gives a brief idea 
about free trade. Indian auto component industry along Indo- I hailand Free trade 
agreement_ lollo\\ed h\ need elf carrying this stud\ and the objectives of the stud. 
Chapter 2 pro\ ides a reviex\ of literature related to the present research including the 
technique and the methods that have been used b\ the Other researchers in the research 
ot'same nature . I his chapter also highlights the gaps in the existing literature. 
Chapter 1 (teals with the Problem statement. scope of the study. research objectives. 
development of conceptual model. formulation of research hypotheses, research 
design. (questionnaire de%elopment and its administration. Further, this chapter briefly 
describes the research strategy and tools of analysis emplo\ed in this stud\. Finall\. 
the Iinlitations of the studs are also discussed. 
Chapter 4 pro\ ides h\ patltesis considered tnt• the study has been tested with the help of 
different statistical tools and the discussion all the result obtained from analysis have 
been presented. 
Chapter > contains the conclusion and discussion is drawn based on the findings of the 
present research. This chapter also presents the managerial implications and direction 
tar future research has been discuss at the end. 
fate 1 V/4/'22l 	 S' ed .haled Tian Khusro Chishh• 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Chapter Overview 
I he present stud' attempts to discuss free trade agreement between India and 
Thailand. and its impact on Indian alto component industIA'. I his chapter is 
organised into li\c sections. Ille first section discusses the introduction of the 
study. 1 he second section deals with the importance and ;gru~rth of tree trade. I he 
third section discusses emergence. ;LrO\\th and status ol the Indian auto component 
indu•tr\ . l he fourth section prescllt::In 0 C F\ icy\ got' the Indo-'[hailand FT.\ and 
the filth section hm-11Ii_ullts the need. obiectf\cs and scope ot, this study. 
1.2 Introduction of the Study 
Free trade Agreements (I' I.\s) are becoming increasingl important in a rapidly 
changing global trading environment. I' 	and global issues among states have 
become more obvious ithin the international trading system. Foreign trade has 
existed since a long time. even Long beturc the real mane came into being. Its 
economic. social and political importance has increased in recent centuries, mainly 
because of Green revolution. Industrialization, advances in communications and 
pace of globalization. 
FT:\ has become an important means by \\hich countries can inlpro\e their 
positions in the international trade or financial environment. FTAs have developed 
rapidly as an approach to regional economic cooperation. facilitating ti•cc trade and 
investment to find out it' the I' TA is beneficial fl r the parties involved 
(Vig fusdouir. 2008.   
India and Thailand share it strong and rapidl\ _growing trade and economic 
relationships. 'l'he desire has been to strengthen the special bonds of friendship and 
economic relationship 	ith a \le\\ of' lmplo\III, living standards. deepening 
economic linkages, promoting economic gro\\111. lit\ctit111Cl11 opportunities. 
minimizing harriers, and creating a larger and more integrated market with greater 
opportunities. Both India and I hailand desire to raise the capacity and international 
competitiveness of their goods and services as well as to promote their mutual 
interests through liberalization and expansion of trade and investment between 
them with a view to eventual Iv establish a hi lateral Free Trade Area. 
Free Trade Agreement between India and Thailand \\as signed by the Commerce 
Ministers of the to sides on 91 October. 2003 in Bangkok. I hailand. The 
Agreement covers ETA in Goods. Ser\ ices and Investment and Areas of Economic 
Cooperation. Agreement also provided for an Early I larvest Scheme (Fl-IS) under 
which 82 common items of export interest to the sides have been agreed Ii~r 
elimination of tarlfi on a fast track basis. I he tariff concessions UIl 82 Items of El IS 
list began from 1.9.2004 (l)as. ei al.. 2012). The tariffs on these items would 
become zero for both sides on 1.9 2006. Till now 21 Rounds of negotiations have 
been held so far ( he I lindu, 201 3). In 2012-1 3. India exported $3.7 billion worth 
of goods to Thailand against imports worth S5. I billion (The Economic limes. 
2013). 
The Agreement has been witnessing much higher growth in imports fillip Thailand 
to India than growth in exports to "Thailand. indicated a trade advantage to 
Thailand. 'l he proposed round of F I'A scheduled to be signed during mid-2013) 
brings more scope and hope for both the countries (Kumar et. al. 2013). 
The main objective of this stud \ is to study the impact of lndo-Thailand FT:\ on 
the Indian auto component industry and to study the relevance of the drivers and 
inhibitors on the competitiveness of the industry. Moreover, with the relative 
importance of such factors, it is to he assessed as how the Indian auto component 
industry could benefit from the FT.A. 
1.3 Free Trade 
Tate trade has been defined as the freedom of individuals and companies to 
exchange goods and services across international borders unrestricted by 
government (Daniel (;riswold 2009). According to American heritage dictionary. 
free trade is defined as Trade between nations without protective customs tariffs. 
7 
Free trade implies the following Features: 
• I rade in goods \\ithout taxes (includirni tart (Is) or other trade harriers (e.g.. 
t.luotas on imports or subsidies for producers) 
• l rade in ser` ices without taxes or other trade harriers 
• 1 he absence of "trade-Jistortin" policies (such as taus, subsidies. regulations. 
or la\\s) that w\-e some firms. households. or factors of production an 
all\ a1IL1 e over others 
• I I'ce access to markets 
• lree access to market lnlorVfatloIl 
• lflahllit\ of firms to distort markets through government-imposed monopoly or 
oligopoly power 
• 1 he free movement of labour between and within countries 
• I he tree movement of' capital between and within countries 
1.3.1 Advantages of Free Trade 
I he principle of colllparati\e adl\anta,ge demonstrates, that for the \\orld1 as a \\ hole 
free trade leads to a higher level of output and income than no trade (atltark\ ). Free 
trade also enables each nation to obtain a higher level of production and 
consumption than can he obtained in isolation. t !nder perfect competition. free 
trade achic\ es a worldwide allocation of resources that meets the requirements of 
optimality. it is impossible to make anyone better oil' (through reallocation) without 
making someone else worse oil. Free trade achieves equality het\\een each 
countrv's marginal rate of transformation in production (\IR1) and its marginal 
rate of substitution in consumption  (\1RS) and the international terms of trade 
(I l T). ("Fp 'iii bsoll. 2OO()). 
As most nations and regions continue to become more in\•ol\ec1 in the World 
econoom'. it is Critical that the states. in their economic development efforts. 
explore the foreign trade structure of their economies to obtain a clearer 
3 
understanding of \\here their industrial comparative advantages lie. \Vith this 
knowledge. a state will he able to maximize the benefits of toreitin trade as it more 
etficientl\- targets its limited economic development resources. From any one 
state's perspective, exporting to a foreign country or 'exporting, to another state 
represents equally good ways of generating new wealth. That is. both bring in 
additional income not otherwise possible had the state served a local market alone. 
To the extent that states rely on domestic trade to venerate new «ealth. however, 
one state's gains often come at the expense of another. B reaching new markets. 
states can actually increase the economic pie. rather than merely compete with each 
other for existing markets (('a\ usgil and ('zinkota. 2001). 
Free Trade has played a vital role in the deg elopnlent of most economies. Free 
trade is an engine of gro~\th. Contemporary economics have been shaped by the 
Free trade and specialization of the past. and their continued viability is closely 
dependent on the world economy (Jing Ala. 201 1 ). 
It is physically impossible fir the United Kingdom or Japan to teed. clothe, and 
house their present populations at their current levels without import from other 
countries. Economic self-sufficiency for these two nations would mean poverty 
standards of living unless emigration proved possible on a very large scale. The 
survival of these countries depends essentially on the export of' manufactures that 
require little space to produce in exchange for foodstuffs and raw materials that 
require great space to produce or are found in only certain areas of the earth 
(Franklin & Root. 2000). 
Free trade's competitive effects generally benefit both global economic welfare and 
individual liberty. That is generally true of free trade's effects, including reduction 
of the scope or bite of international regulation, trade-induced changes in such 
regulation most often viii enhance international welfare by allowing increased 
competition and diminishing economic rents protected by regulatory intervention. 
While free trade can produce a diminution of international welfare in some 
instances. \\,here trade undermines the ability of a nation to deal with certain 
negative externalities of production. but this will be the exceptional case. Free 
trade's tendency to diminish regulatory rents w ill he inimical to the interests of 
many politicians and politically influential groups. which vi 11 face higher costs to 
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maintaining favoured re ulatory policies. Ihese individuals and ;groups have 
incentives to argue that particular instances of open trade fit the limited 
circumstances in which trade reduces national economic %\elfare (Cass and Harin . 
2000 . 
	
1.3.2 	Evolution of Free Trade 
I le 	s of ecm1oonucS ha  not chauS'el: intermttional trade remains the hri lue t 
hope f„r pulling much of' the world out of poverty ( I lie ( ivardian. 2004). the 
doctrine of free trade i.e. that unrestricted conlnlodit\ exchange het\\e n places is 
the hest \\a\ to advance their mutual prosperity ('I'rcntmann 1998). The free trade 
doctrine is Supported by an enormous theoretical literature that has follo\\ed a path 
from Adam Smith to Ricardo. I Iccksher Ohlin and Sanuelson. and Most recently 
I lelpman. Grossman and Krugntan 111'ong. 1995). 
Tracing hack the evolution of what today is recoLniicd as the standard theor\ of 
international trade: one ewes back to the \cars bet\~een 1776 and 1826. \\hich 
respecti\cI\ mark the publications of (Adam Smiths 1776) \\calth of nations and 
( David Ricardo's 1951) principles of economics. The two volumes herald the 
formulation of a theory of free trade. based on the unprecedented success of 
England in the respective fields of industry and trade. For Smith. the division of' 
labour, in the nascent lar~oe-scale industries of' his homeland l:ngland. provided the 
base for lowerin labour costs. which ensured el'lcctive competition across 
countries. Possible dilemmas in terms of the need for monetary adjustments for 
countries ha\ipc: a continuous trade surplus (\\ith absolute advantage in all traded 
goods) could he shelved aside by relying on the automatic adjustment, in terms of 
the price-specie flow mechanism. the theory offered by Smiths contemporary. 
(i)a\Ill I lun1C 1776) around the same time (Sunanda Son. 21.) 10). 
:liter that the Ileckscher-Ohlin theory. \chich argued that the comparative 
advantage arises from dillerences in factor endowments (resources such as land. 
labour. and capital) rather than productivity. ('ountrics \\ ill produce and export 
those Loods that make intensive use of factors that are available locally and vice-
versa. It also argues that free trade is a positi\ c-sum game. (l':ric Sheppard. 2005) 
In the world econom\ since 1950 there has been a massive liberalization of' world 
j 
trade. first under the auspices of the general agreement on tari ll s and trade (CIA'1 "l ). 
established in 1947. and now under the auspices of the world trade organization 
(\V fO) which replaced GATT in 199: (Thirlwall. 2000). 
:Although we have seen major reductions in trade harriers, protectionism continues 
to act as a major stumbling block in lifting developing countries out of poverty. 
This is shown by the limited progress in the ongoing negotiations at the f )oha 
round. I he <i1ro\\th in international trade and in' estment on one hand has made 
nations more interdependent whilst on the other hand has resulted in series of trade 
conflicts. 
1.3.3 	Emergence of Regional Trade Agreements 
l'hc World Trade Organization (\\'1O) pros ides multilateral framework and 
reciprocity towards establishing a regime for international trade liberalization. The 
\\orld today is more economically interdependent than it 	as tift -year ago. 
Integration into the world economy has proven a powerful means for countries to 
promote economic growth. development, and poverty reduction. The decade of 
1990s is widely seen as the decade of globalization. I lowever. a more striking trend 
of thel990s was the emergence of strong R' As in different parts of the world led 
by single European market by European Union in 1992 and North American free 
trade agreement (\.\F IA) in 1994. These F I'As pursued a deeper type of 
integration covering preferential free trading arrangements complemented by 
strong rules of origin and mobility of capital (and sometimes even labour) across 
the region (Aidan (O'Connor, 2010). 
The level of economic integration was progressively deepened and coverage of 
F rAs expanded over time. Thus FU progressively evolved into an economic union 
and then a monetary union With a single currency while expanding the membership 
to cover 25 countries (Nagesh Kuniar. 2005). 
Regional trade arrangements (RTAs) have become a prominent feature of the world 
trading system, and their proliferation has been one of the most visible trends in 
recent years. The surge in regionalism has continued unabated since the earl, 
1990s. and some 380 regional trade agreements had been notified to the 
G.AT l lW l O through July 2007(AIhertin. 2008). 
M 
Rewonal trading arrangement (R'I':\ I is an exceptional situation under the 
multilateral tradinu, s\stem. Ri As (sometimes also referred to as PTAs or 
preferential trading arrangements) are initiati\es to liberalize trade among a group 
of countries hue multilateral trading s\stem aspires for the same at the global 
level. An R'I ~\ implies a higher degree of' liberali ation among the regions as 
compared to the rest of the world. This in turn implies increased market access for 
the member countries of' that R IA i. ii-ri.p the non-members. that is. the other 
\\ I O members (Mukhopadh1Vay. 2004). I IIUS. a case of* \ iolation of' the most 
favored nation (Nil-N) treatment can he found in-built in the regional trading, 
arrangements. I Ile basic reason tier granting such exception amounts to the belief 
that the RT;\s \\uulcl act as the building blocks fi►r the forming of' liheraliied and 
faun global trading regime ('laileng. 2009). 1-our basic t\pes of economic 
integration: 
a) free Trade :\gr«ments or Free Trade Areas (E' 1As): Tariffs are abolished 
among F'I;\ members, but each member nation maintains its t1\\Il external 
tan iIi' against non-FT:\ countries, as in case of NAFTA. 
h) Customs l *niun: I evving a Common external tariff is combined with the 
abolition of all internal taritl'~. \t hen the European Economic (il1ll1Htinit\ 
as established, member nations decided to lurnl Customs I iniun. When 
the Customs l [nion negotiated at the Gr\l l ;'\\'"I`O, it did as a regional 
block, not as idi\ ideal countries. In contrast. the NAF I A members ( the 
I 'nited States. Canada &. Mexico) negotiate separately at the WTO. since 
they are part of a free trade area rattler than a customs 011i011. 
c) ('oni tyon Mlarket: All the characteristics of a customs union are combined 
ith the abolition of restrictions on the mobilit\ of production factors such 
as labor and capital. I \ Imt,lc of common market are the European l "Ilion. 
the Centra l American ('ommon Market. and the C arihhean ('ommunity etc. 
d) Complete Economic Integration: Fiscal and monetary policies are unified to 
create even greater harbioni/ation. I his degree also implies a degree of 
political integration. I he FL' is mu\ in`a in the direction of Complete 
I':conumic Integration. 
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1.4 Indian Auto Component Industry 
I he automotive Industry is globally one of the largest industries and a key sector of 
the economy. Owing to its deep lbrward and backward linkages, it has a strong 
multiplier effect and acts as one of the important drivers of economic growth. 
Indian auto component industry is flourishing its twigs orldwide and is close to a 
fruition of triumph in the global competition (forgave and ('haudhri. 2011). 
The auto industry comprising of automohiIc nlanttlacturers and component 
manufacturers. is a prime drier to boost up the Indian economy contributing 6% of 
county 's (il)P in the financial year 2011-12. It provides direct and indirect 
employment to over 1 3.1 million people. In 2011-12. the total turnover of the 
automotive Industry stood at [SE) 73 billion and its contribution to the 
manufacturing (il)P and the excise duty was 22% and 21 % respecti\ el\ (I.unlx 
Industries limited. 2012). 
Broadly the Indian auto component industry can he divided into the organized and 
the unorganized segments. While the torte of the organized sector is the high 
valued added precision engineering products, the presence of a large unorganized 
sector is characteristic especially of the lower value-added segments of , the 
industry. 
Global automobile manufactures see India as a manufacturing huh for auto 
components and are rapidly ramping tip the value of components the source from 
India clue to the following factors: 
• I he cost competitiveness in terms of' labour and raw material 
• Its established manufacturing base 
• line quality of components manufactured in India (used as original 
components for vehicles made by General Motors. Mercedes. IVECO and 
Daewoo. among others) 
1.4.1 Evolution of Indian Auto Component Industry 
the Indian Auto Component Indlustr\ lic~aan in a very small \\ay in the 1940s. It 
had three phases of'e'olution (Gupta. 2O06). 
1. l:ra prior to the entry of Niaruti Udyog I.td (I 940s to I984). 
2. Ira after the entr\ of Niaruti l'd og Ltd till economic liberalization (1984 to 
1991). 
. Lt'a punt liberalization (1 991 onwards) 
The period prior to the entr\ of' Maruti l dv0g Ltd was characterised by Io\\ 
technolog' and assured business fir most uC the auto-component nlanulacturers 
\\ho used to, supply to a handful of pla\ers in the Indian automobile market. like 
I Iindastan Motors. Premier .\u tornohiles. l elco. liajaj and Mahindra and 
\tahindra. though the Indian auto components tnndusts) has been to existence since 
the earls I 940s. the Indian auto components industry started out small in the I 940s 
supplying components to Ilindustan Motors and Premier Autumlobiles, the two 
largest manufacturer~ of automobiles in India at that time. In the 1950s. the arrival 
of i cico. Baia j and Niahindra & Niallindra led to steadily increasing production. A 
closed market \\ith high import taril'Is characterized the Indian auto component 
industry. pre 1985. 
the protectionist policies of the Indian government prior to the nineties and Io\\ 
volumes of production clue to limited demand from the vehicle manufacturers in 
India hampered innovation and growth in this sector. \earl-\- 80% of the auto 
components were supplied to the aftermarket and the remainin<g, to Her I suppliers. 
As a result. the Indian component manufacturers were left far behind their global 
counterparts until the Middle of the late 20th century. 
the lirst boost came in 1982 \\hen the Government of India established Niaruti 
I T(1v og limited (MI 'I.) and collaborated \\ ith Suzuki Motors of Japan with the entry 
of Nlaruti ldyog in the 1980s. the auto ancillary industry in the countr\ showed a 
spurt in ;growth. This period \\itnessed the emergence of  ne\\ generation cat auto 
ancillary manulacturers who \\ere required to meet the stringent quality standards 
of \laruti I. d' og's collaborator Suzuki of .Iapan. Ilse good performance Of' \\aeon 
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resulted in an upswing for the domestic auto ancillary industry. It was also during 
this period that auto components from India began to he exported. 
After economic reforms from 1991. foreign direct investment was liberalized and 
industrial licensing as abolished. More domestic and toreign automobile 
manufacturers entered into passenger car market and auto component market. Some 
toreign automobile mamslacturers brought their subcontractors to India to supply 
critical components to them. I Ivundai set up an assembly factory in 1996. While it 
brought 17 subcontractors from Korea. it started procurement from local firms 
( Park. 2004 ). 
With the liberalization of the Indian economy in 1991 and coming of nlan foreign 
automobile manufacturers like I lv undai and Daewoo. the auto ancillar\ industry 
witnessed huge capacity expansions and modernization initiati\es in this period. 
fhis also led to a tough conlpetiti\ e scenario. which saw a lot of consolidation, 
technological collaborations and equit\ partnerships within the industry and with 
leading global players abroad. 
From 1991. Indian auto component Industry has come a long way. Global 
customers have exacting requirements of Q('I) (Quality. Cost and Deliver \ ) which 
every exporting auto component manufacturer has to Meet. 
1.4.2 Classification of Auto Components 
1.4.2.1 On the basis of type of Product 
Indian auto component industry can be segmented on the basis of the production of 
component (International Data Corporation. 2009). The key segments of the Indian 
automotive-component market include: 
• Engine components (31 percent): Engine components tall into three broad 
categories--core engine components. fuel delivery system and others. I his also 
includes products such as pistons. piston rings, engine valves, carhtu•ettors. and 
diesel-based tint delivery systems. This is the most critical component and 
requires high involvement from the supplier. 
• Drive transmission and steering components (19 percent): dear's. wheels. 
steering Sysfcpts. axles and clutches are the important components in this 
category. 
• Body and chassis (1' percent) 
-;uapenson and braking c rnpo Watts (12 percent): l hese include brakes. leaf 
,prin_ts. shock absorbers 
• I .NuII)!l1et1t (It) percent): [his includes headlights, dashboard instruments 
• I I ..1rica1 crical ctlmpollents (9 percent): llle main products in this catcgor\ Include 
starter motors. !encra(ors. spark plugs and distributors. 
• ( )thers (7 percent): Sheet metal components and plastic molded components are 
tM O olthe major components in this category. 
1.4.2.2 On the basis of 'hype of Operations 
I'here is not any distinction between the two \\hecler and lur \\heeler automobile 
component {slayers in the Indian automobile component industry. The major 
organized players who are catering to t\\o wheeler OI:\Is are also catering to fur 
\\heeler O1:\ls. I lo%\e\-er. lilr some niche commercial vehicle components. due to 
s1ecialiied load hearing and design requirements. some automobile component 
players are the vendors only to commercial vehicles. 
I he exhibit helON\ sho\\ s the major pla) ers operating in the key sub-segments in 
the product segments of the auto corn poneilts: 
Table I.I : Major Autotnohile Component Pta\ er,, ( -T' (L Three and Four \\ heeler pla\ers) 
Product Segment  kev Sup-Se('ments J Major 1?Ia\ers  
c,~,l;.~ t)s,L 4 Rios :\ut,, (nd 
[Clutches ;I 	ttluti 	e Axles ransrniti,ictn and ~~ 'heels India Ltd Steerin~o  -- 
Somi kll\ 11 Steer. 
Ot hers 
6KN I)rivcline (India) 
~tarter \Iootu)r;. (venerator Denso 
I )Istrihulor._ 	rk Plu 	s. Niotherson Sumi 
I lectrical Parts l 	nilion (oil. 	I 	I\v~licel \11(() 	- 
` Ma,` net, Vohta_e Regulator. t `1inda Industries 
I Electrical lunitiun _ i~_ j India \'ipnon 
Lucas TVS 
Pistons 	 Escorts 
Piston Rings 	 India Pistons 
Engine Valves Goetze (India) 
Carburettors 	 India Pistons 
f ngine: Parts 	 Rane Engine Valves 
Shriram Pistons & Rin_s 
Spaco Carburettors I tieI I)eIi'.er System I. cal Fuel 
Lucas INS 
`IICO Germans  
[lead light 	 Lumax. AutoIite. Phoenix 
Lamps 
1=.cluipment 	Dashboard 	 Premiere Instruments & 
Controls 
Sheet \fetal 	 Ja\ f3harat Maruti. Omax 
Auto. JI3M tools 
13rakk S\,tcm 	 Automoti\e Axles 
Brake I inin F3rakcs Iiuliii 
halvani Brakes 
Suspension and Braking j 	 Allied Nippon 
Shock Absorbers 	 Rane Brake I.inin 
Sundaram Brake 
Gabriel India 
Nlunjal Slip a 
Fan Belts 	 Rico Auto 
Others 	 Rico Auto Sheet Metal 
V MM.A ,ui_ 
1.4.2.3 On the basis of Origin 
In India. the auto component industry is structured in three basic categories 
(Bor~tave and ('haudhari. 2010). 
• Indian companies ithout any collaboration or having very minimal 
collaboration with any foreign companies for e.g. Sundram Brake Lining. 
Sundram Fastners. 
• Indian companies with foreign collaboration, such as Indian Nippon Electricals. 
I linoda etc. 
• \INC's completely owned subsidiaries or the units in Which they have major 
control. For e.g. Delphi. Visteon. 1)enso. MI('() etc. 
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1.4.2.4 On (lie basis of status 
The auto cfln pollent industry can he classified into the I channels: as far as auto 
('omponent market is concerned (Indian Market Research Bureau. 2009). The 
classfticatloll of auto component 11arhet_ as per the market spread. is sho\\ 11 in the 
exhibit belo'\ 
1'i 1.1: t_ lassincanon of auto component nlilrKet 
:\UIo Compottrnt \1arket 
__ ___ 1 
OI:%1 demand 	 Alter \1arLct deiii nd 	 Exports demand 
1 
Autu C'ornponents 	 Auto .\ccessorics 
the OEM (domestic and export demand) contributes to 70°o of' the turnover. rest 
30°4, of the auto component demand is ;generated throuch alter market or 
replacement demand 
1.4.3 Major Auto Component Hubs in India 
In India. there are torn- major clu er; as far as auto and auto components are 
concerned. I he ('hennai cluster has around 25 — )0°/) organized auto component 
manufacturers. \lunlhai-Pone. Chennai-Ran~-,alore. Delhi-\ational Capital Region 
(\('R) are the major automotive clusters in India and majority of the automotive 
component manufacturers are located in these clusters. (Doshi et. al. 2010). 
Fable 1.2: Estimated Number of Major Strpl►Iier \1antrfacturing Units 
Location 	 .\1ajot' tllarluftctur'ing units 
\lumhai - I'utlr 	I  	-~-- 	1 () 	-- -- 
Chennai-l3anualore 	1 	 120 
(hlhi-NCR 	j 	 300 
Source..\CMMA 201 
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1.4.4 Foreign Collaboration in the Auto Component Industry 
The Indian automotl\ e industry is characterized b\ a strong competition between 
increasingly quality conscious manufacturers. The large. highly skilled but low cost 
manufacturing base makes partnering, linkages with overseas players attractive. 
hhese strengths coupled with India's well established strengths in II' software 
combined together to make India an emerging player in this sector. However. the 
industry needs to continue to increase its quality standards and develop new 
products to Compete globall. \Ian\ domestic manufacturers have s[KCeSsfUI1\' 
entered into strategic alliances. 
'I able 1.3: Foreign ('ollahoration in the :auto Component Industry 
Name of I11(lian ('omnanv 	Name of Foreign ('ollaborators 	Item of Manufacture 
[.\mtek Auto I.td.. (iur_.ion _j Bendo Kog\il. Japan I I\ \\heel rink. gcars 	- 
Seat belts and Air bags Ja\ 	Bharat \laruti I.td.. 	ii 
Gur_aon 
Allied Signal. I SA 
I :\flied Signal, USA 
Sankei (liken. In.Co.. Japan 
Suhros ltd.. Ne\\ Delhi Catal\tic con\erters 
Mark Exhaust Systems Ltd.. Exhaust S\sterns. Catalytic 
Gurgaon Converters 
AtUl Glass Industries I.td.. New Saint Gohairr Vit;grange, France 	laminated Safety Class 
Delhi i,  
Menon Pistons Ltd.. Kholapur Alcan Deutschland (imbH, 	Pitons & Piston Rings 
Germans' 
Automotive Axles I.td.. 1\l\sore Rockx\ell International Corp.. Axle s)steins 
LISA 
Autolec Industries. Madras Blue Chip Products Inc., USA Water pumps 
Spicer India l.td.. Ne 	Delhi Dana Corp.. USA Engine hearings 
Sona Steering Systems Ltd.. Somic Ishikima. Japan Ball joints & Suspension 
New Delhi ,IOII'Its 
Sona Steering Systems Ltd.. Fedoro. UK Asbestos free brake linings 
Ne'\ Delhi 
Sona Steering S) sterns Ltd.. Matsuda Industries. Japan Cold forging 
Ne\\ Delhi 
Ifar\ana Sheet Glass I.td.. Pilkington Plc.. UK Laminated sheet glass 
Ffar\ana 
Johnson Controls Inc.. USA Seatin,.; systems 
Interiors and Plastics Sommer Allihert. France 
Yazaki, .Iapan I Wiring harness 
rata Industries l.td., Bombay Z1• Germany ,Transmission of steering systems 
NIFCO. Japan Plastic Fasteners 
Brake s\ stems. Electrical 
Ifl.I SA 
i` \\ per s\'stems 
.IOUrCC At MIA 21)1L 
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1.4.5 International Trade of Indian Auto Components 
Ii 1,, ohser\ eLl that the total exports of auto sector are dominating over the imports 
which is almost double of the imports and is growing at the growth rate of 6 
percent. I low ever the auto components share in the total exports elf auto sector is 
only one third. while its ero%\tll rate is of 4 "0 over a year. This indicates that the 
automobile sector is dome \cr' well in international market while the auto 
components arc still lagging behind in export market. On the other side the overall 
gro\\th rate cif imports of auto sector is 52 percent which is \cr\ high as compared 
to the growth in exports. I lowwcccr. considering the deemed exports of auto 
components in addition to the physical exports to \anous destinations, the exports 
tigtu•c has reached to S 3 billion which is eglui\ alcnt to approx. Rs. 125 hill ions. 
:\ccording to a report by AU\l.\ durine 2M 1-12. exports of auto components 
grew to [ Sf) 6.8 billion from I_ Sly 5.2 billion in 2010 	II. a jump of•32.7 percent. 
Europe accounted for 36 per cent fullowwcd h\ Asia at 28 per cent and North 
America at 23 per cent. 
Further, imports of auto components also grew hY 25 per cent to I ISI) 10.6 billion 
in 2011 	12 thins I *51) 8.5 billion in 201O 	11. adding almost 85 per cent of the 
imports which were accounted t•~~r h-, the original equipment manufacturers 
OEMs) and the rest 15 per cent by the afternlarket. 
\Ioreo\ er.:Asia and Europe contributed to O\ er 57 per cent and over 35 per cent of 
the imports respecti\ el\ . I he quantum of Imports has also increased clue to several 
FT.\s and other trade agreements signed by the government (l he I lindu. Ii oct 
201 ' ). 
1.4.6 Role of Government in Supporting Auto Component Industry 
1.4.6.1 Foreign Direct Investment 
Economic rclorms ha\ e brought a radical change in the business environment in 
the country, making the economy More liberal and conducive to El )l and trade. 
Indian go\crnmcnt has drawn significant investments in automotive sector. The 
Indian automoti\e indiusu•\ with a turnover of I S$ 4 billion and the auto parts 
industry with a turnover of I !SS 1 > hill ion offer excellent ,cope tom 1.I)I 
1 
 
International Data C'orporatsotl. 2008 ). 
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I'DI tip to 100% is allowed under the automatic route in all activities except in u 
few cases that require ego ernment approval from the foreign investment promotion 
board (I11'I3). The FIPI3 also grants composite approvals involving foreign 
investment/ foreign technical collaboration. The automatic approval for foreign 
equity investment up to 100 per cent of manufacture ofautonlohiles and component 
is permitted (International Data Corporation. 2008 ). 
FDI is permitted under automatic route for setting up facilities under special 
economic zones (SF7) that qualify for approval through automatic route subject to 
sectoral norms and for setting up 100"o export-oriented units. Acquisition of 
foreign technology is encouraged through foreign technology collaboration 
agreements (AC NIA. 2010). 
the import of components is frecl allowed. The import of technology 
technological up gradation on the royalty payment of 5% without any duration 
limit and lump suns payment of VSD 2 million is also allowed under automatic 
route in this sector. The norms for Foreign Investment and import of technology 
have also been progressively liberalized over the years for manufacture of vehicles 
including passenger cars in order to make this sector globally competitive (ACMA. 
2010). 
1.4.6.2 Tax Structure 
Indian government is supporting the auto component industry by reduction in 
custom/tariff duties India's tax structure includes income tax. customs duties. 
central value added tax (('ENVA T), which has replaced excise duty. and service 
tax. A customs tariff (basic rate) of 7.5 to 10 percent is currently levied on imports 
of auto components into the country. 
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Tahl« 1.A: fustnm Duties over the Years 
Year Customs Tariff on Auto Components (%) 
2001 i5 
2002 30 
2003 25 
2004 20 
2005 15 
2006 12.5 
2007 7.5 to 10.0 
Snnrce N Nflisy nl Omnnrcrcc and'rradc 20 [0 
1.4.6.3 Auto policy 
The contribution of the automotive industn' to GOP has risen from 2.77% in 1992-
93 to 5% in 2006-07. The industry provides direct and indirect employment to 13.1 
million people. The industry is also making a contribution of 17% to the kitty of 
indirect taxes of the government. (ACMA. Annual report 2010) In order to provide 
special attention to the auto industry, the government of India has drafted the auto 
policy with the objective to establish a globally competitive automotive industry in 
India and to double its contribution to the economy by 2010. This policy aims to 
promote integrated, phased. enduring and self-sustained growth of the Indian 
automotive industry. 
1.4.6.4 Automotive Mission Plan 2016 
The ministry of commerce, with the help of SIAM (society of Indian automobile 
manufacturers) and ACMA (automotive component ntanufacturers association of 
India) has devised automotive mission plan 2016 to emerge as the destination of 
choice in the world for design and manufacture of automobiles and auto 
components with output reaching a lcvel of US$ 145 billion accounting for more 
than 10% of the GDP and providing additional employment 10 25 million people by 
2016 ( Ministry of Commerce, 2010 ). 
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The Automotive Industry otters huge growth potential in terms of sales volume 
(including exports) and also immense employment opportunities. The likely future 
volumes of different vehicle catecories were estimated on the basis of projections 
made by iMaCS. NCAER and AT Kearnev. 
1.4.6.5 Preferential Trade Policies 
Since r•etorrns began in the earl\ 1990s. India has slowly and steadily opened its 
markets to foreign companies aligning itself closer to the world trade organisation 
( \VTO) norms. Imports and exports are mostl\ decontrolled and foreign exchange 
is no longer limited to a paltry amount. The government has been aggressively 
pursuing bilateral agreements \\ ith ,c\ oral countries, especially its neighbours. in 
the form of tree trade agreements ( FF As). preferential trade agreements (PTAs) 
and comprehensive economic cooperation agreements (('ECAs). For instance. it 
has signed a PTA with the southern common market (M-1I:RUOSUR). association of 
south East Asian nations (ASEAN) and Afghanistan. and is negotiating one with 
Chile. It has signed a framework agreement for C'LC'A with :BSl:,\N ( Ministry of 
Commerce. 2013). 
India has also signed a lrame\\ork agreement for a free trade area with Thailand. 
Countries like China. Philippines. Mala\ pia. Indonesia and c\ en I ai\\an are using 
Sri Lanka and Thailand. to \\hom India has trade agreements. as a conduit to dump 
products into India. This justifies the need to li~ol proof rules of origin mechanism 
while negotiating trade agreements with several countries (Wi'O. 2013). 
According to concerns expressed by Indian industrialists and bureaucrats, from 
January 2006. the South Asian free trade agreement became operational. Formed 
amongst Bangladesh. Bhutan. India. Maldives. Nepal. Pakistan and Sri Lanka. this 
agreement will give an opportunity to make large-scale investments in the region as 
well as improve the volume of trade. All the countries are deregulating tariff and 
tax structures to he in line with the AS  IAN free trade area (AF HA) 
implementation. t Jnder the ,\Sl-::,\N industrial cooperation (AIC'O) scheme. 
components manufactured in any ASf:AN country are subject to a tariff ceiling of 
live percent if traded within :ASE:AN. WV ithin the ASEAN bloc zero percent duties 
are expected in the auto sector by 2010 (Thailand. Indonesia. Philippines and 
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\lala%sia). China and Korea have linaliied partial auto deals with ASE1\ s. In 
addition. Australia. \ev Zealand. India. Sapan and European Union (i ) are 
expected to finalise bilateral trade agreements with .\SE:\N markets before 2010 
\linistry of Commerce. 2O10). 
1.5 Indo-Thailand FTA 
•\s per \linistr\ of Commerce. (2002) tree trade area itfl Thailand and this has 
resulted in sizeable apprehensions as well as trade can both sides. Initially driven by 
an early harvest scheme (Ii IS) became operational from 1.9.O-1. with a tariff 
reduction Of 5O° o oil 82 items and subsequent reduction Ot 25° O troth l I.L).0J. The 
duty can these t2 items has since been reduced to zero from 1.9.1)6. The items 
included range from fresh mangoes. grapes. apples. crab (prepared or preserved) to 
chromium Ores and concentrates. acrylic polymers. precious stones (other than 
diamonds). semi-precious stones (Lin-worked. sa\\ll or roughl\ shaped). diamond 
dust and pu\\dler. jeellerv. alloy pig iron. helical springs of iron steel. fans, parts 
k)►. air vacuum pumps. compressors. falls. refrigerators. certain machinery items. 
otlice machines, ball bearings, printed circuits. IV picture tubes, gear boxes wrist 
atches. etc. Under this agreement: 
• \lost of the components including, engines are in the sensitive list 
• (foods negotiation w ill continue for auto cl)lllpoI1CIlts 
• Both sides are vorkine on text agreement and plan to sign agreenlent in 
2008. A1`l :\ I he common ell cti e preferential tariff (C[:I' l) Polio 
• ti(►"o import dLlt\ on goods to he eliminated by 2007 
• ;\ II import duties to he eliminated by 2010 
• Automotive products duties shall he eliminated by 2006 
India and Thailand share ague-old bonds of cultural attln it\. commercial interests 
and common perceptions on various issues. These geographically proximate 
neighbours neat to take advantages oI' the conducive, setting or the context that is 
provided b\ the history and geograph\ het ccn them I'ur mutually beneficial 
economic cooperation. 
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India and l'hailand are both considered as developing countries with significant 
differences in geographical areas and population. India has the total land area more 
than 6 tinges larger than Thailand i.e. the total land area of India is 3.287.263 sq. 
kill.. \1 hereas Thailand has a total land area of 513. 1 14.6 sq. kill. According to the 
latest statistics. Indian population is overl billion while the population figure in 
Thailand is only about 60 Million (Ministry of ('ommerce. 2012). 
Bilateral trade between India and Thailand is presently at a to ic\el. Both imports 
and exports between these two countries are small and mainly characterized by 
intermediate products necessary for the production of final products. In the year 
1990. the total bilateral trade was about VS dollar 621 million. I3\ the year 2000. it 
was I'5 dollar 1.169 million. In future it had been projected to increase at taster 
rate (\1inistry of Commerce. 2002). 
1.6 Need, Objective & Scope of the study 
1.6.1 Need for the Study 
1. The concept of' attaining competitiveness on the basis of cheap and abundant 
labor. favorable exchange rates. low interest rates and concessional duty 
structure is becoming inadequate and therefore not sustainable. Considering 
this. it is felt that a greater emphasis is required on the development of' the 
factors which can ensure competitiveness on a long term basis (Ministry of 
I leav v Industries and Public Enterprises. 2006). 
2. The global auto component industry is estimated to be USD 1.2 trillion in 
value and is likel\ to increase to USD 1.7 trillion by 2015. Sourcing from low 
cost countries is likely to increase from i1SD 65 billion in 2002 to USD 375 
billion by 2015. Although Indias exports are still small (USD 8.6 billion in 
2010-1 1). it has opportunity to leverage this trend by expanding its supply base 
to build dominant position amongst auto component low cost countries by 
2015. A position in the top two would enable India to achieve export of' l fSD 
20-25 billion by 2015. This would increase India's share of world auto 
component trade from 0.9 percent in 2005-06 to 2.0-2.5 percent h\ 2015. 
inclusive of domestic consumption (A('MA - McKinsey Report. 010). 
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3. India is not the unl% low-cost countr\ >uppl\ ing to theglobal auto parts 
industry.:After adjusting for labor product i\ it\. the labor costs of Mexico (in N. 
America): Brazil (in S. America ►: Poland and Czechoslovakia (in Eastern 
Europe besides other countries): and China. Thailand and Vietnam (in Asia) are 
comparable to India. Reduced supply-chains (especially for countries near their 
taret markets. like Mexico for the I'S) also count against sourcing components 
trunl ('hin,l or India (13alaji and ( iupta. 2007). thus, there is tough competition 
for Indian auto component Industry from mans countries. 
I he later free trade period enhanced the trade in all sectors which includes 
automobile and auto components in top trading commodities. The ne'\ auto policy 
helped to promote the auto sector orldx\ ide. I'he cheap labour and resources in 
India has captivated the attention of' developed countries from long scars back. 
Onl\ on the free trade the trade benefits came into clear picture and also India 
realized the potential of'supplying to the world markets. 
It has become imperative fi r the Indian auto component Industry to go for carefully 
laid-out free trade strategies in order to improve its share in world market 
substantial l\ and also to remain competitive, these t\\o being among the prime 
factory of aut(lmotl\e business. 
l he Indian auto component industr\ has over 600 organized players and about 
~O00 unorganized players (A('\1A. 2(1121. I he current stuck is on impact 
assessment of Indo-] hailand ETA on the Indian organized sector players. 
1.6.2 Objectives of the Study 
l . 	l 
 
TO studs the Lc\ area of influence on the competitiveness of Indian auto 
component Industry. 
2. TO identif the drivers'inhihitors of competiti\ eness tier Indian auto component 
industr\ 
3. lo study the relationship of drivers and inhibitors with the key areas of 
influence 
4. 1 o anal se the Impact of Indo- Thailand F IA Oil the competitiveness of Indian 
autu component industre 
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5. To discuss managerial implications fir the Indian auto component industry 
with special reference to Indo-Thailand l "I'A. 
1.6.3 Scope of the Study 
• I he present study covers the kc\ drivers and inhibitors of the Indian auto 
component industry. It also attempts to find Out the interaction of drivers 
and inhibitors with select areas of influence ref ` Indian auto component 
industry. 
• The study has been conducted during the period January 2010 to December 
2O13. The stud \ has been made on .AC'`l:\-listed companies which are 600 
membership Companies in the auto component r1lar1ellaCtUrl11g. Any auto 
Component manufacturing Corllpan\ \\hick is not listed \vIth AC'\IA is out 
of the scope of the study. 
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2.6 	Impact of Free Trade Agreements on Auto 
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Trade Agreements 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Chapter Overview 
In tlhi chapter. the reearcllcr has attempted to Compile the a\ailahle Iiterature on 
observations and recommendations by earlier researchers. the review \\ill help to 
identity the research gaps. which will play a guiding role in setting up the objectives 
and scope of the study. 
Six broad areas as shu\\ n below ha \ e been identified to present the hod \ of 
kno\\ ledge pertaining to the research topic: 
1. 
 
Impact of' I rack Liberalization on I)e\eloping Natit)►ls 
2. Impact of I ride Iiheralization on Indian Auto (w►hponent Industry 
3. Impact of' Uri\ers and Inhibitors ut Competitiveness on Auto Component 
Industry 
4. Impact elf' Free Frade :\grcements 
>. Impact of Free Bradt Agreements on Auto ('omponcnt Industry 
6. Studies related to Area of' Influence h\ free I rade \wreenlents 
(a) Production 	 (b) 'i echnolingv I)cvebpnlent and Acquisition 
( c ) Trade and In\estment 	(d) Market 
Ills chapter is concluded by a discussion on identi.licatioll of research gap. 
2.2 Impact of Trade Liberalization on Developing Nations 
International tr ulr liheraliiation ,icneratcs immense competitive challenges fir most 
developing countries (I)har. 2008). Since the mid-l900s. many studies have estimated 
the impacts of trade liberalization on economic growth. employment. poverty. income 
distribution and the survival of local tirnls. Nonetheless, the real impact of trade 
liberalization on the global economy remains a much debated and controversial 
subject (I a►llbUnall. -'OI I ). According to l'alvev & Kim (1 ")9?). at an aggregate level. 
7; 
the broad benefits that are generated from international trade liberalization reform 
include factors like. Improved resource allocation. :access to new and better 
technologies. Inputs and intermediate goods. Economics of scale and scope. Greater 
domestic competition and the Availability of favourable growth externalities, such as 
the transfer of know-how. 
According to Greenaway (1998). trade liberalization is the removal of tariff, or any 
other intervention which restores the free trade, set of relative prices, changes in 
government policy, which reduce anti-export bias and move the relati\e prices of 
tradable goods towards neutrality: the substitution of more efficient fi)r less efficient 
forms of intervention. 
Sachs and \ arner (1996) and Piazolo (2001) assume that openness helps poor 
countries to grow faster as they are able to import capital and modern technologies 
from advanced economies. Increased volumes of Imports lead to increased 
competition. allowing the country to increase the efficient use of existing resources. 
thus resulting in optimal factor allocation. This again encourages specialisation on 
those activities that reflect a country's comparative advantages. Increased imports of 
capital and technologically intensive goods further stimulate the processing of 
innovations and new technologies through which the productivity of labour and the 
utilisation of capital equipment Mould be increased and economies of scale could 
successfully be exploited. Finally, the income gap between poor and rich economies 
will close over the time and economic convergence between poor and rich countries 
may be reached accordingly. The authors also feel that developing countries should 
open their markets. also unilaterally. tier l6reign trade and investment, thus, benefiting, 
from cheap imported goods, competitive technology and knowhow. 
Shalaeddin (2005) advises that liberalization is essential when an industry reaches a 
certain level of maturity provided it is undertaken selectively and gradually. I lowever. 
the way liberalization is being, recommended by the Bretton f'l'ood institutions (World 
Bank and International Monitory Fund) is more likely to lead to the destruction of the 
existing industries, particularly those that are at their early stages of infancy as well as 
hamper the emergence of new ones. If at all any new industry emerges. it Would be in 
line with static comparative advantage rather than dynamic comparative advantage. 
Low income countries are likely to be locked in production and exports of primary 
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commodities. simple processing and at best assenihiv operations or other labor 
II1tCIla1\ e industries ith little prospects of upgradin`I 
Raihan (2008) contends that liberalization trade policy reform \\arks by inducing 
substitution e1•fects in the production and consumption of goods and services through 
Changes in price. l hese factors in turn influence the level and composition of exports 
and imports. [he Change of relative price induced h,• international trade liberalization 
causes a more efficient reallocation of resources. Moreover. international trade 
liberalization also enables the expansion Of economic opportunities by enlarging 
markets and enhancing kno\\ ledge spill oo\ er. 
1anbf►nalf (2010) suggest that trade liberalization afl'ccts indi\idual local firms. 
positively or tlegativek. in tour tllajor '~ays. \\ hich include an increase of fureign 
competition that results front the lu~\eririg Of import tariffs. quotas and other non-tariff 
barriers. ItMer production Costs that result from cheaper imported inputs, relative 
increase of export opportunities leads to encouraging firms to increase their exports 
and reduction of a\ailable local inputs encourage domestic suppliers to sell more 
abroad than to produce fir domestic consumption. 
Anderson et al. ( 1997). Feridhanusetva~van et al. (2000). and feridbantsewaowan and 
Pangestu (2002) Conclude that among existing liberalization Commitments in the Asia-
Pacific region, the implementation of the two biggest commitments, namely the 
t 1 ruguav Round and the Asia-Pacific I:cononlie ('ooperation. %\ould greatly henelit 
de'. eloping countries. Asian Free I rade Area. on the other hand. is expected to 
contribute little to gains in \veltare for plans countries in the region. especiall.\ the 
poorer ones. One explanation is that Asian Free Trade Area creates a discriminator\ 
trading block in the Association of South East Asian Nations. %\here trade diversion 
offsets the potential fir trade creation. I lo ever, the fear of trade diversion from :\I'TA 
is no longer relc%ant. since most Al-.•\N members have undertaken unilateral 
liberalization ti~llo ins the Asian financial crisis in 1997-98. 
Pa►11hud1 and ('handra (2006) and Hutaharat et al. (2007) contribute to the assessment 
of the implementation of' the .\SEAN ('hina Free Trade .\greeiuent (:\C'r1 A) on the 
Indonesian economy. The study highlihts a number of Important findings. Firstly. 
based on the initial implementation eo( the so-called [an 	Ilar%cst Program {4.1{['), 
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imports of the commodities included in the agreement (e.yu. vegetables. fruits and fish) 
increased much taster than the countrv's exports of similar products to China. 
Secondly, various production costs in the domestic market were expected to increase 
significantly. Thirdly. the study also foresaw a decline in real GDP of Indonesia. both 
short term and font term. 
Iiutabarat et al. (2007) concludes with the lbllowinz points: Firstly. AC HA benefited 
Indonesia only in terms of certain commodities. such as rubber and palm oils, which 
saw an increase in exports. At the same time, however. Indonesia expected losses in 
other trade commodities vis-a-vis China. especially in rice, vegetables and oilseeds. 
Secondly, with respect to AF l A. the study argued that Indonesian imports from other 
ASFAN countries would increase. while ASFAN market diversification of Indonesians 
exports Xvould decline. 
One of the few studies on the effect of trade liberalization on SMFs in China is by 
\yang and Yao (2002). which shows that gradual changes in the country's trade 
retime towards liberalization in the late 1970s has led to much more dynamic SMl;s. 
They have not only grown rapidly. but have also added value to the overall Chinese 
economy. I lowev er. another study by Steel and Webster (1991). Which used lion-level 
data in Ghana. suggests that trade liberalization squeezes the profits of SMFs as a 
result of rising input costs, weak domestic demand and increased competition from 
foreign firms. 
Grossman and Helpnlan (1992) argue that technological change can be influenced by 
a countr\'s openness to trade. Openness to trade provides access to imported Inputs. 
which embody new technology and increases the size of the markets facing producers 
which in turn raises returns to innovation and affects a country's specialization in 
research intensive production. Thus a country's openness leads to improvements in 
domestic technology, helps the production process become more efficient and 
culminates in productivity improvements. 
Rodrik (1995) suggested that a restricted trade regime leads to a resource 
misallocation by altering the domestic relative-price ratio in Iilvour of the 
comparatively disadvantaged sector. Whereas, \Veisbrot and Baker (2002) argued that 
trade liberalization may not he the key to rapid groth and development. they noted 
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that the success of countries such as South Korea. 'l al\1 an. China and India that 
experienced accelerated growth rate, did not follow a simple path of trade 
liberalization. In all Of these countries the government played all important role in 
guiding the ecllnonn through the use of subsidies. protection for favoured industries 
and restriction on capital account tlo\\s. The policies used in guiding these Asian 
countries to economic growth are normally opposed by the proponents of trade 
liberalization especially the Bretton Wood institutions (World Bank&. International 
Monitory Fund). 
Rodrik (1 99 asserts that the gn,'\th performance of these Asian countries may have 
more to do 1\ ith their ability to react to key macroeconomic shocks in the 1970s. 
rather than their trade policies. ( 0recna11a\ ( 1998) attributes the success stories of 
these Asian Countries to the conducive climate of market based ideologies of the late 
l97Os and earls I 980 that fii cured retiuros as \\ell as to the existence of technocrats 
that helped push the reforms process arid not dust on trade liberalization policy alone. 
\\ Inters ( 20(1-41 cautions On ho\\ scholars link trade liberalization \\ ith rapid economic 
gru1\th. lie pointed out that the methodological problems of pre\ ious studies linking 
openness to trade and higher income create some uncertainties, in the sense that cross-
country studies have dillicult\ In measuring openness. idcntit'ving causation and 
isolating the effects of , trade liberalization, lie \lent further to state that trade 
liberalization alone is not sufficient to boost growth but other policies that affect 
investment should be given serious attention II liberalization Can translate to economic 
gru\\th. \1 ithin the context of this study, trade liberalization is the removal of harriers 
to tree trade. such as quotas. import and export restrictions and exchange rate controls. 
So economic liberalization discussed in this study includes both trade and financial 
market liberalization. 
According to \Vohlmuth ( 2003 apart from possible gains from trade liherafisation 
there are also potential losses, such as increased vulnerability to external shocks. 
firms' closure and increased unemployment due to increased competition. and a 
decrease in government  revenue because of tan it'1cuts. l \1u Other important risks are 
the decline of' the exhort-import ratio. resulting, in an increased trade deficit and the 
risk of decreased domestic Value addition. leading to dc-industrialisation. I Ili; can be 
the case because of' increased imports and insufficient competitiveness of the local 
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industry. Empirical findings confirm this finding, giving evidence that an open 
economy and increasing participation of' developing countries in international 
production chains does not necessarily imply a correspondent increase in the Value 
addition of'domestic production and in country's Income. 
Black (201 1) wrote that while the nature of industrial development under protection 
may constrain domestic firms' capacity to restructure production in a more liberalized 
environment, the accumulation of technological capabilities can also make it possible 
for firms to adapt quite rapidly and take advantage of ne international linkages in the 
Corm of' export markets and supply opportunities to multinational firms establishing 
domestic operations. Further. Black describes in the liberalization phase. increased 
foreign control and ownership has frequently been central to the adjustment process. 
But this in turn has significant implications, both positive and negative. for the nature 
of technological development and for upgrading more generally. 
Developing countries have historically been characterized by differences in industrial 
structure, smaller markets and relatively higher levels of protection. Moreover, Black 
(2011) described that this had important implications for their capacity to adjust to 
global competition. Liberalization has a shattering effect on the previously protected 
industrial structure and this transition from low volume, flexible production for 
domestic markets to high volume supply to international markets is a wrenching one. 
[he impact is much greater because of' the significantly increased role of foreign 
firms. 
2.3 Impact of Trade Liberalization on Indian Auto Component 
Industry 
lrcording to I.ung (2(U;) dust SMF:s in developing countries lack the necessary 
resources. particularly technological advances and skills, to remain competitive in the 
global marketplace. There is little doubt that. in the era of' trade liberalization, auto 
component manufacturers in developing countries, can only survive it' they possess the 
capacity for internationalization. Indeed. this is a critical factor to determine the 
competitiveness of auto component manufacturers in the global market. 
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Trade liheralisation is likely to haze only a limited price effect if the market structure 
is ulicopolistic and or the products are strongly differentiated (\Vinterset al. 2003). 
This is exactly the case in the autunloti%e industry \\here few global vehicle 
manufacturers produce particular models. llux\ever, the industry might gain from 
openness through endogenous gro\\th factors. such as greater availabi lit \ of' high 
technology inputs and cooperation with foreign firms that allow to build-up networks. 
to profit from technical assistance and know-how. to reduce transaction costs and to 
increase capacities. 
As per I. INC LAI) 200 2) the automotive Sector is one of the most \ ibrant. rapidly 
gro inu sectors in \\urld trade. I)e eloping countries all over the World from Rraiil to 
South Africa tried to achieve its expansion 'with an import substituting strategy. With 
the exception of' a few producers front South last Asia no developing country has 
been able to establish its own competitive automobile production. This is due to the 
limited size of domestic markets as well because of' increased competition since the 
199O, 'w hen developing countries opened their markets to imports and producers 
moved to ards global sourcing. 
According to Barnes (1 X199) the automotive component industry receives only 
negligible go ernnlcnt protection and is currcntl laced with a huge competitiveness 
challenge on two fronts. I-irst• it needs to improve its competitiveness in order to keep 
tioreign imports out uf'the domestic market and secondly. it needs to reposition itself 
in ne\\ value chains in order to consolidate relationships 'aitll Ol \ls and facilitate 
exports. 
According to Atnela & Paul (2002) trade liberalization in the global auto component 
industry nuy faces significant challenges. _\lthuugll initiatives sponsored by the 
World Trade ( )rganization (\l'TO) and Asian trade associations are meant to reduce 
harriers and promote free exchange of international goods. domestic companies find it 
difficult to compete 'with imported auto component products. N.loreu\er. the prediction 
of import response of' trade liberalization measure is not an easy task. especially 'w hen 
extensive nuntarit't barriers on imports, are present. 
istorically, the t ajectur\ of technical change in de\eloping countries has differed in 
important \\a\s from that in the developed \\xrld (Katz. 1954: 2000). Limited markets 
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and protection meant that plants were frequently small in relation to those in the 
developed countries and economics of scale issues were a key consideration in 
technical choice. "I'his implied the need to scale down to smaller plant size and 
diversify product mix requiring in turn simpler. more universal, lower capacity 
machinery. 'l 'his frequently led to discontinuous technology and low levels of' 
automation. In products such as vehicles and components \\- here continuous flow is 
necessary, firms in developing countries could end up with the worst of all worlds 
that is. ith a small continuous tlo\\ 'line' turning out a highly diversified output nlix. 
intended for various. small individual markets (Katz. 1984). 
Katz (1984) also pointed to the weakly developed layers of subcontracting firms, 
\1hIC11 resulted in higher levels of vertical integration within the firm than \\ould he 
the case in developed countries. 'I his reduced the level of technological specialization 
and was also likely to result in the under-utilization of installed capacity. Effort in 
areas such as logistics, materials flow, machine changeovers and production 
scheduling that is undertaken in order to deal with the problems of complexity that 
arise in low volume, multi-product plants. which have characterized the automotive 
and component industry in developing countries. Firms thus became well-adapted or 
even 'over-adapted to the circumstances of captive, protected markets — which Pirela 
et al. (1993) refer to as the 'plait jnes i'f/ c1. 
Liberalization has a number of important effects at the firm level. In his survey of the 
experience of' Argentina. Brazil and Mexico, Katz (2000) argues that h1NC's and large 
domestic conglomerates were the main beneficiaries. With growing foreign 
ownership, firms tended to become more specialized and scaled down their local 
engineering activities, engaging more in final assembly and distribution. Small and 
medium enterprises also tended to become more involved in final assembly operations 
\Vith a greater reliance on imported inputs (Rheinhardt and Peres. 2000). The inflow of 
foreign capital may create a more demanding and competitive environment requiring 
(domestic firms to upgrade, but it may also limit the need for indigenous technological 
adaptation (Lorentzen and Barnes. 2004). 
Ilunmphrev and Salerno (2000) refers to the increasing centralization of' design hN 
multinational auto and component firms and the fact that in countries such as Brazil, 
first tier suppliers are now virtually all foreign owned. Rasiah (2007: 201 1) found that 
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foreign automotive component firms in East and Southeast Asia were less R&D 
intensive than their local counterparts. However. llumphrev and Salerno 12000) also 
point to the emergence of a sun ant/planets model in which developing countries have 
regional design centres linked to the global design headquarters. 
Foreign firms appear to exhibit higher levels of productivity and more rapid growth, 
but again the evidence is not overwhelming (Saggi, 2006: Haddad and Harrison, 
1993). In part this depends on how domestic firms are integrated into the global 
networks of multinationals, Typically. runts which are fully integrated into such 
global networks operate at larger scale wilt more advanced technology and attain 
higher levels of productivity than those wlti cli supply protected domestic markets 
(Black. 2011). 
In India trade liberalization is started in the early 1980s. It was characterised by de-
licensing, liberalisation and opening up of FDI in the into sector, these policies 
resulted in the establishment of new LCV manulacturers (for example, Swaraj Mazda, 
DCM Toyota) and passenger car manufacturers. All these developments led to 
structural changes in the Indian auto industry (Narayanan. 2008). 
Piplai (2001) examined the effects of liberalisation on the Indian vehicle industry, in 
terms of production. marketing, export, technology tie-up, product up gradation and 
prolta6iIil\. His findings suggested that till I 940s, the Indian auto industry was non-
existent, since automobile were imported from General Motors and Ford. In early 
1940s, Hindustan Motors and Premier Auto started, by importing know-how from 
General Motors and Fiat respectively. Since the 1950s, a few other companies entered 
the market for two-wheelers and commercial vehicles. However, most of them either 
imported or indigenously produced auto-components, till the mid-1950s, when India 
launched import substitution programme, thereby resulting in a distinctly separate 
auto-component sector. 
Kathuria (1996) notes that the time-bound indigenization programme for commercial 
vehicles in the 1980s facilitated the tip gradation of vendor skills and modifying 
vehicles to suit local conditions- which demand functional efficiency, overloading 
capabilities, fuel economy, frequent changes in speed and easy repair and 
maintenance. Kathuria also mentions that the choice between vertical integration and 
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subcontracting crucially depends on the polic\ recinle. In a liberal regime. vertical 
inteuration ma not work 
Naravanan ( 1998) suggested that in a liberalised regime. this would depend on firms' 
ability to bring about technological changes. as inferred from the behaviour of new 
firms in the sample considered. Further. vertical integration could score over 
subcontracting in a liberal regime. This is probably because of the entry of new 
foreign firms that produce technologically superior and guaranteed quality vehicles 
and choose to produce niost of the components in-house. Later Nara anan (2004) 
analysed the determinants of growth of Indian automobile firms during three different 
policy regimes. nanlel 	licensing (1980- 81 to 1984-85 ). deregulation (198 -86 to 
1990-91) and liberalisation (1 991 -92 to 1995-96). Naravanan (2006) finally concluded 
that vertical integration plays a positi\e role in a regulated regime. while it is not 
conducive for export competitiveness in a liberal regime. 
2.4 Impact of Drivers and Inhibitors of Competitiveness on 
Auto Component Industry 
In this section a review of literature on competitiveness of auto component industry by 
various authors. illdllstry associations. co11tiultanc\ organizations, research bodies and 
peer-reviewed journals. has been taken up. 
As noted by the National Strategy fir Manufacturing. National Manufacturing 
Competitiveness Council (NM('C) Government of India. (2006) competitiveness of 
manufacturing sector is a \ erg broad multi-dimensional concept that embraces 
numerous aspects such as price, quality, productivity, efficiency and macro-economic 
environment. The Organization fir Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
definition of competitiveness. \\hick is Most \\idely quoted. also considers 
employment and sustainability. while being exposed to international competition, as 
features pertaining to competitiveness. 
According to Dhingra et, al. (2010) competitiveness has emerged as one of' the most 
researched areas in strategic management. Various research efforts have brought many 
interesting perspectives and frameworks at the country, industry and firm level. As a 
result. studies on competitiveness are found across multiple disciplines including 
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economics. Performance measures ent. strategic management, operations 
Ilianaecm nt. a; well as policy research 
1 he stratcuic nlanalelllcnt approach assesses co111petltl\ene"Is according to financial 
performance. and identifies conlpetiti\ eness drivers as conlpctiti\ e conditions of 
market' and resources of firms. lo explain why firms achieve di l terent profit rates, 
the literature provides two important but contrasting theories: the /W1coerairial 
Urcuti_ution ( 10) and the Resource l3wccl I'iew (RI3V) of' the firm (Iloskissun. IIitt. 
Wean & Yiu. 1999). I he I( ) theory explains 1cI1\ 111.111s operating in some industries are 
more profitable than others ((ihemawtat. 2002). It asserts that firm profitability is 
fwlction 01 the industrial environment or market conditions, since the nature u1' an 
industrA directs behaviors of firms (l luskisson et al.. 1199). 
Porter (1998) explains that the profit potential of firms in a particular industr\ depends 
on trade-offs among the tot tow i ng  five forces of' market competition, viz bargaining 
powers of bu\ers, bargaining powers of suppliers, threats of new entrants. threats of 
substitute products, and the intensity of rivalr\ among competitors. I his framework 
for industry analysis has been widely used for competiti\eness analysis of industries 
(Fairbanks & Lindsay. 1997). In order to maximize the profitability of' their respective 
firms, many tors should seek to manipulate the underling factors of the five tierces 
(such as customer switching costs and government policy) to their favor (Porter. 
1998). 
:\nether reconized theor' on /?cwu vc Ba.wecl I rest establishes the role of factors, 
internal to the firms such as firm's strateg\: structures. competencies. capabilities and 
other tangible & intangible resources lead to competitive success of a firm (Prahlad&. 
Hamel. 1990: Grant, 1991: Barney. 2001. 1991: Peteraf. 1993: [Inch. 1993). 1 he 
RB\' theorists believe the firm's resources are the most important factors affecting 
profitability (Barney. 2001: \Vernerfelt. 1984: WernerfcIt. 1995). the term 
"resources" refers to bundles of' tangible and intangible assets as well as skills, which 
are valuable, rare. imperfectly imitable and not substitutable (Barney. Wright 
&Ketchen. 2001). Thus. resources encompass various assets and capabilities of firms 
( I fall. 1993: Challis & Samson. 1996: Barney. 2001: Fahy, 2002). 
According to Barney (1991) resources refer to "all assets, capabilities, organizational 
processes. firm attributes, information, knowledge. etc controlled b a firm, that 
enable a firm to develop and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and 
effectiveness (quoted in \l1ichalisin et al.. 1997)." In brief, resources are tangible and 
intangible assets that a firm uses to choose and implement its strategies (Barney. 
'001). For example. resources include employee expertise and kno ledge company 
reputation, product reputation. as well as the company's organizational culture (Ilall. 
1992: 1993). The process of deploying those resources within firms yields different 
levels of perlormance. 'Thus by developing and exploiting firm resources. managers 
can change the "rules of the game" competitive conditions. and establish a 
competitive advantage that addresses customer \aloes (Stoelhorst & Van Raaij. 2004). 
From the operations management perspective, competitiveness is measured against 
multiple criteria. Among others. the performance indicators include sales growth. 
market share. customer satisfaction. productivity, and profitability (.\hmed. Montagno 
& Firenze, 1996: Morita & Flynn. 1997: I.i, 2000: Gordon & Sohal. 2001: Ross, 
2002). Resources and capabilities related to operations functions such as advanced 
manufacturing technologies ('l'racev. Vonderembse & Lim. 1999: Gordon & Sohal. 
2001: Sharma & Fisher. 1997). quality management practices (Anderson & Sohal. 
1999: Gordon & Sohal. 2001: Sharma & fisher. 1997). product design and 
development capability ( Sharma & Fisher. 1997: Li. 2000: Gordon & Sohal. 2001) 
contribute to the competitiveness of' tirms. Manufacturing firms can achieve 
competitiveness through improvement of operational capabilities (Wheelwright & 
Mayes. 1985). 
Although profitability indicators such as return on investment and return on assets are 
traditional proxies of competitiveness, non-financial performance indicators are also 
important competitiveness indicators. especially in the manufacturing sector. Aside 
from profitability indices, the following indicators vsere also mentioned: sales volume 
(Li, 2000: Anderson & Sohal. 1999): sales growth (Lau. 2002: Sharma & Fisher. 
1997): market share (Ii, 2000: Anderson & Sohal. 1999: Sharma & Fisher. I997): 
market share growth (l'racey et al.. 1999). perceptions on overall customer 
satisfaction (fracev eat al., 1999: Sharma & Fisher. 1997): overall competitiveness 
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( I _au. 2002: Anderson & Suhal. 1999): overall plant success (Gordon & tioI1al. 2001): 
and productivity (Ross. 2002: Sharma & Fisher. 1997). 
the use of both financial and non-financial performance indicators reveals an 
integrated \iew of it business and guides business decisions l\eely et al.. 2001: 
\tc:\dam & Bailie. 2002: Nilsson K. Kald. 2002). It also facilitates the business 
impru\ ement process 1 Kaplan & Norton. 1992). /\n integrated performance 
measurement s stelV i, a use at strategic toil to improve competitiveness for 
nlanuiucturine firms I I)e I oni. Nassimbeni & l onchia. 1997: ('henhall. 2005). 
l heret'ore. using both th pes of indicators can be owf'st tur competitiveness analysis. 
the LO-based studies sho\\ how market ti)rces and the role of government impinged 
on protitahilit\ ti airbanks & Lindsay. I997). Rt3V-hascd studies. can the other hand. 
suggest particular capabilities that influence competitive performance (I tall. 1992: 
1993 ). the operations management literature adds to an understanding of' howl firms 
achieve competitiveness through resources generated by operations functions 
(Amundson. 1998). 
Firm actions, characteristics and strategies are considered important for the 
protitahilit\ and have shown high variance in business unit performance (N1c(iahaW, 
1999: Runlelt, 1991.  ) All theories regarding competitiveness of a firm have talked 
about superior firm performance as the effect of' being, competitive in an industry. 
('ompetiti eness has emerged as a useful Indicator of ling term sc)cl0-economic health 
of it country (\coma\ a. 2000 . 
the relationship het\\een the business environment and the organizations operations 
strategy determine the performance of the firm. (\Vitliams et. al.. 1995) identified a 
significant relationship between manufacturing strategy and firm perteunlat1ce, 
therefore to survive in this new competitive age. firms will have to develop suitable 
strategies for cost reduction quality improvement making new investment and 
devclupin-, appropriate conipctencies. Use to the dynamic nature of' markets. 
strategies will have to he d namic and change over time. Singh et al.. (2006) have 
uhser\ed that auto component manufacturers should be flexible in developing their 
strategies. 
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Chou and Hsu (2005) have suggested that by developing industry portals. auto 
component manufjrcturers can aggregate Ilexihilite and agility, despite their lack of' 
resources. A significant task of corporate strategy is to identify and explore core 
competencies that must he added. Otherwise current competencies can become 
obsolete and hewn to function as core riuidities. A more natural and fruitful approach 
is therefore to think of knowledge and skills required by a company in order to 
maintain or improve its competitiveness. 
Chasten et al.. (2001) have observed that the areas of competence concerned with new 
product development, human resource management practices. organizational 
producti ity. the management cat' quality and management of' Information are 
extremely crucial in terms of influencing growth rates. l hey also observed that firms 
which have adopted a higher level learning orientation can he expected to exhibit 
statistically significant higher competencies across the area of measuring customer 
expectations. identifying_ quality variance, implementing duality improvements, using 
information to optimize information, identifying market changes and using 11 to 
acquire data. 
According to Little and Lee. (1999): Singh et al., (2007) component manufacturers for 
large companies where they operate in the "make to order" or rather the "engineer to 
order' approach that imposes rigid constraints on meeting changes in requirements at 
short notice. Auto component manufacturers often are oriented towards serving local 
niches or developing relatively narrow specializations (Urhonavicius. 2005). 
Significant barriers to competitiveness for auto component manufacturers are 
inadequate technologies as well as inadequate in-house human expertise and poor 
financial resources. Resource scarcity can impact on the ability of smaller firms to 
enter export markets and to deploy expensive software such as FRI' systems (Xiang et 
al.. 2006). 
There has been extensive research on the competitiveness of auto component 
manufacturers based on various parameters. The table presents the frame work 
adopted by various authors. 
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Table 2.1: Competitiveness of _kulo Component Manufactures  
	
S. 	('umprtiti\ eness Connotations 	 Researchers 
( 1 	Superior n1aiiii1acturinwe performance leads to 	1.uIrhW1an et al. (2005) 
Competitiveness.  
1'11'111'5 compenhi\en ess Is dependent on Its ahilitv A1ltahll and Mol11aya 
2 to provide goods and services more efficiently (2004) 
than others involved in the marketplace. - 
Competitiveness 	comes 	through 	a 	process 	by  I lilt et al. (2001) 
3 \\hick 	one 	emit\ 	.tri\Cs 	to 	outperform 	another 
through 	the 	u:c 	of 	\ ariou, 	re>otn-ces 	and 
capabilities. 
l'ontpetitivcncs 	is a concept 	conlprisin 	uf, the Economic limes (2001) 
4 potential. Ills process and the pCl'1l)rlllallce. 
mpetitiveness is a combination of assets and DISK et al.(2001) 
processes. 	\\here assets are inherited or created 
5 and 	processes 	lran~81riii 	assets 	to 	achieve 
economic gains from sales to customers. 
To he competitigye, several factor; must exist: the Khalil (2000) 
6 desire to \\ Ill. commitment or perseverance and 
the availabilit\ of certain resource.. 
Competitiveness is defined in terms of 'helping Don and I lard\\ick 
7 business 	to 	win". 	' Price". 	product 	range 	and ( 1998) 
quality and "distribution and marketing.  
('hu and Moon ( 1998) Competiveness refers to the relative position of an 
8 orlril'alioii against its competili)rs_ 	 ~ 
9 Competitiveness involves different attributes like \\ ce aheellllz%alllan and 
cornparali\'e advantage and 'price competitiveness 1Z\ans (1 9%) 
perspective. 	strategic 	and 	management 
perspective, as well as historical and socio-cultural 
perspectives. 
Competitiveness is the ability of' the ureanizatiun Pace and Stephan 10 
to 	sta\ 	in 	business 	and 	to 	protect 	the (1996) 
organizations 	investments. 	to earn a 	return on 
those 	investments 	and 	to 	ensure 	jobs 	1(lr 	the 
future. 
1 1 Competitiveness is the ability to increase market Raniasarny (1 995) 
Share. profit and growth to value added and to stay 
Competitive bra Ione duration. 
Competitiveness 	is 	the 	ahility 	to 	persuade 12 chaharha`ahi and Fearer 
customers 	to 	choose 	their 	offering 	over (1994) 
alternatives and ability to improve cost process 
capabilities. 
13 Competitiveness 	arises 	or 	results 	from 	firm I lanlel and Prahalad 
specific 	initiatives 	like: 	better 	management. (1993) 
le 	eraIllg and stretching 01 resources. 
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14 Competitive priorities can be used as measures of Corbett and Wassehove 
competitiveness 	(external) 	and 	competence (1993) 
(internal). Both are considered two sides of same 
coin. 
15 Ability to design. produce and market products or Cruz(1992) 
services superior to those offered by competitors, 
considering the price and non-price qualities. 
16 Competitiveness is synonymous with productivity Porter (1990) 
and is assumed to capture quality feature as well 
as efficiency feature. 
17 Competitiveness is the ability to raise income as Scott (1989) 
rapidly as competitors and to make investments 
necessary to keep up with them in the future. 
I8 Firm, 	industy 	or 	nation 	with 	the 	highest McKee and Sessions- 
productivity 	could 	be 	seen 	as 	the 	most Robinson (1989) 
competitive. 
19 Competitiveness is a race in which the participants Georgina (1986) 
are trying to get ahead. and the ability to stay in 
the lead is crucial factor. 
20 Competitiveness 	is 	a 	function 	of 	the 	first's Oral (19R6) 
industry 	mastery. 	its 	cost 	superiority, 	and 	the 
political-economic 	environment 	around 	it. 
implying a need for both external and internal 
considerations of competitiveness. 
2I Competitiveness 	is 	performance 	relative 	to Turnbull and 
competitors 	in 	terms 	of dimensions 	such 	as Cunningham 
quality, 	speed, 	delivery, 	responsiveness 	and (1981) 
prices. 
Adopted from: Singh m al 20111Svaiegy dcrdQprncst fnr nmpelitiveness_ a surly on Indian auto component s.cwr. 
Inlerrm0am.I JnumaloSl'mducticilp and Perfor,urc Muiucemeipt Vul. 56 No. 1.2007 pp. 285.3(,4 
Singh at al (2007) found in his research about auto component sector, lack of gtnwth-
conducive environment, raising funds from market and shortage of technical 
manpower as the most severe constraints. In creating a growth-conducive 
environment, government policies play an important role. Government policies have 
played a facilitative role in countries like Japan, South Korea, Taiwan etc. (Wang and 
Tsai, 1995). In India, some initiatives such as raising of the investment limit for small 
scale auto component sector and some others from Rs 10 million to Rs50 million 
raising of loan limit and subsidies for technology updating (The Economic Times 
2005). improvement in infrastructure, transparency and accountability of 
administrative systems are being taken. But still lot of efforts are needed from the 
government to make Indian organizations competitive in the global market 
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According to Sinzh et al (2007) an effective strategy must take into account the 
distincti\e competencies of a firm that will ;Wi\e it a competitive advantage over its 
competitors. In the present scenario of global competition, effective strategies for 
making_ Investments, for developing competencies over time and strategies for 
reducing cost and improving quality are \cry important. 
Figure 2.1: Factors Affecting Auto Component Manufacturers 
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Indian e\pencncc ' International Journal u( Ic~hnolo_%\Ianagement and su.lainahJcI)OeiopmrutV(I  tunic ht31 pp. III-I;7 
Competitiveness of a nation, especially export competitiveness can he achieved 
through its trade (Nihon. 2005). infrastructure development and by providing special 
economic privileges i.e. lower taxes and rebate to a liberalised economy (Agar\\al. 
2004). Government have adopted development strategy by emphasising either on 
outward or inward orientation of' the trade policy, especially on exports (Agar\\al. 
20041. 
K. Narayanan ( 1997) has anal\ zed the determinants of competitiveness in the Indian 
automobile industry during the 1980s. lie has attempted to analyse the effects of de-
regulation policy introduced in India during, the mid I980s. on technology acquisition 
and competitiveness. defined in terms of' market share changes in the Indian 
automobile industry during the I Thos. l he\ argue that asvmmetr\ among firms in 
terms of technology acquisition through technology imports and in-house efforts 
explain much of the firm le el differences in competitiveness. Asymmetry in 
technology acquisition is largely due to differences in the firms' ability to brine about 
technological paradigm and trajectory shifts. "I The results of the econometric exercise 
support the view that. e\en in an era of capacity licensing, development of 
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competitive skills crucially depended upon the ability to build specific technology 
trajectory advantat es. This is achieved by successfully complementing imported 
technology with in-house technological efforts. Competitiveness in a de-regulated 
regime would. ho\cever. depend upon the ability of the firm to bring about 
technological paradigm shifts. New firms who depended on intra-firm transfer of 
technology and firms with in-house R&l) efforts, to accomplish paradigm shifts, 
appear more successful. Further, in a liberal regime. advantages of' vertical integration 
over sub-contracting also appear to be important in the determination of 
competitiveness Further. in a liberal regime. advantages of self' production over sub-
contracting appear to he essential from the results of the role of vertical integration in 
the determination of competitiveness. This is largely due to transfi:r of technology. 
\ladhuri (2008) has studied about competitiveness of Indian auto component industry 
through costs and capabilities. As per her, Indian auto component industry has 
witnessed high rates of gro\\th since the early I990s facilitated by the economic 
reforms, availability of' cheap and skilled labour and organizational responsiveness. 
Against the background of the increasing export intensity o1' the auto component 
sector. she has analy ted the composition and the determinants of' export 
competitiveness using a Jo/n! model. Data from the ('api/aline database covering 179 
exporting and non-exporting firms from the automobile component industry, for the 
year 2003 to 04. was used. The sample was further classified by ownership domestic, 
multinationals and joint ventures. I'his is supported h\ a qualitative case study of , 
organizational capabilities of' the auto component industry. I-Ier central argument is 
that export competitiveness on the basis of low labour cost alone does not give any 
comparative cost advantage to the firms unless the productivity of that labour is 
enhanced. While wage intensity is intended to capture the comparative advantage of' 
firms with respect to cheap labour. more data on man hours is required to analyze 
productivity. Other variables such as import intensity and distribution expenses are 
used to capture the role of deregulation in the policy framework and the growing 
logistics capability of auto component firms. The stud \ finds that while cheap labour 
is all important factor influencing the export competitiveness of multinational firms. 
distribution intensity is an important factor driving the exports of domestic firms. The 
case study analysis of' the domestic auto component industry finds that faced With low 
volume constraint which prohibits capital deepening In vestments: companies are 
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investing in soft skills to improve their production and organizational capabilities. 
These companies are moving up the value chain through low cost automation, better 
work practices. backward integration and transfer of best practices 
Saranga (2008) has carried out the performance analysis of the Indian auto component 
industry from the perspectives of an original equipment manufacturer and a 
component supplier. Various efficiency measures are estimated using Data 
Envelopment Anulydv with puhlicly available financial data on a representative 
sample of 50 firms. The first stage analysis reveals various operational inefficiencies 
in the auto component industry which are subsequently decomposed into technical, 
input mix and scale efficiencies. The study finds evidence that a majority of the 
inefficient firms are operating in the diminishing returns to scale region and 
demonstrates potential savings through benchmark input targets. A second stage 
analysis aimed at exploring root causes of inefficiencies finds that substitution of 
labour for capital could be causing it variety of inefficiencies including the input mix 
inefficiency in the Indian component industry. The empirical results also suggest that, 
unlike the global auto supply chain, higher average inventories are required for higher 
operational efficiencies in the Indian context. Contrary to the popular expectations, the 
technology licensing does not show significant influence on efficiency, at least in the 
short term, whereas efficient working capital management does result in higher 
operational efficiencies. The study also finds the need to reform labour laws which are 
significantly contributing to various inefficiencies in the Indian component industry. 
Country-wide development of infrastncture is expensive and implementation of 
structural reforms requires time due to various socio-economic and political realities. 
Export processing zones (EPZs) therefore are considered as a strategic tool for 
promotion of exports (Mondal. 2001). In order to promote export competitiveness; 
economic zones have emerged as a trade policy with special emphasis on outward 
orientation. Areas with special economic privilege i.e. lower taxes and rebates have 
been common since 16"' century but it did not impact the world trade. 1960 onwards, 
impact of these specific areas became prominent in the world trade and gained special 
terminology (Guangwen, 2003). 
The Investment Information and Credit Rating Agency of India ICRA (2003) studied 
the competitiveness of the Indian auto component industry, by global comparisons of 
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macro environment, policies and cost structure. This has a detailed account on the 
evolution of the global auto component industry. the l united States was the first major 
player From 1900 to 1960. after which Japan took its place as the cost-efficient leader. 
Cost efficiency being the only real means in as mature an industry as automobiles to 
retain or improve market share. global auto component manufacturers have been 
sourcing from the developing countries. India and China have emerged as favourite 
destinations for the first-tier OLMs since the late 1980s. There are only a te\v 
dominant Indian OEMs. while the number of (A-Ais is very large in China (122 car 
manufacturers and 120 motorcycle manufacturers) Nara \ anan and Vashisht (2008). 
According to the studs' determinants of competitiveness of the Indian auto industry. 
Nara\anan and Vashisht (2008) the major advantage of the Indian economy is 
educated and skilled \\orktorce with knowledge of English. Our disadvantages include 
poor Infrastructure. complicated tax structure. inflexible labour la\\s. inter-state policy 
differences and inconsistencies. India is in a better state. Based on comparisons of cost 
composition to pinpoint the areas in which the Indian auto component industry is at a 
disadvantage, this stud\ recommends a VAT regime. speed\' procedures. and imports 
duty cuts on raw materials, common testing and design tacilit\. labour reforms, up 
gradation of design and engineering, capabilities and brand building. 
According to Joshi et, al.. (2010) Indian is one among the fastest-growing economics 
of the world. They have identified some factors critical to the success uf' the Indian 
auto component industry. In their findings they revealed that technology. R&I) 
capabilities. I)&D (design and development) capabilities, developing status of allied 
industries, low cost advantage associated with the country. following, global quality 
norms and developing the socio-economic status of the country's population are some 
of the critical success factors to the Indian auto-component industry . I lo\vevvcr, 
government policies, nodal agencies. escalating demand condition. intensifying 
competitive rivalry and large number of choices available to the ultimate customer 
drive the industry competition as a whole. The study also discovered the fact that cost 
and delivery are the core competencies of the auto component and ancillary industry. 
Any improvement in the effectiveness of the aforesaid factors \v ill have a strong 
Multiplier effect on the auto-parts sector. Moreover. the well-implemented national 
strategies will advocate the growth of individual auto-component manufacturers and 
finally the country as a \v hole. 
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:\ccordini to Boruave and ('haudhari (2010) the auto Component industry was growing 
gradually and was making signilicant de\elopments in domestic as well as in 
international market till 2006-07. The internal barriers in the country and constraints at 
international level had slowed do 	the industry growth. These harriers predominantly 
are hindrances like l'ax structure. especially the disparity in custom and excise duties on 
the ray\ material of auto components. and automobiles. I he unavailability of resources 
at reasonable cost for example. power. skilled labour, technology etc. are also the major 
constraints. the challenges are mainly to overcome these hindrances and sustain into 
international competition ith other lo\\ cost countries. ;\dding up the extra values to 
the products and seeking active participation from the government in the allocation of 
meagre resources may help to break the harriers. The active participation is also needed 
in making the goods cost ef'fecti e h considering various parameters like providing 
extended help to bring overall sector under organized platform. liberalized policies. SEZ 
assistance and niarketini assistance. 
National Skill I)e\elopnlcnt Cooperation (201 1) has identified the following keN 
drivers of' competiti\eness in the auto components industry. 
.-access to Xe►r technologies: In addition to matching competitors new products and 
upgraded machinery. technology is also critical, especially with stricter emission norms 
going t0n\\ard. The rceloirenlcnt of Updated technologies has driven domestic players 
into acquisition or collaborations or .IQ's with global majors. Mtoreover. at a time when a 
substantial portion of' Indian customers are looking to upgrade to higher segments. he it 
passenger cars or twwo \\heelers. companies \pith latest technologies and latest models 
are hound to attract more attention. Superior technology nlanagenlent leads to \Vealth 
creation and imparts competitiveness to the organisation (Nlalecki and tootle, 1996: 
Roy and Sikdar. 2003: Balasuhranlanian. 2005: \lomaya and .<\Iltahh, 2005: Bennet and 
Vaidva. 2005: Khalil. -'Oi(() and Khalil and Fz/at. 2005). 
Investmentsin Rese'nrrch and Development: Investments in R&.[) are critical for 
retaining and enhancing the competitiveness of the Indian automobile and auto 
components sector. This competitiveness depends on the capacity as well as the speed 
of players in the industr\ to innovate and upgrade. 
Quality practices are in estment in competitive resources and capabilities which bring 
competiti\eness to the firm. h\ enhancing reliability, in the eve ol'customers through 
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superior firm performance (Nlpofit. 1998: Chaston and NIangles. 1997: IIwwang and 
('hung-I.j ('hou. 2004: Mohanty. 1998. I1opp and Spearman. 2000: Ohno 1988: 
Womack. Jones and Roos. 199(): Krajewski and Ritzman. 1996 : Khalil. 2000). 
•1 vailnbilitt• of "I'raiired Human Resources: the mailability of trained manpower at 
competitive costs is one of the contributors to India emerging as one of the favourite 
investment destinations fir foreign manufacturers. This is one of the major 
contributors to players such as \'olks«agen. Nissan. 13MW and Renault-Nissan. 
ha\ log set up manufacturing operations in India in the recent past and in making, India 
a favourable destination for investment by global majors. 
Cost Cu»rik'titiveft'ss: the auto components industry is very sensitive to costs. There 
are several underlvini drivers of cost competitiveness which are vital to the 
perf6rmance of the industry domestically as well as when compared with other 
competing countries. Cost effective manutacturing capabilities are central to 
investment for manufacturing firm which leads to firm competitiveness (Nobel. 1995: 
Skinner. 1969: Tunalv. 1992: \Vathen. 1995: Boyer Leong Ward &Y. Krajewwski. 1997). 
lMaCs Analysis (2010) provides the key drivers of competiveness in the Indian 
context. which have been grouped as under: 
Figure 2.2: II)ri%ers of Cost Competitiveness 
• Ivcisc 1)utv Duties & 	 • Import Duth on ray\ material. 
axes • Other levies and their cascading impact 
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Source: I%IA S Anal\,is. I Iuman Resource and Skill Requirements in the Auto and auto component tnduun_ . A Report 
h\ \.ttwnal Skill De%elopment Corporation 12ttl0) 
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:1\ ailahilit\ and qualit\ of men. machine. money. material including land at 
traditionall\ considered to he factors of production in economic literature. I.ahour 
productivit\ and attitude to\\ard productivity. cost of labour. availahiiit\ of skilled 
labour and unskilled labour. availability and transfer of qualified technical and 
managerial personnel. land availability i r building and expansion, cost of land, cost 
of construction. financing opportunities. hankini services, access to raw materials are 
other factors that drive cost competitiveness (l-ulton. 1971: I)c Noble and Galbraith. 
1992. 1988: 1 lekman. 1992: Schemenner. 1979. 1982. 1987: Galbraith and DeNoble. 
1988: Flack. 1984: Stonebraker and I.coni. 1994: E3lair and Prenlus. 1987: 
Fulton. I971: (iillhraith. 1985. 1990: Karaka\ a and Stahl. 11)81) 
:\gar\\al (2004) suggests importance of driers like Infrastructure development and 
the provision of special economic privileges i.e. to ci' taxes and rebate to a liberalised 
economy. Governments adopt development strategy by emphasising either on outward 
or inward orientation of the trade policy. especially can exports. Cotnitry-wide 
development of infrastructure is expensive and implementation of structural reforms 
requires time due to various socio-economic and political realities. Export processing 
zones (EPts) therefore are considered as a strategic tool for promotion of exports 
(\1ondal. 0OI ). 
Economic /Ones emerged as a powerful tool for integration with world economy. 
Some of the successfdl examples are Chinese Special Economic tones and Mexican 
\tagtuildoras. This can he seen \\ 4th the rise in numbers of economic /ones. \\orld\\ide 
and also a rise in number 0f' countries adopting this trade policy to impart 
competitiveness and outward orientation to their trade ((ivanzwen. 20()3). 
Government support and promotion comes in macro environment perspective and it 
creates atmosphere to make the firm competitive (Fiore and Sahel. 1984: Porter. 1998: 
Schmitz. 1995). 
Global ('ompetiti\ eness Report (2003. 2004. 2005. 2006. 2007: World 
Competitiveness Yearbook. 2007) indicates that Roads. Electricity. I ciccom. Internet 
and Port are the drivers of competitiveness, it is a part otmacro cn\ ironnlcnt and is 
considered basic Infrastructure of a country. Export market assistance increases the 
exports (W~ ilkinson. 2006). 
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2.5 Impact of Free Trade Agreements 
Free trade was seen as the means by which the countries devastated by 	 Would rise 
up again. It was also seen as a means of peace, because countries with strong trade ties 
had less motives of conflict with each other. Free trade agreements (FTAs) were horn 
out of the desire to increase people's wweltilre and make them leel more comfortable 
and in power. (Oltjanaloto 2011) 
According to the \\ orld Trade Organisation report. the most popular form of 
Preterential Trade Agreements (PTA) is ETA — with 84 percent of' agreements 
enforced (\VTO 2009). The popularity 0f' I I'A, may derive from the flexibility they 
oticr to the signing countries. Countries in l' 1'As can maintain their own independent 
external tariffs and trade policies with regard to Outsiders (('ra\\ lord and 11orent1llo, 
2005).  
Jacob Viner (1950) was the first to carry out the modern economic analysis of free 
trade. He has highlighted the weltare eftircts of a free trade agreement (1" I:\). which 
depend on the trade creation and the trade diversion. Johnson (1960) developed a 
partial equilibrium diagram that explains the economic effects of 'trade diversion and 
'trade creation' impact of an F'F.\ and stun up its several effects in markets where 
trade is diverted. countries rna he better or \\orse oft'. 
An HA is globally beneficial then the trade creation effects are ;greater than the trade 
diversion effects. The dominance of trade creation effects is more likely it' countries 
had been trading with each other hefore entering into a F I'A. because F TI .A partners 
replace inefficient domestic producers and will replace trade from the rest of the world 
only to a small extent. Furthermore. a substituting production structure should prevail. 
i.e. the two countries should stand in direct competition to each other. This implies 
that successful economic integration requires a similar level of industrial 
development, competitive industrial sectors and the potential for complementary 
development of industrial sectors (Meyn. 2004). 
I'he latter point is picked by \'enables (1999) by analysing the conditions those 
countries undertaking steps towards trade integration realise real income gains or 
losses and whether the integration will contribute to a convergence or divergence of 
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per capita income. I le shows \\ ithin a new economic geography approach that the 
etacts of trade integration depend on the comparative advantages of the member 
countries relative to each other and relative to the rest of the world. 'l he country 
within a tree trade area that has comparati\e advantages most different from the x\orld 
avera~te is most at risk from trade dli\ersion. It is decisive. v%hether all members have 
comparati\ c advantages of the same kind relative to the rest of the world or where the 
comparative advantages relati\e to the rest of the world are distributed on both sides 
of the world average. In the first case divergence of per capita income occurs. \ahlle in 
the second case convergence of per capita income occurs. 
the increased competition of the I I':\ leads to an efficient t;tctor allocation and there 
by other things being equal. to price reductions. 1 he effect is. again, an increase in 
demand for -cods. which stimulates economic growth. l urther etlects of trade 
integration are learning and technology transfer effects. both resulting from close 
cooperation \\ gill other members of the F I A as \\ell ti•om investors from the rest of the 
world (Me' n. 2004). 
'I inbergen (1962) pros ides initial specifications for the gravity model and uses it to 
look at the determinants of the trade flows. \\hile Aitken (1 973 ) was one of' the first to 
apply this approach to anal \ ie the FTAs. \l'onnacott and Lutz (1 99) and Krugnlan 
(1 991) have proposed a ..natural trading partner.. h\ pothesis according to \\ hich the 
countries \1 ill tend to form the free trade agreements if' the have already significant 
bilateral trade. and that such agreements are likel\ to be trade creating. 
Magee (200 3) employs simultaneous equations model to demonstrate empirically that 
higher mutual trade 110 \\s do boost the probability that countries Will form free trade 
agreements. 'I here ore. the coefficients on R I A dummy variables are capturing more 
than just the etfccts of the agreement, the' also include the possibility that high levels 
of intra-bloc trade ma\ not he due to the formation of prefg`rential trading 
arrangements but rather to historical or political relationships between bloc members. 
13avoumi and Eichengreen (1 995 made an effort to deal with this criticism by running 
the gra\ it\ model in first differences so that Unobserved country pair characteristics 
that are constant over time \%ill drop out. This methodology will not control for time-
\ ar\ ing omitted variables. 
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The estimates of t:ravity model calculating  the R A effects are also sensitive to the 
sample of countries chosen for the analysis. I lavemanand and Hunlmels (1998) 
demonstrate that changing the country sample results with a different prediction of 
trade in the absence of the IZ IA. and thus the estimates of' RTA effects vary 
considerably in their conclusions. 
Pomfret (1997) also mentions a number of incredible results in studies using the 
~oravity model to measure the trade effects of RT.As and concludes the inadequacy in 
this approach. More recently. Ghosh and Yamarik (2004) make a case that the gravity 
model results are very' sensitive to the variables included in the regressions and to the 
prior beliefs of the researchers. l he\ find a remarkable drop in the number of regional 
agreements that are trade creating when they incorporate the researcher's prior beliefs 
into the estimation. 
In turn, this is stimulated b\ an increased market and increased economics of' scale 
(Moeller et al..2000: Krugman. 1991). Venables (1999) found in his study that both 
groups of countries ie. newly industrialiving as «eil as industrialised, might gain if 
their comparative advantages are distributed on both sides of the world average. 
1 iowever. one problem might be that the comparative advantages of EU countries are 
very heterogeneous - especially ith regard to the automotive industry. If' different 
comparative advantages of the industrialization countries and the industrialised 
countries are based on different relative factor endowments. The FT.A might enable 
the former to import cheap capital intensive inputs and export labour-intensive 
manufactures. \\hick would stimulate the division of labour. 
llowwwever, it can be argued that these effects slight be not that large in the case of EU-
India and Ell-ASEAN ETA. because the importance of proximity in trade is ignored. 
Empirical evidence from the automotive industry, as well as from other sectors. shows 
that industrialised countries often use periphery markets for the outsourcing of 
production. In the case of the "old" FU member countries, central and eastern 
European countries offer cheap labour costs and lower transport costs. On the other 
hand. intra-industrial trade within the automotive sector already takes place between 
the FJ and India and the ASEAN countries. respectively. which might be further 
stimulated by an FLA. thus offering significant growth potential fbr the industry. 
Furthermore. trade integration with industrialised countries can help industrializing 
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countries to develop their industrial capacities due to protected access to a larger 
market and strong cooperation (Kreinin Plurruner, 2002). 
The view on the theoretical thinking about the effects of an FT.A, with its conclusion 
that trade agreements may be beneficial or harmful depending on the particular 
countries involved and the extent of trade creation relative to trade diversion, implies 
that empirical work estimating these effects is particularly important. Because of data 
limitations, most studies do not try to measure the welfare effects of trade agreements, 
but instead take the first step down the path by estimating the impacts of the 
agreements on trade flows (Magee, 2008). 
Existing studies estimate changes in trade patterns due to trade agreements in two 
different ways. On the one hand, ex post studies examine trade flows after the trade 
agreement has been imp Icmented and compare the actual trade levels with a prediction 
of trade without the trade agreement. On the other hand, ex ante studies use trade 
patterns and estimated claslicises or computable general equilibrium models prior to 
the agreement to calculate the predicted effects of eliminating trade barriers with 
partner countries. One common way of predicting trade fows, in the absence of a 
particular trade agreement, is by using a gravity model to predict bilateral trade flows 
based on the distance between countries, the size of their economies, and other 
variables such as whether the two countries speak the same language or have common 
borders. The effects of the agreement on trade arc then measured by trade agreement 
dummy variables (Magee, 2008). 
the number of studies concerning the impacts of PTA is now vast. Thus, the 
researcher has focused on a few recent studies which use gravity models for panel data 
with fixed bilateral effects to capture the heterogeneity of bilateral trade relationships 
the state of the an for this kind of models. All these models analyse the overall trade 
flows and do not undertake any sector differentiations. An analysis of the growing 
influence of emerging countries in the world car industry, by means of a panel data 
gravity model, could be found. 
Peridy and Abedini (2008) studied the Greater Arab Free Trade Area (GAFTA) This 
study does not include the effects of trade agreements, but finds a highly significant 
negative impact of import tariffs applied to car imports in the receiving country on 
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exports of cars. l hev estimate that a one per cent increase of import tarilis imply a 
reduction ot- car exports to the corresponding country in between 0.085 and 0.336 per 
cent. 
('arrdre (2006) has anal} ised the effects of regional trade agreements on trade flows 
and has taken possible trade diversion effects into account. She has found. for most 
regional trade agreements. positive intra-bloc trade effects. i.e. intra-EU trade is on 
average 104 % above trade of countries not belonging to a regional trade agreement. 
At the sank time the Ft.' is the only regional trade agreement stimulating both exports 
and imports from EU non-members (approximately 20 % above \\hat is predicted by 
the panel gravity model). 
Buattacharva (2007) in vestigated the potential effects of different types of preferential 
trading agreements and tree trade agreements on Indian-Chinese trade flows, lie 
found depending on the type of agreement and the sectors considered - increases 
between 55.5 % and 155.59 "1 ,0' for Indian imports. %Nhile the effects for Chinese 
imports are smaller, namely between 16.8 0i0 and 30 qO'. 
Baler and Bergstrand (2007) find in their comprehensive study of the trade flows 
between 96 countries in a panel (for every five years) from 1960 to 2000. x0 here they 
take 51 l L\s into account that. on average, an FTA approximately doubles two 
members bilateral trade after 10 \ears. 
De Santis and Vicarelli (2007) analyse the "deeper" and "wider" EU strategies of trade 
integration and evaluate. empirically, the effects of the Eli common Commercial 
policy. The find that member nations of the H 1 (the "deeper" strategy) imported on 
average 125 ° () more among themselves than they did from outsiders. However, the 
EU P'FAs policy (the "wider" strategy) towards third countries exerted an important 
impact on Ft 1 import flows (about 30 % on average). 
Magee (2008) investigated the time structure of the trade creation and trade diversion 
effects associated with trade agreements. lie found that there are clear anticipatory 
edi=cts, with trade estimated to increase by 26 °r„ on average in the years leading tip to 
the start of a trade deal. I" urthermore. his results pm ide evidence that trade continues 
to raise significantly over the first eleven years a trade agreement is in place. and the 
long-run impact is estimated to be an 89°/, increase in trade flows. 
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2.6 Impact of Free Trade Agreement on Auto component 
Industry 
1('R:\ (2OO4a) has undertaken the analvsis of the implications of' the India- :ASL:w 
free trade agreement for the Indian auto component industry..\SFA\ economies are 
globally more integrated than India. The current site of Indian and ASEAN market ft r 
auto component is more or less the same but the Indian market has a larger growth 
potential than the AS AN market due to the lo level ot'penetration. 
[ he labour cost is low in India but the strin~uent labour re~tulations erode this 
advanta~ue. I he level of' infrastructure is better in India than Indonesia and the 
Philippines. hilt worse than that 111 other :ASEAN countries. The financial and banking 
sector is better in India than in the :ASEAN countries. The study notes that there is a 
huge excess capacity in ASEAN countries. in comparison with that in India. which 
w ill help flicn1 to tackle the excess demand that may arise in future. The stud\ has 
frond a 20-3() per cent cost disadvantage for Indian companies on account of taxation 
and infrastructure and 5-20 per cent labour cost advantage over comparable :\Sl'..\N- 
Ilmenlber-based companies. 
ICRA (2004h) has also undertaken the anal\sis of the impact of' Prefcrcntial Trade 
Agreement (PTA) \pith Southern Common Market. (MERCOSI R) \vhich 
Compromises of' Latin American countries, on the auto component sector in India. 
I his studs has fund a significant threat of imports in sub-compact and compact cars 
and certain auto-components. l here is huge excess capacity and intense competition 
in MFRCOSC'R countries, propelling them to look for export opportunities. This is 
true especially of Brasil. vvhick has a well developed auto component sector with huge 
economies of scale. Further. weak currency in all til1:RC'Otr['R countries provides a 
natural tariff harrier. In addition. MFRCOSt'R countries have an equitable 
arrangement within themselves to have a balanced Uadc, with fair level of exports and 
imports. The Indian auto component industry could gain from this PTA with 
III•:R('OSI R trulu it' it is assured of' the balanced trade. as MFR('( )St 	countries 
Practise among themselves. 
l('R.\ (2005 ) further undertook the stud \ on the possible impact of' FT.\ \pith South 
Africa on the Indian automobile industry. The study ti1unci that there are te\\ policies 
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in South Africa that indirectly subsidise the auto industry. unlike India. in terms of 
financial grants. I-knee, it is suggested that India could minimise losses only if it goes 
for inclusion of certain auto components. Which involve huge logistic costs of imports. 
creating a natural protection (for example. stampings. glass. seats, plastics and tyres) 
and those in \\hich India enjoys economies of scale and is cost-competitive (e.g. 
castings and 1oriinus) in this FT:\. It South Africa is ready to discontinue the schemes 
such as Motor Industry Development Programmc 1 NIII)P). India could include all auto 
components in this FTA. I here should he a 111111111111111 local content o1 60 per cent and 
the agreement should not he trade balancing as India will not again much in that case. 
"I"As only affect the output flows of the automoti\ e sector's supply chain. Most o1'the 
vehicles traded in the region have benefited from preferential tariffs offered under 
these l:TAs. reelected b' the e'er\ high utilization rate for vehicles on both the import 
and export sides. The rate is approaching to 100 percent '\hereas the average 
utilization for AFTA  is less than 30 percent (Kohpalboon. 2010). 
Kohpaihoon (2010) has demonstrated the FTA effect on supply chain of Thailand's 
automotive industry with emphasis on the recent changes in its composition and the 
impacts of' FTAs. lie has concluded that FTAs ha\ e contributed to the recent changes 
in the nature of Thai automotive supply chains, but only for outputs. not inputs. In 
particular, the preferential tariff' offered under FTAs with ASEAN and Australia has 
facilitated regional vehicle trade. All vehicles traded het\\ecn Thailand and ASF,AN 
members. and Australia, applied for preferential tariff rates offered in the FI"As. 
Furthermore, he found that FTAs do not have any significant impact on auto parts 
regional trade. While changes in the international trade pattern were observed, such 
changes happen naturally. without any influence from FTAs. The low FTA utilization 
rate was due to the low tarilif Margin and the restrictive effect of Rules of Origin on 
auto parts trade so that the role of FTAs on these trade flows seems to he limited. 
FTAs have the potential to promote trade for items which remain subject to high 
tariffs. such as completely built unit vehicles. 
ICRA (2010) has further undertaken the anallsls of the India ASFAN and India-
South Korea free trade agreement. At present. the cost competitiveness of , Indian 
players is constrained on account of infrastructure inefficiencies: higher cost of power 
upward pressure on wages and inflexible labour laws. The elimination of customs 
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dut\ on se\eral auto components under India ASEAN and India - South Korea I- IA 
and forthconlinL India-I l and India-.eapan I TA, would lllrthet diminish the cost 
conlpetiti\eness of Indian suppliers. India continues to be a net importer of auto 
components \\ith its trade deficit lirr automotive components expanding to LSI) 4.4 
billion in 2009-10 from t'5I) _110 million in 2004-05. 
International Data Cooperation (2008) has reported that the implementation of AFT A 
had a hi~1h impact can the Indonesian automobile inclustr\'. Manufacturers have been 
able to hrin down their costs thrclu h the ASEAN Industrial Cooperation (RICO) 
scheme. in \\hich traded automotive components vi thin ASEAN are subjected to a 
maximum tax of s.0 percent. l he ;SIC( ) was a prelude to the formation of the Al 1.A. 
The trading countries however, need to have at least iO percent local interest or 
elllllt\. Participating companies must also hill-11 40 percent local content requirement. 
Tariff' rates for components have been reduced to 0-5 percent under the Common 
1=ftecti\e Preferential larill ( (LP I) a.treenlent. an AF L\ mechanism. Both these 
arrangements reduced the cost of production and have led to lower vehicle prices in 
Indonesia 
l)eleitte (2012) Li -Japan free trade agreement impact assessment on the automotive 
indlstr . in its Slmmar\ report concludes that The I  -Japan FTA vi II reinforce the 
trade imbalance in the auto industr . in favour 01' Japan. l his \\ould mainly bring 
economic benefits to Japanese car manufacturers. whilst the Lt U automotive industry 
as a whole could not benefit. l-.V-Japan automotive trade shows a structural surplus in 
Japan's f tvour. which an FT.\ \\ould cm] exacerbate. Moreover. Japanese car 
manufacturers would benefit tinanciall\ . boosting their competitiveness to the serious 
detriment of the 1=.1.1 industry. 
The elimination of' the l:l' tariff would represent an average benefit of El .500 per 
imported \chicle. Onl\- premium nlanulacturers would derive some limited gains from 
improved market access in Japan. These exports \ill not offset [t.1 additional imports 
due to the projected decline in the Japanese market. Ilu\\ever. the simultaneous 
accumulation of unbalanced El 	\\itll countries (Korea. Japanand India) with 
protected automobile industries \\ ill put the El ! autunloti\ e industry under severe 
pressure. Such I- f As have a multiplier effect can the impact of each subsequent FTA. 
The share of imported vehicles could increase from 17.4 "%% today to 23% in the future. 
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2.7 Studies related to Area of Influence by Free Trade 
Agreements 
Tour major areas of influence have been identified through exhausti%e survey of 
literature pertaining to Free Trade Agreements. which are presented as under: 
2.7.1 Studies related to Production 
Productivity impacts the overall competitiveness of industries and nations ( Porter. 
199Ol. There is also a need to align productivity improvement strategy and business 
,tratet\. \\'hen pr•oductivit\ priorities are not aligned 	ith the requirements of 
business strategy. efficiencies may not relate to or may become detrimental to the 
business (Judson. 198.1). With a strategic approach to producti\ it) . an\ strategy fi r 
improving productivity becomes an aspect of business strategy (Wheelwright. 1981). 
Crandall and '* ooton (1978) also suggest a shift from traditional efficiency oriented 
productivity improvement to productivity strategies focused on growth and 
development of organisations. 
('handra (2009). based on a survey of' 683 auto component manufacturing companies 
in India. noted that 	hi le manufacturing performance has improved, continuous 
productivity improvement is not a norm and firms will be served well if they 
specifically measure and improve the productivity of their assets. particularly labour. 
Sharma (2006) analyses the performance of the Indian auto component industry with 
respect to the productivity growth. Partial and total factor productivity of' the Indian 
auto component industry have been calculated for the period front 1990-91 to 2003-
04. the estimation of the total factor productivity growth. He rinds that the domestic 
auto component industry has registered a negative and insignificant productivity 
growth during the last one and a half decade. Among the partial factor productivity 
indices only labour productivity has seen a significant improvement, while the 
productivity of other three inputs (capital, energy and materials) haven't shown any 
significant improvement. Labour productivity has increased mainly due to the increase 
in the capital intensity, which has grown at a rate of 0.14 per cent per annum from 
1990-91 to 2003-04. 
However. as Naravanan (2004) notes. vertical integration was gradually replaced b\ 
sub contracting, because Indian auto-component sector could emerge as a competitive 
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sector after the entry of foreign firms.Suh and Khan (2004) declares that productivity 
is a necessary component of accelerating exports since it promotes cost efficiency, and 
thus profitability, and consequently provides a primary incentive to export. This meant 
that poor productivity inevitably impeded firms from achieving strategic export 
performance. 
2.7.2 Studies related to Technology Acquisitions and Development 
Kathuria (1996) anal}'sed the Commercial Vehicles (CV) industry in India in a 
detailed manner, dwelling on the concepts of vertical integration and subcontracting. 
production technology and technological change. After an overview oldie global auto 
industry, he traced the developments in the Indian auto industry from the 1950s to 
1991. To evaluate the competitiveness of Indian commercial vehicles manufacturers 
in the domestic market, growth trends, structural trends, market shares, profitability, 
productivity ratios, prices, quality, dealer network and performance were analysed. 
Macro and micro performance of India's cchicle exports with major markets and 
Indian vehicle characteristics had been outlined, along with an analysis of global 
demand patterns. Domestic resource costs and global comparison of prices, credit and 
service are the other international trade-related aspects analysed in this study. 
On vertical integration, the analysis lead to the conclusion that the Indian CV industry 
needs to learn from the international experience to get into subcontracting and buying-
in. Lack of scales and high inventories had impeded the competitiveness of Indian CV 
firms in the 1980s. R&D capabilities and new product ranges were the result of the 
challenges arising from time-bound indigenisation programme. but still Indian 
technology frontier remained far hclow global levels. Further, different firms followed 
very different strategies and hence the impacts on their technological capabilities were 
also very different_ However, success of Indian firms despite such a wide range of 
strategies is partly due to the protection available to them in the domestic market. 
Kathuria (1996) concludes that the Indian auto component industry in general and CV 
industry in particular. have a lot to loam from the global auto industry, in terms of 
best-practice technology and vertical integration and supplier relationship. The study 
rightly predicted that the industry would sec heightened activity and recommended 
that the eovemment should ensure that the domestic firms do not lose out because of 
the unrestricted entry of highly competitive foreign firms. 
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Naravanan (1998) found that during the I980s. technology acquisition through 
imports of technology and in-house R&I) efforts explained much of the differences in 
competitiveness, as measured h\ changes in market share, at the firm level, in the 
Indian auto component industry. Based on an econometric analysis. which considers 
technology acquisition, skill Intensity. component imports. firm size, product 
differentiation, age and vertical integration as the determinants of competitiveness. 
Naravanan finds that competitiveness has depended on the ahilit\ to build 
technological advantages, even in all era of capacity licensing. this is facilitated by 
complementing imported technology with in-house R&1) efforts. 
According to Naravanan (1998). vertical integration is a preii rred sttate z\ in a liberal 
regime. based on the premises that foreign firms. \\hick enter in this regime. produce 
technology intensive and high-quality products. for \\hick the need to produce 
components in house. is likely to he misleading. This is because of the fact that these 
foreign firms have imported the components and have not produced them in-house for 
this purpose. 
Naravanan (2004) used a two-way fixed effects estimation of the firm gro\\th as a 
function of variables capturing technology, such as R&l) expenditure as a proportion 
of sales. foreign equity participation and import of capital goods. Role of technology 
depends on the technological regime in \\hich the firm operates. In a licensed regime. 
firms with foreign equity grow faster because of better access to resources and 
technology. In a deregulated regime. import of capital goods has been the technology-
related variable that triggered growth. In a liberal regime. growth is positively 
influenced h\ the intra-firm technology transfer. 
Naravanan (1998. 2004 and 2006) studied the issues related to technology in the 
Indian auto component industry econometrically. These papers are based on sound 
econometric theories and the results have been critically analysed based on 
evolutionar\ theoretical framework. I lowever. these studies suffer from a 1c\\ 
common problems. First. the dataset used, which is ('NI IL Prowess database, does not 
cover all the major players in the auto component industry. Ilence. this stud \ could 
have been supplemented by all analysis on the major companies that ha\e been left 
out. through field surveys, interviews or annual reports. Secondly, considering auto 
component industry in isolation is not sufficient, since the auto-component sector in 
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India has been pla\ ink_ a kc\ role in the automobile inclustr.. throughout the period 
considered in these papers. 
Thirdly. \ rtical integration is proxies by the share of' value-added in total sales. in 
these papers. This ma' not be sufficient because vertical integration and sub-
contracting are too complex to be captured h a single variable based can value-added. 
Value-added could he high, as a share of' output. despite the absence of vertical 
intecration. because of' the fact that several activities other than component-
Inanufacturing such as painting. assembly and \\elding take place within the 
assemblers' factories. 
Piplai (2001 ► studied the policy environment and its impact on the Indian auto 
conlponent industr\ frond that there has been excess capacity 111 the auto component 
industry and the auto majors are titcing dit'ticulties in aggressi\cly marketing_ their 
products. It is prohahl\ not correct to conclude, as he has (lone. that the current levels 
of , competition resulting, from Iiheralisation are unsustainable. As noted in the 
introduction. car penetration levels are er\ low in India and hence the future potential 
for demand is vci' high. This uuld ensure that competition is quite sustainable as 
there \t ill he enough e(Isulilerti, gi\ en the rapid economic growth that is taking place. 
The quantitative anal ses of' productivit\ indices are quite rigorous in a study 
undertaken h\ Sharma (200(►. But this study suficrs from some major Inadequacies 
that include absence of anal \ sis of disaggregate data and lack of consistency with the 
reality. For example. the conclusion that there has been no significant improvement in 
productivity of materials and energy in recent scars is incorrect, since the reality is 
that owing to cost pressures. firms have been increasing their productivity with respect 
to these Inputs. 
Naravanan (20tX) analyses the determinants Of export Intensity of Indian automobile 
firms using a Two hit model, taking the variables discussed in Naravanan (l99R) and 
Naravanan (2(►t►4) as the determinants. 1 his stud\ is based on the premises that there 
is a systematic difference in the characteristics and performance between the firms 
that export and those \Mitch sell in the domestic market. mainly in terms of technology 
acquisition. \Mlichh in turn depends on the policy regime. Technology acquisition. firm 
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size. vertical integration, capital intensity. imports of' components and policy regime 
are found to he the plain determinants of export competitiveness. by this analysis. 
I he studies reviewed so far were of' a wide range in terms of objectives, 
methodolo~1ies used and conclusions arrived at. Some of them aim at studying cry 
specific aspects of the Indian auto industry such as global comparisons to examine the 
implications of I. 1 AS. productivity. technology and supply chain. \\hile others dwell 
on more general aspects such as strategies. competitiveness. evolution of the industry, 
structure of the industry and policy aspects pertaining to the Indian auto industry. 
l'hese studies are based on field surveys. interviews. secondary data sources. 
econometric analysis and descriptive analysis. (heir conclusions \ar\ widely on 
specifics, but there is almost a consensus that the Indian auto industry has it bright 
future due to \ arious factors considered, except Piplai ( 2001). who argues that the 
competition in the auto component industry in India is highly unsustainable. 
The studies by IC'RA. AC'M \ and McKinsey. which locus on global comparisons and 
policy environment of the auto component industry. are based on quite realistic and 
practical approach. but lack analytical and quantitative rigour. When looked from a 
neutral perspective, it clearly emerges that most of' the findings of' these studies seek 
some degree of protection for the auto component sector. They are justified in some 
ways because of the immense protection offered to the auto-component sectors in the 
competing countries. 
lowe\ er. a more analytical and quantitative approach is required to arrive at concrete 
conclusions on protection, because tariff' barriers will be removed at some point of' 
time in future and the industry needs to gear up to face the free trade regime. 
2.7.3 Studies related to Trade and Investment 
l hanuavelu and Findlay (201 1) describe the rapid growth of trade and Foreign direct 
investment (FDI) flows in recent decades as one of the commonly highlighted 
characteristics of globalization. This dramatic rise in trade and FDI flows was 
accompanied by an increase in the number and Intensity of regional trade agreements 
(R I'As). There is a variety of channels by which free trade agreements (F I'As) may 
drive F DI flows, one is that F I'As remove export regulations by lowering trade 
barriers to facilitate the movement of intermediate or final products between parent 
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firms in source countries. anal foreign afliliatcs in host cotultries. Other positive etfircts 
of FT:\s on trade and VDI could arise from other conditions negotiated in the FF l 
such as in estnlcnt regulations that increase the mobility of fund and capital !10 s. 
These regulations make it easier for multinational corporations (MN('s) to divert 
financial resources to their toreiwn affiliates \\hen the need arises, such as the building 
of a new plant in the host country. I lence. countries targeting an increase in I l)I 
inilo s from a particular source country or region could Seek to implement FTAs with 
the other part\, using such international agreements as \ iahle tools to achieve their 
aim. 
the elimination of' intra-regional tariffs 'ill affect trade vi.~-a-pis the level of' sales by 
multinational subsidiaries depending on the importance of' transport (e.g. tariff) costs 
and plant-level and firm-level costs in setting up multinational subsidiaries (Markusen 
and \'enables. 1997: Brainard. 1997: Carr c/ c:!.. 2001: Coe et al.. 2007: \Vignaraia. 
200 : Chia. 2010).  I knee, the type and motive of Investment plays all Important role 
in understanding ho \\ I'D! is affected by tariffs and trade (I3arrell and I eVelde. 2002 ). 
Several studies have examined the effects of F lAs on Fl)l. \cotta and Norman (1996) 
examine the cf'iects of economic integration on oligopolists international trade and 
in\estmrnnt and sho\\ that a decrease in the intra-regional tariffs in a free trade area 
ma\ induce firms outside the area to s itch their regional market strategies from 
exportation to investment, that is. horizontal and export-platform 11)1. 
Blomstronl and Kokko (1997) maintain, teased on their conceptual framework and 
some case studies of regional intc ratiu►1. that responses to a trade agreement depend 
on environment changes brought by the agreement and location advantages of 
participating countries and industries. 
I►il (2009) developed a three-country model in \0hich firms serve tiareign markets 
either h\ exportation or I:I)I and analyzed the endogenous formation of coalitions, lie 
has demonstrates the existence of 'arious strategies for firms located outside R RAs. 
including export-platfilrnl F1)I. in the I'ace of' the bilateral formation of an It lA. 
furthermore, he find` h\ considering a coalition formation game that the equilibrium 
coalition structure Marled on firths' strategies hefi~re and after the formation of' trading 
blocs. 
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\Faldkirch (2003) examined the effects of the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA ) on FDI by using time series data and found that Mexico attracted 
substantial FUI from its partner countries but little from the rest of the world. Lesher 
and Miroudot (2006) create an index of the extensiveness of investment provisions in 
RTAs and analyze the effects of such provisions by estimating a gravity model. I he~ 
1und that investment rules in RTAs have a positive effect on trade and particularly on 
investment flows. 
likholm et al. (2007) developed a three-country model and found that a free trade area 
between one of two northern countries and One southern country could induce an 
insider northern firm to choose home-country export-platform l l)l Iexporting to the 
home country from a fureiin subsidiary in the southern country) and an outsider 
northern firm to select third-country export-platform Fl)I (exporting to the other 
northern country) for a range of parameter values. I heir empirical findings verify this 
outcome. but they find that being located in North America or Europe has a greater 
effect than gaining formal entry into NAH A or the European I inion (I :t. ). 
With an inclusion of certain favourable rules for the foreign investors. F I'As may 
attract further foreign investments in a country. According to Steven Zahnlser and 
John Lint: (2002) such rules generally strengthen the rights of foreign investors to 
retain profits and returns from their initial investments. Such laws also guarantee 
equal treatment to foreign and domestic investors alike under the laws of' each 
NAI` \ country and prohibit new laws that would change the status of foreign 
investmetits, once the are established. It is farther stated that econometric studies 
demonstrate that NAFTA has fostered a positive synergy between trade and FI)I in the 
North American processed food industry. As a result. U.S. exports and U.S. FDI have 
grown together hich is one of NAF 1 A's success stories. Also. U.S direct in estmcnt 
in the Mexican food processing industry has more than doubled since NAFTA's 
implementation. reaching $5.3 billion in 1999. Similarly. under ('anada-U.S Free 
Trade Agreement (('ETA) and NAFTA. I?.S. FDI in the Canadian food processing 
industry expanded from $1.8 billion in 1999 to S5.O billion in 1999. 
Yevati et al. (2003) used data on bilateral FDI stocks from the OF('I) International 
direct investment statistics. which cover FI)I from 20 OLCI) countries to 60 host 
countries from 1982 to I998. The\ found that a common F l A membership between 
home and host countries increases the bilateral FDI stock. The extended size of the 
host market through an FTA increased FDI; and the extended size of the home market 
reduced FDI when the home country joins an VIA to which the host country does not 
belong. However, they do not characterize various types of FDI in the analysis. 
Similarlti, Jang (201 1) used data on bilateral FDI stocks for 30 OECD and 32 non-
OECD countries for the period 1982-200, but differentiated between horizontal and 
vertical FDI by grouping  bilateral country pairs. He founds support for the hypothesis 
that RTAs reduced FIJI in intra-OECD country pairs but increased it in extra-OECD 
country pairs. because horizontal FIJI is dominant in the former, whereas vertical FDI 
in the laver. Since lie used bilateral data. he considers RTA effects on FDI only from 
member countries. 
2.7.4 Studies related to Market 
The potential gains of free trade are that the scope of domestic price reduction 
depends on the level of competition and product diversity in the world market. free 
trade is likely to have only a limited price effect if the market structure is oligopolistie 
and/or the products are strongly differentiated. This is exactly the case in the 
automotive industry where few global vehicle manufacturers produce particular 
models. However, the industry might gain from openness through endogenous growth 
factors, such as greater availability of high technology inputs and cooperation with 
foreign fines that allow to build-up networks, to profit from technical assistance and 
know-how, to reduce transaction costs and to increase capacities (Winters et al. 2003). 
According to Ghosh et. al.. (2010) the Indian auto components industry is currently 
facing formidable pricing challenge from China and South East Asian countries as 
they compete not only in the international markets but also on the domestic turf. The 
lowering or elimination of customs duty on several into components under India-
ASFAN and India South Korea Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and forthcoming India-
EU and India-Japan FTAs would further diminish the cost competitiveness of Indian 
suppliers. India continues to be a net importer of auto components with its trade 
deficit for automotive components having expanded to USD 4.4 billion in 2009-10 
from USD 210 million in 2004-05. this has been contributed both by depletion in 
demand in developed markets (especially over the last two years) as well as phased 
lowering of import duties by India. 
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Further, the FTAs entered into by India with many countries have catafv sed the import 
of auto components into India as many components have become more cost effective 
to import f011owing reduction of import duty. Fven FTAs between other nations 
(\\- here India is not a party) could have significant implications for the growth of the 
Indian auto components industry. 
Sikdar and Nang (2O1 1) in their study on the Impact of India-ASFAN Free Trade 
Aureement. found the effect of increased imports on domestic production in India. 
The simulation result shows that India's demand for domestically produced ;goods 
tills for all sectors. In fact, some of these sectors (i.e.. oil and gas. chemicals, transport 
equipment. ferrous metals, crops and coal) experience such large decreases in 
domestic demand that their total outputs register decreases. For the other sectors. the 
increase in export demand compensates fir the loss in domestic demand. 
2.8 Research Gaps 
1. Although there arc studies that have been taken up by researchers can Intra 
NA1 1 a trade and Ft] — Japan trade in auto components. the researcher has not 
been able to come across any stud\, other than a feasibility stud\- on trade in auto 
components under the India 	.ASEAN FI A. conducted by Investment 
Information and ('redit Rating Agency (IC'R.\). 
2. The researcher has not come across any study related to the impact of India 
hailand I' I A on Indian auto component industry. Only a feasible study by the 
Ministry of Commerce. Govt of India, conducted before the signing of India 
l hailand F I'A was available for this study. 
3. Although the researcher has come across some studies on the identification of 
drivers and inhibitors of competitiveness in the Indian auto component industry. 
but all the major drivers and inhibitors of competitiveness could not he identified 
in any of the reviewed studies. Moreover, the relationship of drivers and 
inhibitors of competitiveness with the key areas of Influence in the auto 
component industry has not been taken up by the authors of the papers reviewed 
by the researcher. 
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Chapter 3 
Research Method 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the problem statement, scope of the study, research objectives. 
development of conceptual model, formulation of research hypotheses, research 
design, questionnaire development and its administration. Further, this chapter briefly 
describes the research strategy and tools of analysis employed in this study. Finally, 
the limitations of the stud' are also discussed. 
3.2 Problem Statement 
With the advent of free trade agreements, there has been a rise in the trend of bringing 
in higher potential markets closer to India. Today the international markets are so 
saturated and the cut throat competition is spread all over the globe as the whole 
world has become a single market. The rule of 'survival of the fittest' is applied at 
every stage and in all the sectors. This has enabled Indian auto industry to grow to a 
certain extent. The threat of other competitive countries and the internal country 
policies affecting the sector directly or indirectly, the loop holes are stretching the 
limbs behind and withdrawing its roots of development. On one side the automobile 
industry is flourishing while on the other side the Indian auto component films, which 
are spine of Indian automobile industry is shrinking. The study envisages the real 
picture of Indian auto component industry's competitiveness in international trade in 
the light of Indo-Thailand F 1'A. 
Main purpose of the study is to explore the factors of competitiveness of Indian auto 
component industry that may change with the advent of Indo-Thailand FTA This 
would help us identify the areas of influence of Indian auto component industry in the 
light of indo-Thailand FTA and further helps auto component manufacturers to 
strategize to lace the challenges of competition in the global formulation auto 
component industry. 
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1.3 Scope of the Study 
• The present study covers the key Drivers and Inhihitors of the Indian auto 
component industry. It also attempts to find out the interaction of Driver's and 
Inhibitors with select areas of influence of Indian auto component industry. 
• l he study has been conducted during the period January 2010 to December 
2013. During this period Indian GDP was growing at ('; (ill of 13.8%. Indian 
Foreign Trade (Exports) was growing at ('A(iR of 25%,%%. and Indian auto 
component export was growing at (A(;R of 30.8% (ALMA. 1012). 
• I he stud \ has been made on .\('NlA-listed companies which are 600 
membership companies in the auto Component manufacturing. Any auto 
component manufacturing company which is not listed with A(\11\ is out of 
the scope of the study. 
3.4 Research Objectives 
As discussed abo\e. the Indian auto component sector =ro\\th depends primarily on 
the low cost competitiveness. This stud attempts to analyse the drivers and inhibitors 
of Indian auto component industry as to how their betterment can enhance the Indian 
auto component industry and to gain higher share in the global market. Also. the study 
tries to find out management practices best Suited IUr the auto component firms in the 
context of Indo- I hailand I I A. Specifically. the study aims: 
1. To study the kc\ area of influence on the competitiveness of Indian auto 
component Indust') 
2. To identity the drivers/inhibitors of competitiveness for Indian auto component 
industry. 
3. I0 study the relationship of drivers and inhibitors with the key areas of 
influence 
4. Jo analyse the Impact of lndo-Thailand FT1\ on the competitiveness of India 
auto component industry 
5. To discuss managerial implications for the Indian auto component industry with 
special retcrcnce to lndo-"I hailand VIA. 
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3.5 Formulation of Research Hypotheses 
For the purpose of the present study, two sets of hypotheses were formulated. There 
are twenty four hypotheses in all. The first set comprises of sixteen hypotheses 
formulated on the basis of different dimensions varying across different organisational 
variables. Based on review of literature, four dimensions viz. Prodection, Technology, 
Trade and Investment and Market were identified that influence the competitiveness 
of Indian auto component industry. The effect of these dimensions was tested against 
four dilftrent organisational variables viz. Status vi the Organization (whether 
Original F.qu iprnent Manufacturer or After Market Manufacturer), Origin of the 
Organization (whether Domestic Compam, Joint Venture with Foreign Company and 
100% Foreign Company). Type of Product ,tianufocrure (whether Engine 
Components, Drive Transmission and Steering Components, Body and Chassis, 
Suspension and Braking Components. Electrical Components and Equipment& 
others), and 11+pe Of Operaliun, (whether Passenger Cars. Commercial Vehicles. Two 
wheelers and Three wheelers). 
Second set comprising of eight hypotheses deals with statements that are formulated 
to test the effects of the four independent dimensions on the drivers and inhibitors of 
competitiveness of the Indian auto component industry, to find out the relationship of 
drivers and inhibitors on the key areas of influence. 
Exhaustive literature review and discussions with industry experts and academicians 
have led to the development of the following hypotheses: 
3.5.1 Hypotheses Based on Areas of Influence of Competiveness 
across various Organisational Variables 
HI: There is no significant difference of production as an area of influence of 
competitiveness across the status of the organisation with special reference to Indo-
Thailand FTA. 
112: There is no significant difference of production an area of influence of 
competitiveness across the type of origin with special reference to Indo-Thailand 
FTA. 
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113: there is no significant difference of' production as an area of influence of 
competitiveness across the t\ pe of product with special reference to Indo- Thailand 
FTA. 
1-14: There is no significant difference of production as an area of' influence of 
competitiveness across the type of operations with special reference to Indo-Thailand 
FTA. 
115: l here is no significant difference of technology development and acquisition as 
an area of influence of competitiveness across the status of the organisation with 
special reference to Indo-"Thailand FTA. 
H6: There is no significant difference of technology development and acquisition as 
an area Of influence of competitiveness across the t\ pe of origin \\ ith special 
reference to Indo- I hailand FTA. 
117: 'There is no significant difference ot•technology development and acquisition as 
an area of influence of competitiveness across the type of product with special 
reference to Indo-Thailand FTA. 
1-18: lucre is no significant ditierence of technology development and acquisition as 
an area of influence of competitiveness across the type of operations with special 
reference to Indo- l hailand FTA. 
119: There is no significant difference of trade and investment as an area of influence 
of competitiveness across the status of the organisation with special reference to lndo-
Thailand FTA. 
1110: l`here is no significant difference of trade and investment as an area of influence 
of' competitiveness across the type of origin with special reference to Indo-Thailand 
1111: There is no significant difi rence of trade and investment as an area of' influence 
of competitiveness across the type of' product with special reference to Indo-Thailand 
FT.A. 
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1112: there is no siiniticant difference oltrade and investment as an area of influence 
of Competitiveness across the t\pc of operations \\ith special reference to Indo-
Thailand [1'A, 
1113: lucre is no significant difti:rence of market as an area of influence Of 
competitiveness across the status of' the organisation with special reference to Indo-
haila ndi 
1114: I here is no siwniticant difference of market as an area of influence of 
corn pet itI veness across the type oI origin vv ith special reference to I11c10- I hailand 
I:I:V 
III 5: There is no significant diff' rence of market as an area of intluence of 
collmpetiti\ eness across the t\ pe of' product 	ith special reference to Indo- I halland 
I IA. 
1116: I here is no significant difterence of' market as an area of influence of' 
comhetiti\ eness across the t\ he of operations with special reference to Indio- I hailand 
HA. 
3.5.2 Hypotheses based on Relationship of the Drivers/Inhibitors 
across the Key Areas of Influence of Competitiveness 
1117: I here is no si;wnilicant impact of drivers on production as an area of influence 
on Indian auto component industries competitiveness with special reference to Indo-
I'hailancl 1F  A. A.
1118: there is no significant impact of clri\ers on technology development and 
\c iuisition as an area of inllucnce can Indian auto component industries 
competiti\ eness \\itli special reference to Indo- 1 hailand l~ 1 A. 
1119: fhere is no significant impact of llrl\crs on trade and in'e,ttnent as an area of 
influence on Indian auto component industries competitiveness \\ith special reference 
to Indo- I hailand l IA. 
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1120: l'here is no significant impact of' driver's on market as an area of influence on 
Indian auto component industries competitiveness with special reference to Indo-
Thailand FTA. 
1121: There is no significant impact of inhibitors on production as an area of influence 
on Indian auto component industries competitiveness with special reference to Indo-
Thailand FTA. 
1122: There is no significant impact of inhibitors on technology development and 
Acquisition as an area of influence on Indian auto component industries 
competitiveness with special reference to Indo- Thailand I: IA. 
1123: I here is no significant impact of inhibitors on trade and investment as an area of 
influence on Indian auto component industries competitiveness with special reference 
to Indo-"Thailand VIA. 
H24: I'here is no significant impact of inhibitors on market as an area of influence on 
Indian auto component industries competitiveness with special reICrence to Indo-
hailand I l\. 
3.6 Development of Conceptual Model 
he conceptual model has been crystallised after a thorough review of literature. This 
review covered various aspects of' competitiveness. It helped in identit\ing fur 
different dimensions that influence the Indian auto component industry's 
competitiveness. -these four dimensions of cornpetiveness are Production (P). 
"l echnologv I)evelopnlent and Acquisition (I f):\) Trade and Investment (Ii) and 
Market (NI). 
A conceptual model indicating the relationship of these dimensions with drivers and 
inhibitors of the auto component industry is presented in Figure 3. 
Figure 3.1: Relationship of 1)ri%ers and Inhibitors on the key areas of influence 
S. 
4 
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Table 3.1: Showing (lie source of I)r•i%ers & Inhibitors 
1 	Driscrsrinhihitors 	Source - 
Access to new technologic, 	 Joshi.,et.Al (2010: 2011 ) 
Investment in research and de\ etopment Borgave and Chaudhari (2010) 
Asailahilit\ of trained human recourses tiS C (?01 I ) 
Guy I Policies on •lax excmhtioniTax 
EI holida\s hraje\%ski and Ritzman (1996) : Khalil (2000) 
Loss cost labour NSDC (201 1). Chung-Li Chou (200 4) 
I.o 	cost finance 	 I lopp and Spearman (2000) 
i Operating Loo;t (lo 	er, tin ance.`in;urance 7 \_Mii\\al (2004). Bor aw and Chaudhari 12010) cost. depreciation  
Go\t support l hrou~sh \ational •\utomuti\e \SDC (2011). Ror_avc and Chaudhari (2010) tcstin>; & Research InfrahtructiuL Project 
GusI support for promotion of Exports 	y Nti1)(' (2011). Rorgave and Chaudhari (2010) 
Creation of product s )chic SELs 	 (\loiidal (2001) 
tligh import duties on ra 	material Bor aye and Chaudhari (2010)_ N S D C' (201 1) 
Hihe\LiL dutic; on ra 	material 	 13or-a\e and (:haudhari 120101. N S DC (2011) 
5u 	IV o 	po\~cr Boruave and Chaudhari 12u 101. N S 1) C (201 1) 
h 	)Lm 	r tariti 	13~r~a~r and Chaudhari 12010). \ ti DC (201 1) 
1-1ih interest rates 	 Borgave and Chaudhari (2010), N S DC (201 t ) 
Non availability ol'\\orld class TechnoR 	' 	Rorgave and Chaudhari (2010). N S DC (201 1) 
Lack of'organised road infrastructure 	II (iCR (2003: 2004: 2005: 2006: 2007) 
Lack of organised communication system 	(iCR (2003. 2004: 2005: 2006: 2007) 
1)ela~ in port clearance Borgave and Chaudhari (2010), NS DC' (201 1) 
I li_h Freight rate, Roreave and Chaudhari (2010). N S D C (201 1) 
labour la \\, Boreave and Chaudhari (20I0), NSF) l' (_201 1) 
I)cla\ in (io\ t clearance lOr project B,)I."avc and Chaudhari (2010). \5 1) C (201 1) 
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3.7 Research Design 
The research design used in this study is descriptive in nature which is divided into 
two parts. The initial phase of' the study follows an exploratory research design in 
~\hich a conceptual model is developed. covering the broad dimensions ot'the study. 
I lowever. the later part of the study is based on causal research design which is used 
to validate the cause-ef'lect relationship among the different dimensions (variables) of 
the stud}'. The research techniLlues employed in this stud\ \sere: 
:\ questionnaire-based curve\ has been adopted liar this study. the questionnaire-
based serve is an established approach to obtain respondents opinion on a range of 
issues related to a research problem. In the present research. it was used to gain an 
insight in terns of breadth as \yell as depth. regarding the drivers and inhibitors of 
Indian auto component industry and the area of influence in the light of Indo- I hailand 
3.8 Data Sources 
Primary as \\ell as secondary data sources have been used for this study. The pi'liii.u•\ 
data for this study have been collected from the Auto component manufacturers 
companies listed under ACMMA. The mode of data collection from primary Sources 
has been explained in Section 3.11 .4. I or secondary data. various studies were 
perused at different libraries. Much of the data have been collected from the libraries 
of' Indian Institute of Foreign Trade New Delhi. Management Development Institute.. 
Gurgaon and Auto Component Manufacturers' Association (ALMA) library. New 
Delhi. Various international journals published by Emerald. Science Direct. Springer. 
lnderscience. etc. were also accessed and were very helpt'ul to the researcher. A 
substantial part of' the data was also sourced from Maulana Azad Library. AMU. 
Aligarh and Seminar l.ibrar of the Department of' Business Administration. AMt'. 
Aligarh. 
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3.9 Questionnaire Development 
The Indian auto component sector has grown si4gnificantl\ in the last decade. But 
there is a limited amount of research regarding the impact of' FTA on Auto 
Component industr\ in Indian context. This stud \' attempts to address this 
shortcoming. It is also aimed at assessing the current production. technology, trade 
and market strategies adopted by auto component firms and compare them on a 
common platti~rm. lo address the problem. a questionnaire-based survey 	as 
conducted. I he questionnaire '.as desiimed after revie \ini the available literature 
and extensive discussions \\ith tear e\ccuti\es attached \11th Auto component firms 
and tvvO acacicnticians. 
Allen. et al (2006) 1i~Ilu\\cd similar survey instrument in their stud \' On ':A 
Comparison lit coIiipctdtl\ e stmtegleti III Japan and the I. nited Slates 
To increase the response rate and facilitate respondents. the questionnaire included 
close-ended questions. A five point Likert-scale as Used fur that purpose. I io\\c\ er. 
there \\ere some questions that had opened ended as well. the questionnaire had three 
sections. Section A dealt with the drivers and inhibitors oi'the Indian Auto component 
industry. Section 13 focused can the key areas of influence after Indo-Thailand F IA on 
Indian auto component industr\. 
Section C assessed extent of implementation of specitic dimensions to propose/ 
suggest management strategies to Indian auto component industry With special 
rcfcrence to Indo-Thailand FTA. 
3.10 Pilot Study 
In Order to develop a more appropriate instrument to test the \ ariahlcs used in this 
stud. it was necessary to conduct a pilot stud. The pilot study \- critics that 
researchers could correctly manage the test and treatment tier the stud\ using 
appropriate subjects (I homlas & Nelson. 1996). Before carrying out the actual survey 
the questionnaire was face validated using interviews as suggested by (\lalhotra et al.. 
1996: Churchil. ])OI. Mitchell & Bates 1998: Mitchell & \Valsh. 21)04) and was 
pretested to determine the potential eI'fccti\eness of the questionnaire. According to 
(Semler K Boner. 1999) the \\calth of the questionnaire is also lost due to the 
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incapability of researcher to simplify the meaning of the terms fir respondents. 
hereti~re. the researcher thouiht it appropriate to take the f edhack from the 
respondent and incorporate the changes suggest by respondents and omit the 
confusing \Nords. Before finalizing the questionnaire. the questionnaire so developed 
was distributed to 15 respondents. The respondents were having the same 
characteristics to those of' the target population of the survey. as recommended by 
\lalhotra (2007). 
i he pilot study aimed at: 
• Obtaining feedback of the Mangers of the auto component firms working in the 
area of production. operations and research and development: 
• Obtaining feedback from the ('l:()s. \lanagcrs and Iixecutives: 
• ('arrving out necessary additions in the questionnaire to make it even more 
comprehensive: 
• Deleting those questions that ma y• he of limited significance: and 
• Refining! rephrasing the existing questions to impart greater clarity. 
:A total of' fifteen respondents from production area \\ere contacted to till out the 
questionnaires. Accordingly. the questions were modified and the final questionnaire 
was crystallised. 
3.11 Questionnaire Administration 
:administration of the questionnaire was done in order to collect relevant data from 
the sources. The target population was analysed and samples were drawn accordingly. 
Before final collection of data. pilot study was carried out for questionnaire 
refinement. 
3.11.1 Target Respondents 
the respondents comprising of the executives 	orking in the departments of 
production. research and development, administration and operations of' the auto 
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component nl(1t1lilacturing tirllls \\ho listed in :\C\IA. All were selected to participate 
in tile sur\ e\ Illl' the adillllllstratloll lit the llllestlollllalre. 
3.11.2 Sampling Technique 
for the selection of executives, census approach \\as enlploYed. File questionnaires 
\\ere sent to respective heads of the departments of supply production, research and 
development, administration and operations requesting them to `(et the questionnaires 
tilled. For thi: purht,Sc.:\ll the :\('11.\ listed companies were covered. 
3.11.3 Classification of Target Respondents 
I he respondents \\crc cki silied On the basis of status. origin. type of product and type 
01 operations. These are explained below. 
Statlr.s: Classification based on the status of the respondents as an Ori(,i)Tlll Equipment 
II w nitactu rer member. or .1 her .1lllrket 11cu11(Dlctrr. 
Orh,in: Classification based on the nature of the respondents as a Domestic ('ompanv. 
.Il)i)u l'en1l1l-o 1t - ill) I'U)'c')t)1 (0i))))Q)if and IX1(j(, 1-r))•rigs) ('r>)))))Ilrn. 
Product ('ate orv: Classification based on association with a particular product 
catcor\ \1/. I:1D'l11G' (omponents, I)rlf(' Il'(11l.%ini1.v'ioll and S'tee1•DlF' ( ompohent . 
(Both- and (11(1 '1.1', Suspension (111(I KP(1ki11 t ( 'O1)1I)O11P711.1'. I:I('('!l"lcY!I ( '()/ l1/)l1/l('i11.S an d 
Iqlliptlltnt (' others, 
Operations .1.ssociated: Classification based on the t\pe of' operations of auto 
component manufacturers associated tilr i.e. Passenger (Ul'.%, ((1l)TTN('!Y7aI vehicles, 
Two 'heelers and /hxe'e" 1rheeler.s. 
3.11.4 Procedure for Data Collection & Sample Size 
oata tbrenL'h a total nf"On) questionnaires \\ere either collected personally or through 
mails to the selected executives of the companies from the Chosen sector. The survey 
was conducted during Jatluar\ 2()1 3-iune2O1 3. l our questionnaires each were sent to 
the selected companies. Questionnaires, including a covering letter and self-addressed 
stamped envelope. \\ere Flailed to the respective heads of the departments of 
production, research and development, administration and operations. Reminders 
\\ere sent to all non-respondents, three eeks after the despatch of the questionnaires. 
In addition. personal visits, phone calls and e-mails were also resorted to for eliciting 
responses. Data from conmpany's respondent were collected personally. Out of the 600 
questionnaires. 13.4 were received back. Out of those. 5 questionnaires were either 
incomplete or ambiguous and hence, were discarded. So. only 129 questionnaires 
were analysed. This gave an overall response rate ol'21.5%. A response rate of above 
20°/o is considered desirable for survey findings Yu and Cooper. (198' ). Nialhotra and 
Grover. (1998) have also suggested a response rate of 20°'o for positive assessment of 
the surveys. 
3.11.5 Structure and Content Validity of the Questionnaire 
I he questionnaire \cas tested for i'11!&)1( as \\ell as con 1rlcei validity .:\ecordin4-1 to 
(Nunallg. 1978). the determination of content validity is subjective and .judgmental 
and indicates the accuracy with which a specific domain of' content is sampled and 
that the instruments has items covering all aspects of the variables being measured. 
Content validity primarily depends on an appeal to the proprietary of the content and 
the x\ay it is presented. The selection of measurement items in the questionnaire was 
based on exhaustive review of available literature and evaluation by executives and 
academicians, thus ensuring the content validity of the questionnaires. The content 
validity was further tested during pilot survey as per the guidelines provided by 
( Form. 2002). 
After a careful review of' responses during the pilot survey, some questions were 
modified to convey their intended meaning. A few questions were deleted as well. 
The construct validity was tested through an exploratory factor analysis. Factor 
analysis was conducted to test the uni-dimensionality of the multi-items perceptual 
measures. As per the suggestions of (Kim and Mueller. 1978) only those items. which 
had a factor loading of more than 0.4 \\-ere retained in the questionnaire. Factor 
analysis and reliability tests were also conducted liar the survey questionnaire, 
findings of which are reported in the following sections. 
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3.11.6 Reliability Analysis 
pe(iahilit, dells ' ith ho\\ cousisttllc similar measure produces similar results 
(Rosenthal & Rosnoxv. 1984) and it has the lo dimensions of repeatability and 
internal consistenc\ (Lignlund. 1995 ). Internal consistency refers to the ability of a 
scale item to correlate with other items in the scale that are intended to measure the 
same construct. Items measuring the same construct are expected to he positively 
correlated \\ith each other. A coninlon measure of internal consistency cat .1 
measurement instrument is Cronbach's alpha it' a Scale used to measure a construct 
has an alpha value greater that .7 the scale is consider reliable in measuring the 
construct ( Hair. Anderson. I atham & Black. 1998: Nwlally. 1978: I.eed'. 1997). 
Reliability provides a measure cal' the extent to Which items are positi\elc inter 
correlated and \\orking together to measure a trait or characteristics (Ar" et al.. 1996) 
I bus to check the reliahilitgy of the research instrument ( r11I1hae11's alpha was used. A 
scale \\ith C'ronhach's alpha greater than 0.0. is usually a reliable scale (Sanders et al.. 
2009). faking, Alpha 0.60 or better. as desirable tar any measurement scale it 
indicates that the questionnaire items are measuring the factors cflgictivelv. 
Table 3.2 Rcliahilil\ ('umpa►risons (('ronhach's alpha) 	_ 
I' actors 	 ('ronhach's alpha 
Drivers  
inhibitors 	 0.791 
PrG,dllti1M 0.756 
Technology l)e elopment and .\cyui;ition 	 0.769 
'Peace and investment 	 0.64 
I Market 	 1 	0.811 
the above table 3.2 sho\ s the C'ronhach's alpha value of various constructs of' the 
scale. l he u\ crall reliability of' the scale ranges from 0.643 to 0.823. l'hus indicating 
satisfactory le\ cis of reliability for all the parameters. 
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3.11.7 Exploratory Factor Analysis 
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) attempts to discover the nature of the constructs 
influencing a set of responses. It is used to uncover the underlying structure of a 
relatively large set of variables. the researcher's a priori assumption is that any 
indicator may be associated with any factor. This is the most common form of factor 
analysis. Factor Analysis was carried out to test and verify the dimensionality, 
construct validity as well as the reliability of the scale items. These items are Drivers 
(D), Inhibitors (1), Production (P). Technology Development and Acquisition (TDA) 
Trade and Investment ('11) and Market (M). 
The factor analysis was carried out with SPSS through factor extraction and rotation 
method and the results are presented below. 
3.11.7.1 KMO Test 
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin MSA index which can range from 0 to I. indicate the degree 
to which each variable in a set is predicted without error by the other variables. If the 
MSA index reaches I. each variable is perfectly predicted by the other variable 
without error. According to Hair et al., a value of 050 or more from the Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin MSA test indicates that the data adequate for LEA. 
Bartlett's lest of sphericity is a statistical test for the presence of correlation among 
variables. It provides the statistical probability that the correlation matrix has 
significant correlation among at least some of variables, Thus. a significant Bartlett's 
lest of sphericity is also required (Hair et al., 1999). 
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measures of sampling adequacy test (as shown in Table 3.3) 
was found to be 0.733 and the Bartlett's test of sphericity with p<.00001 indicated 
that the data were appropriate lot factor analysis. 
Table 3.3 KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling 	0 733 Adequacy. 
Bartlett's 'lest of 	Approx. Chi-Square 	10522.204 
Sphericity 	 Df 	 861.000 
Sig. 0.000 
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The value of' KM() is 0.733 and also Bartlett•s Test shows significant results (sign < 
O>. It shows that data is adequate tier conducting factor analysis. 
3.11.7.2 Percentage of variance explained 
fable 3.4: Total Variance F. 
Factors 	 jE 
Drivers 
Inhibitors 
Production 
cchnolog\ I )c\ l IGbW7l nt and Acquisition 
I radc and Investment 
\lclrl:ct  
:plained 
%Variance l•:~lllaincd 
19.44 5 
12.708 
43.076 
;.221 
61.210 
66.890 
I able 3.3 shows the result of the factor analysis sho\cs that total variance explained) 
	
h\ 6 factors is 66.)( )° 	hich indicate-, the percentage of variation in the stud 
explained by the ►iictors taken together reaming 34% variance is still unexplained). 
This ma \ he due to the reason that some of the factors explain the phenomena area still 
not considered in the studs . I here unexplained factors can form the direction for 
future research. 
3.11.7.3 Factor Loading 
:\ lowdin has to he in order to determine the interpretation of the factor in a 
significant \\a\. This is dependent of the sample size (Field. 2000) the bigger the 
sample the smaller the loadings can be to he significant. I he significance of a loading 
gives little indication of the substantive importance of a variable to a ►actor. For this 
to d tenaine. the loadings have to be squared. Stevens (1992: field. 2000) then he 
recommends intcrhrctin`_ only factor loadings \\ ith an absolute value greater thanf).4. 
l able 35: Results of ExploratoryFactor :~naly sis 	__ 
Dimension 	 Items 	 Factor 
i l,oa~ling 
Access to new technologies 	 0.810 
Investment in research and development 
~\•allabllit\ of trained human recourses 
I)ri cps 1 ~.— 
	~ — ----- 	- 	-  
Go\ t olicies on lax exemption/lax holidays 
I 	cost labour 
I.ovv cost finance   	 - 
Operatin cost( Po\\er. finaice insurance cost 
0.795 
0.609 
0.541 
0.135 
0.466 
0.543  
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depreciation) 
Govt support Through National Automotive 	
0.712 testing & Research Infrastructure Project 
Govt support for promotion of Exports 	 0.626 
Creation of product specific SF7.s 	 0.572 
High import duties on raw material 0.687 
High excise duties on raw material 	 0.719 
Supply of power 	 0.774 
High power tariff 0.754 
Iligh interest rates 	 tl 581 
Non availability of world class Technology 	0.694 
Inhibitors 
Lack of organised road infrastructure 	 0.808 
Lack of organised communication system 	0.541 
Delay in port clearance 	 0.712 
High Freight rates 	 0.557 
Labour laws 	 0.468 
Delay in Go\ t clearance for project 	 0.454 
1 1 A between India and Thailand has led to a 
reduction in production costs in Indian auto 	0.760 
component industry. 
ETA between India and Thailand has led to 
increase in the need for product specific SF/s in 	0.528 
India. 
F1 A. between India and 'Thailand has led to 
expansion of production in Indian auto 	 0.680 
component industr,, 
Production 	1 l'A between India and Thailand has led to an 
increase in demand for skilled labour in the 	0.732 
Indian auto component industry. 
F-I :\ between India and Thailand has led to 
increase in the need for training and 
development of employees in the Indian auto 	0'6>4 
component industry 
ETA between India and Thailand has led to 
increase in adoption of world class quality 	0.788 
management practices 
HA between India and 'Thailand has led to an 
increase in the need to adopt environmental 	0.892 
standards and green production technologies. 
"fechnologv FTA bet~ieen India and Thailand has led to 
De-. elopment increase in need for adoption of better 	 0.806 
and 	technologies by Indian auto component industry 
Acquisition 
11'\ between India and 'Thailand has led to 
increase in the need to undertake R&D to bring 	0.643 
ou1 new technologies 
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l f:\ hetwecn India and Thailand has led to 
increase ill the need for ne\\ product 	 0.626 
development. 
i "t'.\ bcmccn India and Thailand has resulted in 
the 4rrowth of kno ledge transfer and technology  
assistance between Indian and "Thai firms in auto 	~'~'~1  
component industry 
rl-"l.\ between Indian and Thailand has led to 
increase in the availabilit\ of'iood qualit\ raw 
material 
l'"I':\ bcmcen India and Thailand has led to 
reduction in the cost of' raw material 
I .\ bet\\een India and Thailand has resulted in 
an Increase of exports of alto component from 
India to I hailand 
.\ bet\\een India and I hailand has resulted in 
I"ra(Ic and 	an increase o  imports of 	cunll)unent 1'rl►n1 
I n estnlent 	I hailand to India  
1: I":A het\\een India and Thailand has resulted in 
an increase of investment by Ihai firms in Indian 
auto component industry 
Fl .\ het ccn India and "Thailand has resulted in 
an increase of investment by Indian firms in 
hailand auto component industry 
I l .\ bet\\ecn India and I hailand has resulted in 
all o\erall increase of exports 111 auto 
components tr(lfIl India to the world markets 
F 1:\ het\\een India and l hailand has resulted in 
an Increase in domestic Sales 01 auto components 
in India 
.\ between India and Thailand has resulted in 
I decrease of prices of auto components in India 
0.702 
0.714 
0.630 
0.635 
0.663 
0.595  
0.592 
0.674 
0.702 
Table 3.5 shows the results of rotated component matrix created during factor 
analysis. The table depicts the value of factor loading obtained by each statements of' 
the questionnaire. It has been found tram the above table that the factor loading of' 
each statement is more then 0.4. 1lence. no statement has been deleted from analysis 
purpose. 
3.12 Statistical Tools of Analysis 
he stud' used the stpCcithhll\ developed research questionnaire as the basic research 
instrument to collect the data. I he organised data was then analysed using \IS-Excel 
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2007 and SPSS 18.0. various tests were applied depending on the nature of the data. 
I'he tests applied tier analysing the data \\ere: 
3.12.1 Analysis of Variance 
he anal sis of variance (ANOVA) is a statistical method used for making 
simultaneous comparisons between means of two or more samples. It is a method that 
yields values that can be tested to determine whether a significant relation exists 
hetx\ecn variables (hlalhot a et al.. 1999). ANOVA is generally applied to test the 
hypotheses. ANOVA has its strength over other multivariate analysis because it 
maximizes the difference among group membership of variables as a \\hole and helps 
to understand groups dimensions differences Illair et al.. 1998):Fhe SPSS 18 
statistical package was used to analyze the data using ,\NOVA module. 
3.12.2 The T-Test 
l'he t-test was used to explore the difference between two groups (Sekaren. 2003). It 
is parametric test know as the paired samples t-test. For each subject, the difference 
between a subject's pre-test and post-test score is calculated. The mean of these 
differences is calculated (Taylor et al.. 2006). In this study t-test is used to compare 
the mean score of OL:.tf and .1Jtcr .tlarket and find out whether significant difference 
existed between them. To analyze the data SPSS 18 package was used at significant 
level of 950 
3.12.3 Descriptive Analysis 
It involves the transformation of'ra data in to a I rm that \\ould pro\ ide information 
to describe a set of factors in a situation that will make them easy to understand and 
interpret (IIau. 2005). Descriptive analysis was used to make the data meaningful 
through frequency distribution, mean and standard deviation. 
3.13 Limitations of the Study 
• Participation and cooperation of the respondents is a serious problem in a survey 
based research. The same was observed in this study. Some respondents appeared 
reluctant to participate in the surve\. I hey apprehended that a study on impact 
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assessment may bring, out the Weak points in their respective firms that can be a 
threat to their competitivc strategies. 
• the stud \ assumed that the respondents were reflecting the state of the responding 
companies. I low\evcr. their individual perceptions might have influenced their 
responses and their views might not have represented the entire organisational 
reality. the responses to the questionnaire reflect only the opinions of the 
responding individuals \\ho have tilled up the questionnaire and could have sOrae 
element of bias. 
• I he study focussed upon key areas 01' influence On Indian auto component 
Industries on their competitiveness in the light of' Indo- I hailand F I .\ viz. 
production. technology development and acquisition. trade and investment and 
market only. IIo\\c\er. there are other concerned factors that have a hearing on 
the competitiveness. For example. planning and ti►rccastimg. channel availability. 
nature and extent of' market. etc. Too might impact the competitiveness of the 
Industry. the inclusion of all these factors would have made the study unwieldy. 
Therefore. onl\ key areas 01' influence were focussed upon. This too may be 
considered as a limitation of the study. 
• lime limit was also a constraint \\ith regard to data collection as personally 
approaching the managers and executives consumed a lot of' time and required 
considerable effort. particularly in south India. 
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Chapter 4 
Data Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the data analysis and findings. Factor analysis, ANOVA 
correlation and regression were perfornted on the responses of the survey. It also 
contains the demographic profile of the surveyed firms and finally the discussion on 
the results. The framed hypotheses have been tested with the application of statistical 
tools such as ANOVA and t-test using SPSS 17.0. 
Out of the total 134 responses received, five were rejected and finally 129 responses 
were used for analysis. 
4.2 Profile of the Companies 
The profiles of the companies which have participated in the study have been 
presented in this section. This is to show that a cross—section of organisations engaged 
in Indian auto component industry has been included in the survey. Moreover, it is 
fairly representative as companies of varying types are included in this survey viz 
across the Type of Stouts. Tppe (t Origin, Type ai Product and Type of Operations. 
Table 4.1: Status of the Companies 
Frequency Percent 
94 72.9 ROFNI 
 35 27.1 
129 100.0 
Table 4.1 show, that 72.9% of the companies were OEM and 27.1 % were in the 
aftermarket companies. 
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Table 4.2: Origin of the Companies 
Companies Frequency Percent 
Domestic Company 69 53.5 
Foreign Company 24 18.6 
Joint Venture with 36 
Foreign Company 
27.9 
Total 129 100.0 
The above table 4.2 shows the type of origin share in the Indian auto component 
industry. It has been found that 53.5 % of companies are /)oniestic. 18.6 % are 
Fore'ign and 27.9 °.'u companies are having Joint i i'nnrre with Forc'ig 1 Firms. 
Table 4.3: "type of Product 'Manufactured In Companies 
Product 	 E rEqucnev 	Percent 
Engine Components 	 42 	32.6 
Drive Transmission and Steering Components 20 15.5 
Body and Chassis 14 10.9 
Suspension and Braking Components 21 16.3 
Electrical Components 13 1 0. 1 
Equipment & Others 19 14.7 
Total 129 100.0 
The percentage shares of different type of product manutiictured by Indian auto 
component industry are shown in table 4.3. It has been found that 32.6 % firm's deals 
in Engine C onil ne1rls. 15.5% deals in Drive /ra11.s,nission and S/eering ('onr/)Otents. 
Similarly 10.9 °%o operates in Bot v and Chassis. 16.3 % deals in Sus prnsion cnul 
Braking ('om pnnews, Furthermore 10.1 % in Electrical C anr>>onents and 14.7% in 
Equip nt'nt & Others auto components. 
'fable 4.4 Tyne of Operations 
Segments 
Passenger Cars 
Frequency 
 4_  
28 
Percent 
21.7 Commercial Vehicles 
Two Wheelers 43 33.3 
Three Wheelers 16 12.4 
Total 129 100.0 
Fable 4.4 presents the share of various type of operations in which companies operate. 
It has been found that 32.6% of the surveyed companies operate in Passenger ('ar.~ 
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components. 2 1 .7 	deals \\ lth ( QU1nmelvitil I c'1iIC'IC'.1 Components. 33.3 "o deals 111 
Two 11 IWrlcer\ Components and 12.4 % deals in Tiger If'hccicr.\ Components. 
4.3 Hypotheses Testing 
I 2 oriiitiLttcd h\ j1o11lcsc> \\crc tested in order to analyse the data. Statistical techniques 
such a \N( )V and t-test were applied \\ith the help of SPSS 17.O software. The results 
(it h\ potheses testilrou, have been presented in tabular form and are discussed in detail. 
4.3.1 Hypotheses based on Area of influences on Competiveness with 
regard to Indo-Thailand FTA across Organisational Variables 
III: There IS llo sroUoih unnt di[/i'rence of production its an area of influence of 
competitiveness GGYD.S% the status of the 0IgUlKSacww1 with special refei€'ine to I11(10- 
Thailand FT. 1. 
fable 4.51: Production versus Status 
Status 	\ 	Mean 	Stcl. l)ry iation 	t 	Sig. 
After Market 	i~ 	2.2OO; 	1O180 	1.178 	0.241 
Discussion: In order to ascertain the dift'erence in the mean \aloe of IYOL11!L'iiO11 as a 
dimension of area of inf]uence of FT;\ across the status of the organisation i.e. UI:.l1 
&. .-lticr -Vurkct. independent sample t- test was applied. 
Fable 4.5 shows the result ul' dcscrihti\ e statistics of Production as an area ul' 
influence of 121 A between OE.11 and .1 tier .11urket. 'I he table 4.5 indicates ()/t1 units 
ha\ e Rican \ aluc (1. 3 1' 1) \\ kith is more than . f/tc'r .tlurkct units ( 2.2905) on the 
dimension of' Production. Ilo\\ever. the mean value in both the type of units is less 
than 3. \\ kith shows disagreement on Production as an area of influence of' l: l A. 
The table also shows the result of independent sample t-test used to find significant 
dil'fcrence in the meats al tic of Production bet\\rcn (11:'.11 and .1/ter !1Ieerkd. The 
result sluo\\s no slunihcant difhrencc between OE.11 and .-flier .hacker on the mean 
value (fProctItiini (t -- 1.178. sig -- 0.24 I. which is -= 0.05). 
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Therefore hypotheses Hl: There is no signsticant difference of production as an area 
of infhtence of competitiveness across the status of the organisation with special 
reference to Indo-Thailand ETA is accepted. 
112: There is no significant difference of production as air area of influence of 
competitiveness across tire origin of the organisation with special reference to Indo-
Thailand FTA 
Table 4.6: Production versus Origin 
Origin   11 Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. 
Domestic Company  69 23261 	~~  .08780 
4 1 r 0018 
Foreign Company 24 2.2986 .0967 
Joint Venture with 
Foreign Company 36 22731 .08119 
Total 129 2.3062 .09268 
Discussion: Table 4.6 shows the result of descriptive statistics of Production as an 
area of influence of competitiveness with regard to lndo-Thailand FTA among 
Domestic Company. Foreign Company and Join Venture with Foreign Company. 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied. 
The table indicate that Domestic Companies have mean value (2.3261) of Production 
which is more than Foreign Companies (2.2986) and Joint Venture a idt Foreign 
Companies (2.2731). 
However, the mean value in all the type of units is less than 3, which indicates 
disagreement as far as Production is concerned as an area of influence across type of 
origin. 
The table also shows the result of ANOVA used to ascertain significant difference in 
the mean value of Production across the type of origin. 
The result shows that there is a significant dill'erence on the mean value of Production 
(F = 4.153, sig-0.018< 0.05). 
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Table 4.7: Production \ cr sus T)1pe of Product 
T\ L of Product \ Mean Sid. Deviation 
l:llWll< Components 42 .'41 i 	.()7? 18 
I)rI%c 	I ransniiss ,1011 and ~t) 1 ~~ii 17111 
Steerii1-`, C oi11ponentS 
T311d 	and Chassis =J 14 2.3095 .12839 
Suspension and Braking 
21 2.3016    .06706 C omponents  
Ftoctrical ('omponents 13 ¶ 	22949 1 .07309 
I -.Lll ipmetlt & Otllcrs 1~) 2.2(3 .08454 
F 
	
Sig. 
2.450 0.037 
l hcretilre. h\ 	 these'. H?: there is 110 .1'l Ilificaill (h//erence ul production as an area 
o1 i11Jl1le'nc•c' of c•nu1l)Ctilil•N114's.V acvu.s !!!t, W•il;i11 q/ the 01l0?1l5ution it•!th ,t1tccicll 
retcrence to Indo-171ailand FF.1 is not accepted. 
113: There is 110 skni icaiit iIi/jirc,ic•c of production as an area of inflitcltc•c of 
competitiveness across they tt•pe of product with .special reference to ludo-Thailand 
I.7:'. 
Discussion: To kno\\ the difference in the mean value obtained in Prc,c/!!c•tinIl as a 
dimension of area of iii tlaellce of competitiveness \\ith regard to Indo-Thailand FT.\ 
across the t\ ter of product mamstaeiui«d by firms i.e. h'ltgine (•omponne1N.r. /)rive 
7gan.vnIic.sion 111a ."ilrc1l171; C 'onll)unellt... lout' (111(1 ('1a.1•viS. ..ia1)c1iSiun and hr akini,' 
c•nlll/)unent.s'. laectrical c•om/lonellts and /:(111(/onent i* others. .\N( 	was applied. 
It is revealed trl)nl table 4.7 that the result of descriptive statistics the mean value of 
Production as an area of influence across types of product which clearly indicates 
Engine (omponent.c units ha \ e mean value (2.34 1 1) of PrvdlIrii()n more than Bo(h, 
and (Chets.vis units (2.3095 ti 11m\cci h\ \s ith the meal( value of Equipment (111[1 01/ir is 
(2.3062►. ••a3pen.siol and Braking ('om onent.s (2.3016), /)rive i1-an.sun.s.sion and 
•Steering ('omponenl.v (2.2833) and Electrical ('omponents (2.2632) units. 
\lorco\er. the mean value in all the type of Product is less than 3 which indicates 
disagreement towards Production is concerned as an area of influence across type of 
product n1anulaclurcc1 by firms. 
hurtIhrmvIe. the table also shows the result of AN( V.\ used to ascertanu any 
significant difference in the mean value ot'('rocplitic,II between types ot'product. It is 
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revealed that a significant difference has been found between type of product on the 
mean value of Production (F = 2.450. sig = 0.037< 0.05). 
Therefore 1-13: There is no significant difference of product ion as an area u/ influence 
of competitiveness across the type of p'oduct with special reference to Inds-7hailand 
FTA is not accepted. 
H4: There is no significant difference of production as an area of influence of 
competitiveness across the r)pe  of operations with special reference to lndo-
Thailand FTA. 
Table -18: Production versus Tvne of Onerations 
Type of Operations 	N 	Mean 	Std. Deviation F 	Sig. 
Passenger Cars 42 2.2817 .07798 
5.247 	0.002 
Commercial Vehicles 	28 	2,2738   .11308 
Two W heelers 	 43 	2.3333 .06299 
Three Wheelers 16 	2.3542 .11980 
Total 129 	2.3062 .09268 
Discussion: 'l o evaluate the difference in the mean value obtained in Production as a 
dimension of area of influence on competitiveness with regard to Indo-Thailand ETA 
across the type of operations i.e. Passenger Cars, Commercial Vehicles, Two 
Wheelers and Three Wheelers. ANOVA was applied. 
Table 4.8. shows the result of descriptive statistics about the mean value of 
Production as an area of influence across type of operations. 
The table indicate Yhree Wheelers obtained the highest mean value of (2.3542) 
followed by Tiro DVheelers, Passenger Cars and Commercial Vehicles with mean 
values of 2.3333, 22817 and 2.2738 respectively. 
However, the mean value in all the type of units is less than 3 which indicates 
disagreement as tar as Production is concerned as an area of influence. 
Furthermore, the result ofANOVA shows significant difference in the mean value of 
Production between types of operations. 
The results indicated a significant difference between type of operation on the mean 
value of Production (F = 5.247, sig = 0.002 <0.05). 
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Therefore 114: there is no si,nu/icanl eli/tuelict' 01 !n,dh►c•tinn as an area of influence 
of Lu11t1'et/ii1'e11e.s 	i t~'(,.~N Illt 11/)t• (1/ ()/)N►•(Niolz' Irith special reference to bib- 
Thai/and Fill is not accepted. 
115: There is no si~rrijicnrrt difference of te'c•hnolo(y development and acquisition as 
an area of influence of competitiveness across the status of the organisation with 
spacial refc'r•c'rrce to 111do-7Yrailarr(I Hi. 
Kahle 4.9: I echnoIults I)cN eloprnent and :acquisition s ersus Statu_s 
Status 	\ 	\lean 	Stcl. 1)cs iation 	t 	Sig. 
t _____ Af ter Market 	?- 	. ;' I -I 	 1 4c)U 	-0.727 O.-169 
Discussion: Io knclss the difference in the mean value obtained in Tcchnolugt, 
f)e1l'Ig/)i11cl1! cl►][1 rlc'(/1N.fl(f!)!i as a dimension of :11'eti Of iitlueIlcC on COl111)l'tltl\eI1etiS 
with re`uard to Indo- I baHanef lF l A across the status of the anuanisation i.e. lll:.t1. 
l/te1' .tlurke1. t- test 	as applied. 
Fable 4.9. shows the result of' descriptive statistics about the mean value of 
Technolyd' Development cnlcl .lcc/uisitu)n as an area of influence of FIA between 
OE.t I and .1/ier .tlurkei. 
fable 4.9 indicates that .tier .tltlrket utlits ha%c mean value of (2.3714) fur 
'Ii'c•hno/m. i I)erelulnmc'nt ull(l.lc•clui.siticlil is more than OEA1 units. 
Ilowwever. the mean 'clue in both the the ell' units is less than 3 which shows 
disagreement in the field cif Technolivs,T - Development iu.1(l.-1c(IuLsiti11n as an area of' 
influence. 
M oreover. the result of independent sample t-test used to know ans significant 
cfilicrence in the mean value of /eehnn/ug De1•e/apmeni and Acquisition between 
(Wit and .liter .ilurkt'1. It as found that there is no si_nificant difference between 
()L•'.t1 and .-1/ter .t/arkei on the mean value of %ecMlolcgu Development cm l 
-Ic•/iri.vitiun (t — -0.727. vim 	0.469 .--' (105). 
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Hence. 115: There is no significant difference of (echitolo 	development and 
acquisitio)I as an area of influence of competitiveness across the status of the 
organisation with special reference to Indo-Thailand FTA is accepted. 
H6: There is no significant difference of fec/znobgw development and acquisition as 
an area of influence of competitiveness across the origin with special reference to 
Ivdo-Thai!and FTA.  
Table 4.10: Technnlo v Develonment and Acmiisition verses Orinin 
Origin 	N 	Mean Std. Deviation ] F Sig. 
Domestic Company 	69 	2.3043 21035 
2.197 HOI Foreign Company 24 	2.3833 25651 -- Joint Venture with
n  Foreig Compitm 	_6 	2.4000 .28685 
Total 129 	2.3457 .24463  
Discussion: Table 4.10 shows the result of descriptive statistics about the mean value 
of Technology Development and Acquisition as an area of influence of 
competitiveness with regard to Indo-Thailand FTA among Domestic Company.  
Foreign Company and Join Venture with koreign Company. 
The results indicate Joint Venture with Foreign Company obtained highest units mean 
value (2.4000) followed by Foreign Company and Domestic Company with mean 
value of 2.3833and 2.3043 respectively, with regard to Technology Development and 
Acquisition. 
However, the mean value in all the type of origin, units is less than 3 which shows 
disagreement as far as Technology Development and Acquisition is concerned as an 
area of influence. 
Moreover, the table also shows the result of ANOVA used to know any significant 
difference in the mean value of Technology Development and Acquisition between 
types of origin. 
The result shows that there is no significant difference between origin on the mean 
value of Technology Development and Acquisition (F = 2.197. sig = 0.115>0.05). 
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There for HG: There is no signitkant difference of technotog development and 
acquisition as an area of infivence of conrpetitivene.cs across the origin tridt special 
reference to Indo-Thailand EFTA is accepted. 
H7: There is no significant difference of technology development and acquisition as 
an area of influence of competitiveness across thet~+pe of product with special 
reference to Indo-Thailand FTA. 
Tnhlr 1 11- Tvrhnnlncyt Ilrt'ptnmnent and Arnuicitinn verses Tcne of Product 
type of Product N Mean Std. Deviationhi F Sig. 
Engine Components 	!42 22714 .23299 
4.485 0.001 
Drive Transmission and 
Steering Components 20 2.2300 .13416 
Body and Chassis 14 2,4857 .21788 
Suspension and 
Rraki ng Components 21 2390 .21425 
Electrical Components 13 2.338 22188 
Equipment & Others 19 ~I 	2.4842 .31493 
Total 129 23457 .24463 
Discussion: In order to ascertain the difference in the mean value obtained in 
Technolo , Development and Acquisition as a dimension of area of influence of 
competitiveness with regard to Indo-Thailand FTA across the type of product 
manufactured by firms i.e. Engine Components. Drive Transmission and Steering 
Components. Body and Chassis, Suspension and Braking Components, Electrical 
Components and Equipment & Others. ANOVA was applied. 
table 4.11 shows the result of descriptive statistics about the mean value of 
Technology Development and Acquisition as an area of influence of FTA with regard 
to the type of product manuldetured by firms. 
flte table 4.11 indicates Body and Chassis units have obtained the highest mean value 
(2.4857) in Technology Development and Acquisition followed by Equipment and 
Others, Suspension and Braking Components. Electrical Components, Engine 
Components and, Drive Transmission an & Steering Components with the mean value 
of 2.4842. 2.3905. 2.3385.22714 and 2, 2300. respectively. 
However, the mean value in all the type of units is less than 3 which indicates 
disagreement as far as Technology Development and Acquisition is concerned as an 
area of influence. 
The table also shows the results of ANOVA to know any significant difference in the 
mean value of Technology' Development and Acquisition with regards to type of 
product. The result shows a significant difference between type of product on the 
mean value of `l'echnology Development and Acquisition (F = 4.485, sig = 0.001 < 
0.05). 
Therefore 1-17: There is no significant dijjerence of technology development and 
acquisition as an area of m/luence of competitiveness across the type ofproduct with 
special reference to ludo-Thailand ETA is not accepted. 
H8: There is no significant difference of technology development and acquisition as 
an area of influence of competitiveness across the type  of operations with special 
reference to indo-Thailand FTA 
Table 4.12: Technoloev Dcvclonment and Acquisition versus Type of Operations 
Type of O erations N 	jMean 	Std. Deviation J 	F 
3.704 
Sig. 
0.014 
Passenger Cars 42 	2.4000 	 26504 
Commercial Vehicles 28 .22003 
Two Wheelers 43 	22134 
71uee Wheelers 
M2334, 
16 	 22949 
Total 129 	.24463 
Discussion: Table 4.12 shows the result of descriptive statistics about the mean value 
of Technology Development and Acquisition as an area of influence of 
competitiveness with regard to Indo-Thailand FTA across the type of operations i.e. 
Passenger Cars, Commercial Vehicles, Two Wheelers and Three Wheelers. ANOVA 
was applied. 
The table indicates Passenger Cars obtained the highest mean value of (24000) 
followed by Commercial Vehicles, Two Wheelers, and Three Wheelers with mean 
values of 2.3786. 2.3349 and 2.1750, respectively. 
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I lowever. the mean value in all the type of' operating units is less than 3. Which 
indicates disaereenlent as far as I'ct/iiloloc. i /)c►•elupinent alit! .lc•(luisilloll is 
concerned as an area of 1ntloence. 
Nloreo er. the table shows the result of .\NOV.\ fir the result about any significant 
difference in the mean value of Tt'c•llllollugt 1)erelohlllelu and ,lrcllli..itivll with 
regards to type of operations. l he results shu\s a significant dillerence between type 
of operations on the mean \ al ue ut / c'c hnr,lcltl 1)c'rrlrllllnc'lu (lilt/ . icgtlisitiol1 (i — 
1.704. si 	0.01.1 <: 0.05). 
Thereh~re I I8: There is no •si,L'ni/ircrnl difference of tet•hn1loD►• dei'elr mit'nt and 
uc'(ylii. iliun (io (111 Ul'CC1 of influence of c'O1)11)c'1i1i1 ne,s,s tic•r0\S thc' 1/)t' 0/ ()/)t'1•(IliO /l.V 
it ills \/k-Liul rc~/i'rc'rlcc' to Imin-Pubiilohq I'-!. I is not acccJ)tc(l. 
119: i/1'rL' iS lnoo.SI;llijic•cult diffc'rc'Itce of trade chic/ investment cis all area of 
influence of competitirenc'ss across the status of the organisaliol ivit/1 special 
rejrrence to Ind0-1 bdihnt /-'7:-1. 
Table 4.13: Trade and Investments ersus Status  
Status 	\ 	A1ean 	I SRI. Deviation ]I 	t 	Sig. 
After Market 	3j 	;.53 }7 	.?45g ff 	
1 	0.803 
Discussion: l o know the difference in the mean value Obtained in untie iiiicl 
Ilh•t '.11,?L iii 	a dinlfflSiOn of area of' influence of competitiveness with regard to 
Indo-Thailand FT.A across the status of the organisation i.e. OL•'.t1 and .1/ier .tlurket. 
t- test vvas applied. 
Fable 4.11 shows the result of descriptive statistics about the mean value of Trade 
alit! investment as an area of influence of I' IA between O/:.11 and After :11urkc't. 
he table indicate . Alter .pcn'ket units have mean \alue 1 3.5347) of Trade urn! 
Illve.\imc'rti more than ()E.\I units. 
I IoN\e\ er. the mean value in both the type of units is more than 3. Which indicates 
a~reelllent as tar as I male (111(1111veSi,neni is concerned as all area of influence. 
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l he table also shows the result of independent sample t-test used to ascertain any 
signiflcant difference in the mean value of Trade and Iuf'svnIt'f7t between (-)E.11 and 
.•1fier :Iklrket. The result shows No significant difference between OE.tl and :1/ier 
Market on the mean value o  %rade and Investment (t = -0.251. sie = 0.803 > 0.05). 
Therefore. 119: There is no significant c/ fl rence of trade and investment as an area 
Of influence of COl?7/2eIilil'eileS.s' across the .1't(ltll.S ut the Oi u?7iS(ltloil with s7'1Jefilil 
,t'1ii't'iict' to IJU/L)-Thuilcn7cl I' T. I is accepted. 
1-110: There is no Sfllff('aizi difference of trade (1II(I investment as an (lfl(1 of 
influence of tolpe1lth'C'ne'S.s across the type of origin wit/1 special ref ereizee to Ind - 
Thailand FT-1. 
Table 4.14: Trade and Investment versus Origin 
Origin f 	ti \lean Std. Deviation 	F 	Sig. 
Domestic ('emlpanv 69  3.383  
F)reign Company 24 3.4524  .20494 
Joint Venture with I.448 	0.239 3.>;16  36 .i1140  Foreign Conlpan~' 
Total 129 3.5260 .23890 
Discussion: "fable 4.14 shows the result of'descriptive statistics about the mean value 
of %racle anti Investment as an area of influence of competitiveness with regard to 
Indo-Thailand {ETA across the type of origin among Doinessic ('ompti t'. 1•oreigii 
C o1lT1)alll' and sIouI I Nl1t1!1'C' with Foreign C'ompanf. ANOV.A was applied. 
I he table shows .Joint I'e'rlttrre with Foreign ('onlptl►' obtained highest mean value 
(3.55 16) followed by Domestic Coinparh- and Foreign CoIipaIv with mean value of 
3.538; and 3.4524. respectively with regard to Trade and Investment. 
However, the mean value in all the type of' origin, units is more than 3. Which 
indicates agreement as far as Truck' and In cstmnent is concerned as an area of 
influence. 
.Moreover. the result of \NOVA doesn't indicate any significant difference in the 
mean value of' Trade (1/1(1 Investment bets cen types of origin. The result shows no 
significant dif'terence between origin on the mean value o I 'I 'rude and Investment (I' _ 
1.448.sig-0.2 9 > 0.05). 
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Therefore. 1110: There is no .1t~17i/lc'l!!Il dillerence of/rode alt(1 iiivest1fen I as an area 
01 iil/lllt'1TL't' 'I cnnl`,rtitil ('l1c . UC1'O.V.S ihc' ttpc' 01 (717gill n ilh .special rVJerellcc' /(7 
Ludo-i'hoiland 1- L I is accepted. 
1111: There is no 5ignijicall/ dijjNrence of trade Q/ill i/lI'C'5t111C'Nl as 1117 area of 
1n luuence of comj)etitivene.s.S across the t f)e of product with .special r(fereizee to 
llldu-Thailand F7;-1. 
"fable 4.15: Trade and Investment v er'sus Type of Product 
TN pc of Product 	N 	Mean 	Std. I)c% iation 	F  
k:neine < onlpoW/lits 12 	3.591 R 	0.2( ) 27 
Iris c I r.►nmissioW and 
	
-0 	:.45011 	().1088 7 Steering ('omponents _ 	_ 
Rods and Chassis 	 14 	3.4796 	0.24170 
Suspension and Braking 	 4.402 0.001 
C ~l~ ponents 	°i ? 
1 	3.4626 	0.1 ~~R7 
k k.trl~al C omponcnt.s 	1 3 	3.72 	 (1. 36169 
FLluihnlent Others 19 	3.426 	0.242 1 
otal 	 ~L 	3.526O 	0.2380() 
Discussion: in order to ascertain the difference in the mean value obtained in Trade 
(117(1 Investment as a dimension of area of influence of F-1-.\ across the type of product 
Illanlltictlll'ed b 	111.111s i.e. Engine ((,1)11)(,lTt'lll.. 1)1'/re 1)- c]l1sm11.'.s7oN and .~teering 
( 'onlpclle1Tts. m(,(h and ( 'hays/c. .S'uspensiull and Braking ( nll1l)(,ne111.c. l;icctrical 
('(!llll)01TC'171.SM and F.ytlil)!1c'1N (* Others. AN( V.A vvas applied. 
Kahle 4.15 shows the result of* descriptive statistics about the mean value of Trade 
and Ill►•c'.,nurllt as an area of influence of competitiveness with regard to Indo-
1-hailand VI :\ across the type of product manufactured by firms. 
the table indicates 1-:Iectrical ('onip(,11011.1 units have obtained the highest mean vale 
(3.7253)  of I ride (111(1 investment I'0110 ed h Flnlinc ('nmp)nrlen1.~. Rock' u11(1(71(1s.Vis 
(o,l1I)(1e t.c.."-Tu.cllen.si(,11 and Braking ('ompo,llenlc. /)rive %r(immm.siun and .57eerillg 
C'wnp onents and Equipment all(! Othiei , ' ith the mean value of' 3.591 R. 3.4796. 
3.4626. 3.4500 and 3.4-186 respectively. 
llowc\er. the mean value in all the type Of units is more than 3. Which indicates 
al,ecr11e1lt as far as 11'(1(1(' and Investment is concerned as an area of influence. I he 
table also shows the result of .\\OV \ to ascertain any signiticant difference in the 
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mean value of /rude rind Investment \vjth retiurds to type of product. 'Ftie result stio%Ns 
a significant difference between type of product on the mean Value of Trade and 
Investment (F — 4.402. Si- = 0.001< 0.05). 
Therefore. H 11: there is no significant c/if,C'ren ce of trade and investment as an area 
at influence of compeliliveness across the tl7)e of 1)ro[hict 11 iih Special refi'rence to 
ludo-J'huikWnl FT.-1 is not accepted. 
1112: There' is no significavrt d f/L're'ncc' of trade and i►r1'['.StllrC'lrt as nir area of 
influence of coinpetiti;e/ness across 1/it' tape of operations with special reference to 
Indo-Thailand FT.1. 
Table 4.16: Trade 
hp 	of Operations 	~ 
Passcnacr C'ar> 
and 
N 
42 
Investment versus Type of Operations 
Mean 	i Std. Deviation 	F  
 3.5340 	( 	0.29100 
3.4439 	! 	0.21060 
3.5183 	0.22048 	3.22 1 	0.025 
3.6696 	0.06839 
3.5260 	0.23890 
Commercial Vehicles I 	2j 
Two Wheelers 43 
"Three Wheelers 16 
Total 129 
Discussion: "f'he difference in the mean value obtained by "Trade curd /nve.sIment as a 
dimension of area of influence of competitiveness with regard to lndo-Thailand FT:\ 
across the type of operations i.e. Passenger ('ar.,w. ('uirtmc're iccl ['c'hine's. two 
Ii'heelers and Three W/zeeler.v. ANOV:\ was used. 
Table 4.16 shows the result of' descriptive statistics about the mean value of Trade 
z,1/ Investment across type of operations. The table indicates that Three [i'heelers 
obtained the highest mean value of (3.6696) followed by Passenger ('ars . Iwo 
f'hec!eis and Commercial ['elric/es. with mean values of 3.5340. 3.5183 and 3.4439. 
respect  'ely. 
f Iowever. the mean value in all the type of operations units is more than i. \\ hlch 
indicates agreement as tar as Trade and Investment is concerned as an area of' 
influence. The table also shows the result of AN( VA to ascertain any significant 
difference in the mean value of %icicle clilc! IWvesthirHt with regards to type of 
operations. It was found a significant difference between type of operations on the 
mean value of Trade and Investment (1' = 3.221. sig — 0.025 - 0.05). 
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therefore. H12: There is no signi'/tetrn/ difference af'trade and r2trsoi/en1 as wi area 
ojinflaence ofcompe(itn-eness across the type of o1mratrans frith .specicd reference to 
Indo-Thailand FTA is not accepted. 
H13: There is no significant difference of market as an area of influence of 
competitiveness across the status of the organisation with special reference to Indo-
Thailnnr! FTA. 
Tahle 4_17e Market versus Status 
Status 	j_ 	N 	MeanStd. Deviation L t Sig. 
f OEM 	94 	4.7819 	0.24928 0,077 O °3y After Market 	35 	4.7857 0.25105 
Discussion: fable 4.17 shows the result of descriptive statistics about the mean value 
of Market as an area of influence of competitiveness with regard to Indo-Thailand 
FTA between OEM and After Market. t- test was applied. the table indicates After 
Market units have mean value (4.7857) which is more than OEt! units. however, the 
mean value in both the type of units is more than 4. which indicates strong agreement 
as far as Market is concerned as an area of influence. 
the table also shows the result of independent sample t-test used to ascertain any 
significant difference in the mean value of Market between OEM and rifler Market. 
The result shows that there is no significant difference between OEM and After 
Market on the mean value of Market (t =-0.077. Sig = 0.939>0.05). 
Therefore 1113: There is no significant difference  of market as an urea of in/luence of 
competitiveness a, rues the status of the orw,rivation with .,peclul reference to Judo -
Thai/and FTA is accepted. 
1I14: There is no significant difference of market as an area of influence of 
competitiveness across the lrpe of origin with special reference to Info-Thailand FTA. 
Table 4.1 R: Market versus Orinin 
Origin 	_ N _ Mean Std. Deviation F 51g. 
Domestic Company 69 4.7681 0.25117 
0.283 0.754 
Foreign Company 24 4.7917 0.25181 
Joint Venture with 
Foreign Company 36 4.8056 0.24721 
Total 129 4.7829 0.24879 
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Discussion: To know the difference in the mean value obtained in Barker as a 
dimension of area of influence of competitiveness with regard to Judo-Thailand PTA 
across the origin of the organisation i.e. Domestic Company, Foreign Company and 
.loin Venture with Foreign Company, ANOVA test was applied. 
Table 4.18 shows the result of descriptive statistics about the mean value of Market 
across the type of origin i.e. Domestic Company, Foreign Company and Joint Venture 
with Foreign Company. The table indicates that Joint Venture with Foreign Company 
obtained highest units mean value (4.8056) followed by Foreign Company and 
Domestic Company with mean value of 4.7917and 4.7681 respectively. 
However, the mean value in all the type of origin, units is more than 4. which 
indicates strong agreement as far as Market is concerned as an area of influence. 
The table also shows the result of ANOVA to find any significant difference in the 
mean value of Market between types of origin. 
The result shows that there is no significant difference between origin on the mean 
value of Market (F = 0.283, Sig = 0.754>0.05). 
Therefore, H14: There is no .significant difference of market as an area of influence of 
competitiveness across the type of origin with special reference to Indo-Thailand PTA 
is accepted. 	 .. 
H15: There is no significant difference of market as an area of influence of 
competitiveness across the type of product with specint reference to Tndo-Thailand 
PTA. 
T. hle 4.19- Market versus Tvne of product 
Type of Product N Mean Std. Deviation F Sig. 
Engine Components 42 	J 4.7262 025188 
2.248  0.054 
Drive Transmission and 
Steering Components 
20 4.8750 0.22213 
Body and Chassis 14 4.8214 0.24862 
Suspension and Braking 
Components 
21 4.7381 0.25588 
Electrical Components 13 4.9231 0.18777 
Equipment & Others 19 4.7368 0.25649 
Total 129 4.7829 J 	0.24879 
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Discussion: Iable 4.19 shows the result of descriptive statistics about the mean value 
of Marker as an area of influence of competitiseness with regard to Indo-J hailand 
FTA across the type of product nvrnuthctured by firms i.e. Engine Components, Drive 
Trmrsmission and Steering Components, Body and Chassis. Suspension and Braking 
Components, Electrical Components and Equipment & Others- ANOVA was applied. 
The table shows Electrical Components units have obtained the highest mean valuc 
(4.9231) followed by Drive Transmission and Steering Components, Body and 
Chassis. Suspension and Braking Components, Equipment and Others, and Engine 
Components. with the mean value of 4.8750. 4.8214, 4.7381. 4.7368 and 4.7262 units 
respectively. 
However_ the mean %aloe in all the type of units is more than 4. which indicates 
strong agrcement as far as .hrrkel is concerned as an area of influence. The table also 
shows the result of ANOVA to ascertain any significant difference in the mean value 
of Mcoket with regards to type of product. 
The result shows that there is no significant difference between type of product on the 
mean value of Market (F ° 2.248, Sig - 0.054 > 0.05). 
Therefore 1115: There is no significant difference of market as an area of influence of 
competitiveness across the type of product with special reference to Indo-Thailand 
!TA is accepted. 
1416: There is no significant difference of market as an area of influence of 
competitiveness across the 13pe of operations with special reference to Indo-
Thailand FTA. 
Table 4.20: Market versus Tvne of Onerations 
I\ pc of Operations N Mean StJ. Deviation F Sig. 
Passenger Cars 42 4.7619 0.25274 
2.297 0.081 
Commercial Vehicles 	28 	4.8036 0.24867 
Two Wheelers 	 43 	4.8372 023707 
Three Wheelers 16 	4.6562 023936 
Total 	 129 	4.7829 0.24879 
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Discussion: In order to ascertain the difference in the mean value OI' .tlarket as a 
dimension of area of influence of competitiveness with regard to Indo- I hailand IF'F,•1 
across the type of operations i.e. Passenger ('arc. ('ommerciul I 'chic/es. Two 
Wheelers and "1 hree It'heele,•.c. ANON A was applied. 
Table 4.20 sho\\s the result of descriptive statistics about the mean value of alurkei 
across the t\ pe of' operations. The table indicate Two Wheelers obtained the highest 
mean value of (4.8 372) followed by ('ommercial I'ehic/es. Passenger ('ur., and Three 
li Iteele1'.s with mean values of 4.8036. 4.7619 and 4.6562 respectively. 
I lo\vever, the mean value in all the type of operations units is more than 4. '\hich 
indicates strongly agreement as tar as .tlol'kei is concerned as all area of influence. 
the table also sho\\s the result of ANOVA to know any significant difference in the 
mean Value of .11urket with regards to type of operations. I'he result shows no 
significant difference between type of operations on the mean value of Market (1 _ 
2 297. Sig =0.081--0.05). 
There tier 1116: There i no significant difference of market u.S an urea of influence of 
c'umhetitir•r„r.S' Or/')S. the Iv%pe o/ olm-41tioils frith special reference to Judo-I'fiuilmif 
I' 7.1 is accepted. 
Fable 4.21: Summar's of liv potheses testing based on differences in various areas 
regard to influence of H"I'.A 
>.._u. 11y potneses V/1 1O. 	Remark 
I here is no significant dittrellCe of production as 
F{ 1 an area of influence of competitiveness across the 
status of the organisation with special reference to 1.78 0.241 	Accepted 
Indo-Thailand F'l'A. 
There is no significant difference of production an 
112 area of influence of competitiveness across the type ' 1 ~3 0.018 Rejected 'Thailand of origin with special reference to Indo- 
']'here is no significant difference of production as 
113 I all area of influence of competitiveness across the 1 4;0 0.07 Rejected type 	of product 	ith 	special 	reference 	to 	ludo- 
Thailand I T.AA. 
1 There is no significant difference of production as 114 an area of influence of competitiveness across the '247 0.002 Rejected 
type of operations with special reference to Indo- 
Thailand HA. 
There is no significant difference of technology 
H5 	! development and acquisition as all area of influence 
of competitiveness across the status of the 0.727 ~I 0.469 Accepted 
Organisation with special reference to Indo- 
- I4laila►xl l'l:\. 
There is no significant difference of technology 
116 	development and acquisition as an area of influence 2.197 	0.1 15 Accepted 
of competitiveness across the type of origin ww ith 	} L. I; special reference to Indo-1 hailand I: IA.  
There is no significant dliflerence of' technology 
117 	devel pmMe►lt and acquisition as an area kit influence , 4.485 	0.001 	Rejectedof competitiveness 	 ~ ss across the type of product with 
s ecial reference to Indo- I hailand F IA. 
i There is no significant dif't' rence of technology 
I18 	development and acquisition as all area of influence 
of' competitiveness across the t\ pe of operations 3.704 	0.014 	Rejected 
With special reference to Indo- I hai land FTA.  
There is no sianificant dfif'terence of trade and 
119 investment as an area of influence of' 0.2
-
l 0.8O Accepted competitiveness across the status of the organisation 
\\ ith special reference to Indo- l hailand 1' I A. 
	
There is no significant difffilerehce of ' trade and 	 - 
1110 investment as an area of ' influence elf 1.448 0.219 Accepted 
competitiveness across the type of origin 	ith 
s ccial reference to Indo- Thailand I FA. 
I'here is no significant difference of trade and  
H 1 1 	investment 	as 	an 	area 	Of influence 	of 4.402 0.001 Rejected competitiveness across the tv pe of product with 
special reference to }Held-"Thailand FT:\. 
I here is no siunificant dif1ereltce of' trade and  
1-112 	in' estlncnt 	as 	an 	area 	of' 	influence 	cat 
22 l 0.021 Rejected competitiveness across the type of operations with 
special reference to Indo- Thailand FLA. 
There is no significant dillerence of , market as an 
}ll 	1 area 0f' influence of competitiveness across the 0.077 0.9.9 Accepted status of the organisation with special reference to 
Indo-Thailand l' I_A.  
There is no significant difference of'market as an area 
1114 	of' influence of competitiveness across the type of 0.28; 	0.754 Accepted 
origin mth special rLtenncL to Indo-Thailand F  A. 
There is no significant difference of'market as an area  
1115 	of intluencc of' competitiveness across the type of 2.248 	0.054 1 Accepted 
product with special reference to Indo-l'hailalel Fi'.A. 
There is no significant difference of' market as an 
1116 	area of influence of competiti\ chess across the type 	, ,c 
of operations with special reference to Indo- _._ )7 	0.081 	Accepted 
I Uailand l I A. 	 l_ 
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4.4 Descriptive Statistics (Drivers) 
In order to know the strength of the key drivers of competitiveness in Indian auto 
component industry descriptive statistics has been done. 
Table 4.22: Descriptive Statistics (Drivers)  
Drivers 	 N 	Mean I Std Deviation 
Access to New Technologies 
Investment in Research and Development 
129 	4.62 
121) 	4.66 
729] 4.45 
0.457 
0.476 
Availahility of Trained I Inman Recourses 0,637 
Govt Policies on fax Exemption/Tax Holidays 
Low Cost Labour 
129 2.95 0.694 
129 3.59 0.633 
Low Cost Finance 129 3.39 0.590 
Operating Cost (Power. Finance Insurance Cost. 
Depreciation) 129 3.40 0.701 
Go\ t support Through National Automotive 
Testing R. Research Infrastructure Project 
l  ,9  2.29  
` ` 
0.601  
Govt Support for Promotion of Exports 129 4.02 0.765 
Creation of Product Specific SF/.s 129 2.82 0.701 
Table 4.22 shows mean value obtained by each driver of competitiveness on the scale 
of influence. From the table it was concluded that the drivers Access to New 
Technologies. Investment in Research and 1)eoelohrlrernt. ;1 Failabilih• of 'lmr)ecd 
[fzi nan Recourses and (ion t •S'lff)J)nri b r Thr(1r111)tlOil 0/ fxp(u'ts are the most influential 
driver of competitiveness with regard to Indo- l hailand l: IA. As the mean value is 
quite near to 5 which is (Extremely Influential). 
There are some drivers falls in the category of moderate influence on F"I A. These are 
Lou' ( host Labour, Lois Cost Finance. Operaling Cost (Pourer. Rnance.'/n.surance 
( 'us!. !)cpreeiation) as their mean value lie between ;and 4 (somewhat influential and 
very influential. 
The third categories of drivers are those which extract low level of influence on FT A 
these are Govt Policies on Tax Exemption.. Tux Holiclays. Govt .Support through 
.\[!tionol Automotive Tc'.sti,T, & Research InJ,'astructtrre Pro/cc! and Creation vJ 
i'r•ochrc•i ,¼l)ecific• ,S'I:"%s. 
4.4.1 Drivers of Competitiveness across Status 
IO Lno\\ the relative stren.th of the Drivers of competitiveness of Indian auto 
component illtlustry across the status of the organisation In Indian auto) component 
tllal}ulactures clescripti e statistics has been used. 
Table 4.23: I)ri%ers of Competitiveness across Status 
Uri%ers 	 Status 	Mean t -value Sig Value 
Access to Ne 	1 erhnologv - - ;.517 (l .UO1 
, 	l 	rkct 4.56 
-1.59 - Investment in Research and 	( [\l 
I)e elopinent Alter \larket  4.86 
?.974 0.004 
\v.111:lhlllt\ 11t 	I rained ~ 	Ol \l 4.4 E l . l ~6 0.47 I It11111111 Recourses 
2.88 Go\ t Policies on lax 	 OI.\l 1.909 1 	0.058 l~xemplion 	I l\ I l.lid 1\: :\ttcr \1arket 3.14 
Low (ost Labour After \larket 
j 
3.66 	l 
0.744 0.-458 
OI:\1 3.38 
I 	vv Cost I:inanee — Alter Market 
0.14> 
3.40  
j 	0.8x3 
3.32 Oheritin' ('ust (Po\\(r 	 0F\1 
Finance'In;urance Cost. 2.049 I 	0.042 
Depreciation) 
	 After Market 	I 3.60 
OFAI 	2.43 
4.617 i 0.000 
\Iter Market 	I 1.91  
O I'A 1 3.91 2.700 0.008 
After Market 4.31 
0L\1 1 	2.68 3.947 0.000 
After Market 3.20 
(iu t support l hrougll 
National Automotive I estinl 
& Research Infrastructure 
Proieet 
Gov't support for I'rrm1uiic1II 
of Exports 
Creation of Prod net Spec ilie 
S1 :%s 
I he table 4.23 shows the lolluw ing results of intluenee of drivers of conipetiti\eness 
across the status oh' the oruanisatiun: 
(:1) 'I'lle result shows that :access to New Technoloky is more influential driver of  
conlpetiti\ e11es, for . I /Irr .1lurkel as compared to (.)L 't1 units. lhe difference in the 
mean value is statistirall\ siLnitirant (t - 1.517. Sig, - 0.000 < 0.05). 
(h► In estment in Research and Development is more influential driver of 
cempetilr\eWe;; for .leer .11arAet as compared to OL.'tI units. I he difierelnee in the 
value is statistically significant (t = -3.452. Sing - 0.001 < 0.05). 
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(c) Availability of Trained Human Recourses is more influential driver of 
competitiveness fir .t /icr .tkrrket as compared to OE.tl units. The difference in the 
value is statistically not significant (t = 1.16 3. Sig = 0.000 < 0.247). 
(d) (;ot Policies on Tax Exemption/Tax Holidays is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for . flle'r .t1arket as compared to O .v units. The difference in the 
value is statistically significant (t = -1.980. Sig = 0.247 < 0.05) 
(e) Low Cost Labour is more influential driver of competitiveness for .flier Alurket 
as compared to OE.t1 units the difference in the value is statistically not significant (t 
- 0.776. Sig = 0.441 - 0.05). 
(f) Low Cost Finance is more influential driver of competitiveness for OE.II as 
compared to .1 /Icr .lIarkct units. The difference in the value is statistically not 
significant (t = -0.145. Sig = 0.885 < 0.05). 
(g) Operating Cost (Power, Finance/Insurance Cost, Depreciation) is more 
influential driver of competitiveness for . f/Icr ./arket as compared to OL•'.11 units the 
diftirrence in the value is statistically significant (t = -2.223. Sig = 0.029 < 0.05). 
(h) Govt support Through National Automotive Testing & Research 
Infrastructure Project is more influential driver of competitiveness for OI.t1 as 
compared to .flier .lturket units. "I he difference in the value is statistically significant 
(t 4.617. Sig =0.000<=0.05). 
(i) Govt Support for Promotion of Exports is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for ,1/1cr .tlurkct as compared to (7E.t1 units. "l he difference in the 
value is statistically significant (t = -3.111. Sig = 0.003 < 0.05) 
(j) Creation of Product Specific SEZs is more influential driver of competitiveness 
fir alter market as compared to OF%1 units. 't'hc difference in the value is statistically 
significant (t = - 4.263. Sig = 0.000 < 0.05). 
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4.4.2 Drivers of Competitiveness across Type of Origin 
Table 4.24: Drivers of Competitiveness across Type of Origin 
1)riv ers 	 Origin (Mean 	F —value 	Sig Value 
Domestic C c11111)all\ -1 i~ 
l:oi.eian Company Access to New "1 echnolo~u\' 
Joint \/ ellture with 
4.75 29.471 	0.000 
;.00 Foreign C o111 gall\ 
gy` I2clll1etitic Gfp1lpf1t1\ 
In\ estnlent in Research and 	Foreign C'onlpan\' ~ 
4.45 
4.7> 	t - Development 	JUlI1t Venture \11111 
---- 	21.669 	0.000 - 
lll'll`!Il C ompan\ 
Domestic Company 4.55 
r1\allahlllt\ 	of 	I l-ailled 	I't)1't Ig 1 (~U11111 111\ 4.04  
G.>94 	0 00 
I Mullah Recourses Venture \\ ith 	I .10111t 4 
I orelen C onV0:H1\ 
— 	- 	 - D(mcsticlipaIiv 2.K i 
Govt Policies on lax 	Foreign ( , ollmpantV' j_Ot) — 	?.003 0.05 	i 
Exemption 	l ax { I111iUa\'S 	Joint \ LI1tUIL \\lth 
Foreign (ompall\ 
 1 7 
Domestic coillpaly ~.J I 
11)rcben C r (MII1anlv 
1,0\\ Cost I.ahour  
3.92 
Joint vCltlure \\ith 
l'1)I'elgIl ('hIlpan)r 
0IlwliC C 1l11l 	 H1V 3.38 -  
I.o\\ C ost I ifiilcc lrcl11Comt pany 3.83 ~' 	12.787 0.000 
Joint venture with ;,I 	1 	6 I:ureign Colnh:l\ M 
I)m1esflC ('otllllall\ 3.20 
Opet'atinc Cost (Power.  Forcbln ('ch ,I11cIll\ ,.67 1irraiicc MiisuraiicC (ost. 	— 6.157 0.00; 
l)Ch1'ecIal10l1) 	J1N11t Vcalgure with - 
I- orelgll (tom latl\' 
Govt Support Trough fl1Il1estic Company 2.43 
1Foreign (Company' National ,AlltO111otiV'e 2.ij 
7.~~ 
- 
O.(O1  
Joint Venture with lesti1g & Research 
Infrastructure Project f=oreign Company 
1.97 
Donlestic C'onlpanv 3.94 
(io t support for ; I )reiumn ('omhanv 0.920 0.401 14.17 Promotion of Exports . Joint Venture with 4.09 
I oreign ('Omllany — 
2.71 I)olliwtic Company 
3.00 l reation of Product 
- ?.012 0.138 j 	— Specific SF7s Joint Venture \\ ith 
___________ ForeignC'onlpany 
, q2 
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The table 4.24 shows the following results of influence of drivers of competitiveness 
across the type of origin of the organisation: 
(a) The result shows that Access to new Technology is more influential driver of' 
competitiveness for ,Joint Venture with Foreign Company as compared to Foreign 
Company and Domestic Company's units. The difference in the value is statistically 
significant (F — 29471, Sig = 0.000 <0.05). 
(b) Investment in Research and Development is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for .Joint Venture with Foreign Company as compared to Foreign 
Company and Domestic Company's units. The difference in the value is statistically 
significant if = 21.669, Sig = 0.000<0.05). 
(c) Availability of Trained Human Recourses is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for Domestic Company as compared to Joint Venture with Foreign 
Company and Foreign Company. The difference in the value is statistically significant 
(F = 6594, Sig = 0.002 <0.05). 
(d) Gov( Policies on Tax Exemplionil'ax Holidays is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for Joint Venture with Foreign Company as compared to Foreign 
Company and Domestic Company units. The difference in the value is statistically not 
significant (F = 3.003, Sig = 0053> 0.05) 
(e) Low Cost Labour is more influential driver of competitiveness for Foreign 
Company as compared to Joint Venture with Foreign Company and Domestics 
company's units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F = 4.160, Sig 
= 0.018 <0.05). 
(f) Low Cost Finance is more influential driver of competitiveness for Foreign 
Company as compared to Domestics Company and Joint Venture with Foreign 
Company units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F = 12.797, Sig 
= 0.000 <0.05). 
(g) Operating Cost (Power, Finance/Insurance Cost, and Depreciation) is more 
influential driver of competitiveness for Foreign Company as compared to Joint 
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1 Tmill-L' 11 illl F(wei(sl (U!lnpa171' and Doint'5!Ic ('ohpann units. -f he eitkrelnec in the 
value is statistically significant (F — 6.157. Sig -- 0.003 - 0.05). 
(It) Govt support 'Through National Automotive Testing & Research 
Infrastructure Project is more influential driver of competitiveness for U(ll11c'sllL• 
C.'iluptHt•l 	as compared to Eof'eign C uinpant' and Juiltl I C'l1IlIPC' with I 'ore'ignt 
('vmpwm' units. l he difference in the value is statistically significant (f — 7.926. Sing _ 
0.001 .: 0.05). 
i) Covt Support for Promotion of Exports is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for I ici(,ll ('ompenn as compared to .Joint I 'C'nt sire with Eorei~11 
('nwppuliT and L)unw.xfir (wllpcfll,' units the difere►lce in the value is statistically not 
significant (F= 0.920. Sig = 0.4O I ? 0.05 ). 
ti) Creation of f'rurfuct Specific SE/.s is more influential drl\ er of eumpetiti\ iless 
for f wf'vfgl C 0/fl/JO/fl as compared to Joint I elf/nre 1t il/l Foreign C oinpw? and 
C)mffe-slit ('ompant units. The difference in the value is statistically not significant (F 
2.012. Sig —0.1;8=-0.OS). 
4.4.3 Drivers of Competitiveness across Type of Product 
Table 4.25: Drivers of Com elitiv eness across Type of Product 
Drivers 	I, 	Products 	Mean ~~ 	1, Sig 
Access to New Technology 
Engine (llllllhlllellts 	{ 495 
Drive l ransmissiun and 
Steering. C(IVfulellts 4 (_; 
Body and chassis -t.9 87.69' 
Suspension and Braking  
Components  
4.69 Electrical Components 
Eawi1nmellt & Others I 	4.32 
Investment in Research and 
I)e\ e1oliMellt 
[1ine_(`ompon1Cnts___ 4.12 
Drive I ransmissiun and 	 ' 	4.G5 
Steering Components 
Body and Chassis 	4.91 
Suspeflslol and Braking .x_77 components 
Electrical Co1ll1Jo11el1ts 	l..> 
Equipment &- Others 	4.82 
55.046 h 0.000 
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Engine Components 4.92 
Drive Transmission and 
Steering Components 3.85 
Body and Chassis 3.76 Availability of "Drained Iluman 
Recourses ~-' X78 0.000 Suspension and Braking 
Components x.00  
Electrical Components 3.89 
Equipment  & Others 4.65 
Eneine Components 2.55 
Drive Transmission and 
Steering Components 3.35 
Bodv and Chassis 
Suspension and Braking 
Components 
3.00 Govt Policies on Tax 
L\elIlptll)1l I ax I llIldaFs 55.;0; 0.000 ., J.00 
Electrical Components 2.00 
Equipment & Others 4.0() 
Engine Components 3.31 
Drive Transmission and 
SteE rlllg C'OI11ponentS 
; 6J 
Body and Chassis 4.00 Low Cost Labour 9.751 0.000 
Suspension and Braking 
Components 
4 00 
Electrical Components 3.00 
Equipment & Others 3.79 
Engine Components 3.38 
Drive Transmission and 
Steering Components 
[4.00 Body and Chassis 
1.0W cost I iIlance 23.427  0.000 
Suspension and Braking 
components ,} 00 
3.00 Electrical Components 
Equipment & Others 3.00 
Engine Components 3.26 
Drive Transmission and 
Steering Components 3.25 
Operating Cost (Power, 
FinanceiInsurance Cost. 
Depreciation) 
3.169 0.010 Body and Chassis 3.86 
Suspension and Brakino 
Components 
 
 
3.29 
Electrical Components 3.85 
Equipment & Others 3.32 
Engine Components 2.50 
Drive Transmission and 
Steerin~~ (onlponents 2?5 Govt support I hrouth National Automotive T•estin~g, & 
Research Ini•rastructure Project 
12.049 0.000 
Body and Chassis 2.00 
Suspension and Braking 
Components ..76 
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Electrical components 1.62 
Equipment & Others 2.00 
F:llgltne ('(till 	0llCl1tti .83 
Drive Transmission and 4.45 
Steering Components 
Go v t support fi r Promotion of I od 	and Chassis 4.71 l 3.550 0.000 Exports Suspension and Braking 
C1lI1llll1i1C11tS a 
1 lCctrlcal Corn pllllellts 4.38 
1'.Cllllplllellt & Others 4.1 I 
1'.1lgllle C oitlpollclits  2.50 
I)rl\ e 	1'rilltsllllssimi and -.75 Steering ~, Components 
Creation of Product Specific 13od 	and Chassis --  
Sits Suspension and Brakin ~ 1 
14.165 0.000 
Components q 
:Iectrical Components 2.92 
Equipment & Others 3.11 
Elie table 4.25 shows the li llo\\ ing results of in11uence ol'clrivers of competitiveness 
across the type of product manufactured h\ firms: 
(a) The result show that Access to New "Technology is more influential drier of 
competitiveness for Engine ( miponents as compared to loch' and ('{las.cis, 
~'a.\lx'r.sia?l and Braking ('urrrfroncllr.s. (Icctrical (Comtponents. Drive Transmission & 
Steering ( mpownt. and Lqtripmew & Others I'(1nane/zI. units. I•he difference in 
the mean value is statistical l\ significant (I — 87.69. Sift — 0.000 < 0.05). 
(hf 1n i stment in Research, and Development is more influential driver of 
colilpetiti'eflcss Iilr Rudy cruel ('ha\.~iR as compared to /.'quipmeni c& ()Iher.s 
('ul)l!)unents..S'tr.\j eii.vinit a d Braking Comp)onennts. Drive 7ru,z.dni.l.sio n alu/,Steeriltg 
C'ntponents. Electrical C'oroponclts.e and UI).,ine C'o/n/)onent.s units. 'I•hc difference in 
the value is statistical l\ siiniticant (I - 55.046. Sig = 0.000 	0.05). 
(c) A%ailahilits of Trained Human Recourses is more influential drier of 
conlpetiti\elless ti E; 'inc ('utllbalellt.` as compared to P.`yr1i/)111cni (t.• Others. 
.' U.s/)L'nslo/1 and Braking ( 'oNzI.)I,nNrll.s. f`lec,•icaI ( U oin/nniei11.s. Drive Ir•Un.tinli.s.sion ct 
''teerilt, ('ompollertts and Bur!►' and ('Iras.sis touts. the difference in the value is 
statistical lv signilicant (I 	52.578. Sing - 0.000 - 0.05). 
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(d) Govt Policies on Tax exemption/Tax holidays is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for Equipment & Others as compared to Drive Iransmission and 
Steering Components Body and Chassis , Suspension and braking components , 
Engine Components and Electrical components units the difference in the value is 
statistically significant (F = 55.503.Sig = 0.000 0.05) 
(e) Low Cost Labour is more influential driver of competitiveness for Body and 
Chassis and Suspension and Braking Components as compared to Engine 
Components, Electrical Components , Equipment & Others and Drive Transmission 
& Steering Components units The difference in the value is statistically significant (F 
— 9.751, Sig — 0.000 <0.05). 
(I) Low Cost Finance is more influential driver of competitiveness for Body and 
Chassis as compared to Electrical components, Equipment & Others. Suspension and 
Braking Components, Engine Components. and Drive Transmission and Steering 
Components units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F= 23.427, 
Sig = 0.000 < 0.05). 
(g) Operating Cost (Power, Finance/Insurance Cost, and Depreciation) is more 
influential driver of competitiveness for Body and Chassis as compared to Electrical 
Components, Equipment & Others. Suspension and Braking Components, Engine 
Components and Drive Transmission & Steering Components units. The difference in 
the value is statistically significant (F = 3.169. Sig =0.010<  0.05). 
(h) Govt Support through National Automotive Testing & Research 
Infrastructure Project is more influential driver of competitiveness for Suspension 
and Braking Components as compared to Engine Components, Drive Transmission 
and Steering Components. Body and Chassis, Equipment & Others and Electrical 
Component units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F — 12.049 
Sig = 0.000 < 0.05). 
(i) Govt Support far Promotion of Exports is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for Body and Chassis as compared to Drive Transmission and 
Steering Components, Electrical components, Equipment & Others and Engine 
Components units. t he difference in the value is statistically significant (F = 13.550, 
Sig = 0.000 < 0.05). 
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(j ) Creation of product Specific SFIs is 111Ure influential driver of competitiveness 
for Bod.l. tii I ('hu.,.~ib as compared to Equipineni *• Others. Electrical c•un /nn ew- . 
Drive Trap ilission and . tecrin,c,' ('onlpanenl.c. .Su.spen.cioni and Braking C'unlhancnls 
and Engine C UA?Ipncill.1' Units. 111C dil1.rmee in the value is statistically signiBeat1t 
(1 = 14.165. Sig = 0.000 <0.05). 
4.4.4 Drivers of Competitiveness across Type of Operations 
Table 4.26: Drivers of Competitiveness across "Iypof Operations 
l)ri\ ers 	 Operations 
laswntt cr Cars 
I\lean 
 4.79 
I 	-\ alue ' ig \ Iluc 
Access to Nc\\ 	Commercial Vehicles 
\ teehnulocies 	I \\O hcclers '(;.316 0.000  
4.43 
4.2 3 
I hrec \TheeId's 
-- - 	Passen 	r Cars 
4.00 
4.78 
Investment in Research 	 ( t1111111C1'l'1 11 Vehicles 
	
and l)e\c1aph1e 	1 l ,\ 	\ \o \heelers 
4.91 
4.23 
67.046. 0.000 
Three \\ heclers 4.31 
= LasscllC'i'1' C al's  4.45 
Availability Of Trained 	('1dlll11erdl1 Vehicles 
1-lulllan Recourses 	1vvo \\Wheelers 4.60 
?.i~9  
7 O.000 
three Wheelers 
= 
4.93 
Passenger _Cars 3.14  
Govt Policies on I ax - ('c~lllnlerrial \'chicks 
LxClllptioni I ax 	-- - 
1ClI1Cla\ s I svo Wheelers 
9.201 0.000 
3.00 
3.02 
I hl'cc 	Vs ileclers 2.19 
Passenger _Cars 3.60 
4.00 Commercial Vehicles 1.o\ C'ust Labour 	 -- \\u Wheelers 22.382 0.000 3.6> 
1 hree_ \Vheelers 2.69 
Passenger Cars 3.24 
4.00 Commercial Vehicles Low Cost Finance - I wo Wheelers 19.7 	3 0.000 3.28 
l hree Wheelers 3.00 
Passen~a.er Cars i.4 3 
Opch1llil`c C ost (10\der.  ('(1111111crclal \'chicks 
Finance Insurance Cost. 	- -I \\O Wheelers 	j Depreciation) 	- 
I Vlrec Wheelers 
L .71 
3.14 - 
4.186 0.007 
3.44 
2.1 2 (io\ t Support Through 	Passenper Cars 	
T f 2.21 
j 	2.53 
National Automotive 	Commercial Vehicles 
I esting & Research 	L 1 \\u Wheelers 
4.076 0.008 
Inmrastruorh•c I'rpiect 	I i re0 	W'i eelefs JI 2.19 
®1 
Govt Support for 
Promotion of Exports 
Passenger Cars 	3.93 
1.635 0.185 
Commercial Vehicles 	4.25 
Two Wheelers 	3.91 
Three Wheelers 4.19 
-- 	- 
Creation of Product 
Specific SEZs 
Passenger Cars 	L 2.86 --
16.943 0.000 
Commercial Vehicles 	3.43 
Two Wheelers 	2 4 
Three Wheelers 2.81 
The table 4.26 shows the following results of influence of drivers of competitiveness 
across the type of the operations; 
(i) The result shows that Access to New Technology is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for Passenger Cars as compared to Commercial Vehicles, Two 
Wheelers and Three Wheelers units. The difference in the value is 	statistically 
significant (F = 83.316, Sig — 0.000 <0.05). 
(ii) Investment in Research and Development is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for Commercial Vehicles as compared to Passenger Cars, Three 
Wheelers and inn Wheelers units. The difference in the value is statistically 
significant (F = 67.046, Sig — 0.000 <005). 
(iii) Availability of Trained Human Recourses is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for Three Wheelers as compared to Two Wheelers. Passenger Cars 
and Commercial Vehicles units. The difference in the value is statistically significant 
(P =16.237, Sig = 0.000 < 0.05). 
(iv) Govt Policies on Tax Exemption/Tax Holidays is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for Passenger Cars as compared to Two Wheelers, Commercial 
Vehicles and Three Wheelers units. 	The difference in the value 	is 	statistically 
si gni ticant (F= 9201,. 	Sig = 0.000 < 0.05) 
(v) Low Cost Labour is more influential driver of competitiveness for Commercial 
Vehicles as compared to 7 wo Wheelers, Passenger Cars and Three Wheelers units the 
difference in the value is statistically significant(F= 22.382, Sig =0.000< 0.05). 
(' i) Low ('ost Finance is more influential driver of competitiveness Ir ('Om]ew-ciuI 
i i'hic Ic.  is compared to 7-~ru U'Iier/rr.c. 1'cr..s i er ('ur., and Three I17zee/er.c units.
The difference in the value is statistically significant (F = 19.753. Sid = 0.000 <' 0.05). 
(vii) Operating Cost (Power. Finance/Insurance Cost, and Depreciation) is more 
influential driver of competitiveness for ( ommei -ciat Iehicle.s as compared to 
Passenger ('a r.. Three Wheelers and Two 4l'heelel•s units. lie G3i1lcrencc In the value 
is statistically siwnificant (1' 	4.186. Sid- 	0.007 < 0.05). 
(viii) (govt Support through National Automotive 'I•esting & Research 
Infrastructure Project i" more influential clri\er of conlllctitiveness fir 7iru 
Ii h eele1 N as colflparcd to ('oinn,ei•cial I 'chic/e. Three It 'hee/ers  and Passenger ( 'ors 
units. The dil-lerence in the \aloe is statistically significant (F = 4.076. Sig ￿ 0.008 < 
(ix) (:o-t Support for Promotion of Exports is more influential driver of 
competitiveness for (omlrrorc•iu/ l'ehic•/e.c as compared to Three II heelers, I'cr.ssen er 
('ors and Two lI'heelers units. T he di1-t<rencc in the value is statistically not 
significant (F = 1.635. Sing = 0.185 >0.05). 
(x1 Creation of Product Specific Sl•"Zs is more influential driver of compctiti\eness 
for ('omh»lctt3a1 I'ceh/cic.s as compared to Passenger l'cn•.s, three Ifhecicr•s and Two 
It"heeler.s units. the dill'erencc in the value is statistically s 1M1icant (F = 16.9-13. Sig 
0.000 -- 0.05 ). 
4.5 Descriptive Statistics (Inhibitors) 
l'o determine the relative influence of various Inhibitors of competitiveness for Indian 
auto component industry, descriptive statistics has been used. 
Table 4.27: Descriptive Statistics (Inhibitors) 
Inhibitors 	 r 	ti 	Meaan 	Std Deviation 
1111111 Import Duties on Ra\\ Material 	 129 	4.11 0.504 
I li~h }:~riSC Duties on Ra\\ Material ! 	129 4.16 0.507 
Supply of Power 	 129 ;.7K 
2.36 
0.530 
0.570 
0.530 
O.4$ 
High Power Tariff 129 
High Interest Rates 	 129 J2.0 
Non n\\ a lhIlit\ uf \odd Ciass I•erpno,10 .\ 	129 4. ;7 
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Lack of Organised Road Infrastructure 129 4.05 0.549 
Lack of Organised Communication System 129 2.74 0.679 
Delay in Port Clearance 129 3.47 0.674 
High Freight Rates 129 3.53 0.626 
Labour Laws 129 1.73 0.569 
Delay in Govt Clearance for Project 129 2.88 0.444 
From the above Table 4.27 shows the mean value obtained by each inhibitor of 
competitiveness on the scale of influence. It revealed from the table 4.27 that 
Inhibitors high Import Duties o►r Raw .11aterial, High Excise Duties on Raw Material. 
.Von Avc►ilahilitt• of Worlcl Class Technology and Lack of Organised Road 
In/ihc►.ctruciure are the most influential Inhibitors of competitiveness. As the mean 
value is quite near to 5 ( I'\tremely Influential). 
There are some inhibitors falls in the category of moderate influence on 
competitiveness. These are Srrpplt• of 1'v1rer. Delaj in fort Clearance and 111gb 
Freight Rates as their mean value lie between Sand 4 (somewhat influential and very 
influential. 
the third categories of inhibitors are those which extract low level of influence on 
competitiveness these are high Poirer Tariff high ► Interest Rates. Lack of Organised 
('oMimunication Susie►►!. Labour L ns- s and Delay in (io►•t (Tcurunre f r Pro/cc!. 
4.5.1 Inhibitors of Competitiveness across Status 
Table 4.28: Inhibitors of Competitiveness across Status 
Inhibitor ! Status Mean t —value 	j Sig Value 
I I 	Import Duties on Raw 
Material 
UI:M 	; 1.15 1.500 0. l 36 
After Market 4.00 
I ligh Excise Duties on Ra 
Material 
OEM 4.24 3 .426 x U.U01  
After Market 3.91 
Supply of Power Alter Market 
- 
3.80 
0.222 0.824 
llitth Power Tariff 	OEM 
Alter Market 
) 28 2.674 0.008 
2.57 
I1it h Interest Rates 
Non Availability of World Class 
Technology 
OEM 
 
2.09 
4.314 0.000 
0.0~-  
, 
Af ter Market 2.51 
OEM 4.32 2 0S6 
Alter Market 4.51 
Lack of Organised Road OEM 3.99 2.233 0.027 
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Infrastructure 
lack of Or~uanised Communication 
S%- stem 
After \larket 423 
0V\1 2.76 
? 09 0.16  0.607 Alterl arket 
OEh 
Delay in Port Clearance Alter Ma ket 
;.MI5 
0.718 3.5~l 0.474 , 
I li~~h l rci2ht Rates 	\tier Market 
OI.~l 
I .ahour 1.a%t s 
After Market 
Delay In (i%t Clearance 1C)l' 	OI"~I 
l~l'Ulel'l 	 :Alel' Nl~ll'ket 
3.49 	(l ~ 	
7 
J 
0.618 
1.78 
1.575 0.1 18 
1.60 
2.8J 
?'97 0.02 j.O 
he table 4.28 shu\\s thy lollo in results of 111I111e11Ce of inhibitors of 
coni1etimveness across the status of the organisation: 
(a)'Ihe result shc)\\s that High 1mnort Duties on Raw Material is more influential 
inhibitor of competiti\eress for 01x.11 as compared to .11icr .Ilurkct units. 1 he 
difference in the value is statistically not siwnilicant (t = 1.500. Sig = 0.136 % 0.05). 
(h Iligh Excise Duties on Raw \Material is more Influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for O1x.11 as compared to . f fier .l1arkrt units. The 1IllterC]1ce; in the 
value is statistical]v significant (t = 3.426. Sidi = 0.001 < 0.05). 
(c I Supply of I'uw er is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for : t/Icr Market 
as compared to OE"tl units. the difference in the value is statistically not significant (t 
_ 222. Si = 0.824 >0.05). 
(d) High Power Tariff is more influential Inhibitor l)1 competitiveness li)r .Alter 
.Harker as compared to O1x.11 units the difference in the value is statistically 
significant (t = 2.674. Sing = 0.008 < 0.05). 
(e) High Interest Rates is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for .-t fter• 
Noykc'l as compared to ()1:"11 units. The difference in the value is statistically 
significant (t = 4.314. Sing — 0.000 < 0.05). 
( I') Non availability of World ('lass Technology is more influential inhibitor of 
cura1let iii veness ti)r "liter I1arkei as compared to ()El! units. The difference in the 
value is statistically significant (t -- 2.056. Sip 	0.042 < 0.05). 
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(g) Lack of Organised Road Infrastructure is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for .flier .• 1arket as compared to ()E.1 units. The difference in the 
value is statistically significant (t = 2.233. Sig = 0.027 < 0.05). 
(h) Lack of Organised Communication System is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for O1::11 as compared to . l/ier .Market units. The difference in the 
value is statistically not significant (t =0 .516. Sig, = 0.607 > 0.05). 
(1) Delay in Port Clearance is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for : I Jier 
.1kn-kei as compared to OL'al units. The difference in the value is statistically not 
sieniflcant (t = 0.71 R. Sig — 0.474 > 0.05). 
(j) High Freight Rates is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for ()E.\1 as 
compared to .1/IL-r .1kn•kei units. The di f' rence in the value is statistically not 
significant (t = 0.4-57. Sig = 0.648 > 0.05). 
(k) Labour Laws is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for :1/ieir .tlurket as 
compared to ()L'_II units the difference in the value is statistically not significant (t = 
1.575. Sig =0.118>0.05). 
(I) Delay in Govt Clearance for Project is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for .1/1cr lIarket as compared to ()E.1/ units. "l'he difference in the 
value is statistically significant (t = 2.297. Sig = 0.023 <0.05) 
4.5.2 Inhibitors of Competitiveness across Type of Origin 
Table 4.29: Inhibitors of Competitiveness across Type of Origin 
Inhibitors Origin Mean F -value Sig Value 
Domestic Company 4.04 
High Import Duties on Raw Foreign Company 3.109 0.048 4•" 
Joint Venture with Material 
l'orelgn Company }.OR 
Domestic Company 4. 1 7 
Foreign Company 4.17 High Excise Duties on Raw 0.187 0.830 
Joint Venture with Material 
Foreign Company 1.
1 	1 
Domestic Company 3.77 
FForeicn Company Supply of I oWcr 3.67 
 
I . )~2 0.269 Joint `AiItiil-e with 
Foreign Company 
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Domestic Company 2.20 
Foreign Company 
II i ch Power Tariff ?.67 - 	7.104 I 0.001 
Joint \'entin•e \\ ith  
Foreign Company ` 
2.16 I )omestic Company 
Foreign Company I iiuh Interest Rates 	 ) 2.04 3.624 0.029 
Joint Venture with i9 
Foreign Company ` 
Domestic Company 4.33 
Non _\vailahilit\ of \World 	Foreign (•onlpanv 4.46 0.617 0.541 Class Technology 	Joint `'efltulL \\1t11 4.iO 
!"lfiin ~•(1111paI1\' 
Domestic Company 3.93 
Lack of Orcanised Road 	I'oreien Company 4.08J 
Infrastructure 	I(lint Venture \\ ith 
 1. 1 O6 0.007 
28 
I oreii.n Company _ 
Domestic Conlpanv 2.72 
I 	o Oruanised 	l'orei n Com )any .ack 1 Communication System 	IJint Venture with 
2.810 0.064 
2. 8  Foreign Company 
l)ci'cStIC C(llllpan}' J.57 
Dela\ in Port Clearance Foreign (c)x1lp-lIl\_ j 3.33  1.-l~ 0.238 
Joint Venture with ~O 
T'(U'el`wTl ((1111pan\ 
Domestic ('ompafl}' 3.52  
I Ii~eh Freight Rates I orei~on Company x.62 0.431 0.6 - 1 
Joint Venture with 
Foreign C•om an\ 
7 
Domestic Company 1.74 
1-(11•elell Company 
- 	- 	- Labour I.aws 1.7O 0.68 0.6 .  
Joint \ CI1ture \\7th 
~ 	I~ 1.67 l ~~reia:n Cons zany 
Domestic Company i 	'.xx 
Delay in Govt Clearance f~lr 	Foreign Company 2.79 
Project 	 Joint Venture with  
'0 
Foreign Company 
The table 4.29 sho\\s the tollo\\'ingg results of influence of inhibitors of 
competitiveness across the type of origin. 
(a) The result shows that High Import Duties on Raw Material is more influential 
inhibitor of competitiveness tc~r 1•vj'Liu (u)rti)iUtl as compared to .Joint feature with 
1WC'i,,nn ('nmpwn and Doiinw.siio ('nnpani - unit,. I he diflcrenee in the value is 
statisticall\ significant (F = 3.109. Sig — 0.48 <- 0.05). 
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(b) High Excise Duties on hats Material is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Domestic Company as compared to Foreign Company and Joint 
Venture with Foreign Company units. 'Ihe difference in the value is statistically not 
significant (F = 0.187, Sig — 0830>  0.05). 
(c) Supply of Power is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for Joint Venture 
with Foreign Company as compared to Domestic Company and Foreign Company 
units. The difference in the value is statistically not significant (F= 1.332, Sig = 0.268 
> 0.05). 
(d) High power Tariff is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for Foreign 
Company as compared to Join Veniure with Foreign Company and Domestic 
Company units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F = 7.104, Sig = 
0.001<0.05). 
(e) High Interest Rates is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for Joint 
Venture with Foreign Company as compared to Domestic Company and Foreign 
Company units the difference in the value is statistically significant (F= 3.624. Sig = 
0.029 < 0.05). 
(1) Non Availability of World Class Technology rates is more influential inhibitor 
of competitiveness lbr Foreign Company as compared to Joint Venture with Foreign 
Company and Domestic Company units. The difference in the value is statistically not 
significant (F = 0.617, Sig = 0.541 >0.05). 
(g) Lack of organised road infrastructure is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Joint Venture with Foreign Company as compared to Foreign 
Company and Domestic Company units. The difference in the value is statistically 
significant (F=5. 166, Sig = 0.007<0.05). 
(It) Lack of Organised Communication System is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Foreign Company as compared to Domestic Company and Joint 
Venture with Foreign Company units. The difference in the value is statistically not 
significant (F= 2.810, Sig = 0.064>0.05). 
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(i) 1)e1aN in Port Clearance is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for 
I)onk'.\tic ('0I111) li' as compared to./oilit I i'1rt1U't' With I••u►'Pig n ('ont!)M7.1' and Foreign 
('o►Ili)ulml' units. The difference in the value is statistically not significant (1l .451. 
Si 	 0.05 
(j 1 High Freight Rates is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for f'r)I'el(n 
( ()/il/)(ml as compared to Domestic (ulJl!)u111 and Joint 1 enture With Foreign 
('o111pant' units. 1I1e dit'terence in the Value is statistically not significant (j: 	.431. 
Sh, — 0.651 >0.05). 
(k) La hour I.aws is more influential inhibitor Of competitiveness for f UY('r6.'il 
(Coi)H;Il :I5 compared to Ooniestie CDln)erlm' :11111 .loin! I entu re nil/7 /'(lf'c'igI1 
('o1fn)wfl' units. I Ile dlifferellce in the value is statistically not significant (F = 0.368. 
Sing — 0.6g3 0.05). 
I)elaN in Govt Clearance for Project is more influential inhibitor of 
conlhetiti\enes for Joint Ientlfre nilh I•weigli ('Onlpurr)' as compared to 1)Umewie 
C'l)nnlw n' and Foreign C omp)uht' units. f he difference in the value is statistically not 
siuniticant (1: — 0.850. Si o = 0.430 > 0.05). 
4.5.3 	Inhibitors of Competitiveness across 'type of Product 
Table 4.30: Inhibitors of Competitiveness across Type of Product  
Inhibitors Products I \^lean_ F -value ' Sig Value 
l.nginc Components 1.1 
1)rl% e Transmission and ~?0 
Steering Components 
1-111111 Import Duties on 13OLINanal ('bassi; —_ r—  4.1 	1 
Raw Material ry Suspension and Braking 
1.X70 0.104 
4.00 Components 
I'.ICCtrical Components 4. 8 
InUih1uL1)t &( )thers f 	3.89 
I'.Il 'illy ( oln )ollents 4.14 
I)rlve 	!'ailslIllSSloll Mn.1 O - 
Steeri lc (v ollllloneIlts 
1111!11 FXC1se Duties on Body and Chassis [ 	4.00 
Ra 	Material Suspension and Br11kll lt'  
~.i2 0.000 
Components ~') 4.6 
I'.Zectl'Ical Components 4.00 
Equipment & Others 4.00 
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Engine Components 3.95 
Drive Transmission and 
Steering Components '.65 
Body and Chassis 3.36 
Supply of Power 4.162 0.002 
Suspension and Braking 
Components 3. 71 
Electrical Components 3.69 
Equipment & Others 4.00 
I•:nwne Components 2.12 
Drive Transmission and 
Steering: (omponents 
i0 
I ugh Power Tariff 
li(1C1y" and ~ hassls  ~.`O 
8.874 0.000 
Components 
Suspension and Braking 
 
Electrical Components 1.92 
Equipment & Others 2.89 
Engine Components 2.05 
Drive Transmission and 
Steering Components 
-- 
Body and Chassis 1.79 
Hiih Interest Rates 6.3_57 0.000 
Suspension and Braking 
Components 
, ~q 
Electrical Components 2.15 
Equipment & Others 2.63 
Engine Components 4.19 
Drive l ransmission and 
Steering Components 4.3D 
Bodv and Chassis 4.10 Non Availability of• \\ orld 
Class "rechnologv 
4.157 0.002 
Suspension and Braking 	4.57 
Components 
Electrical Components ¢ 4.15 
Equipment  & Others 4.63 
Engine Components 4.10 
Drive Transmission and 
Steering 	onlponents C 3.65  
Body and Chassis Lack of• Organised Road 
Infrastructure 
4.00  
8.992 0.000 
Suspension and Braking 
Components 
4 00 
Electrical Components 3.85 
Equipment & Others 4.63 
Engine Components 2.55 
x'85 
2.71 
Drive Transmission and 
Lack of Organised 	Steering Components 
Communication System 	Body and Chassis 
7.440 0 00 
Suspension and Braking 
Coln onents 
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Electrical Components 2i5 
Fcluipnlent &. Others 2.79 
Ln<rine C'onlhonents 3.36 
Drive l ransmission and 
Steering Components 3.-1> 
-, 
1 OLk alld Chas,is 
1)ela\ III Port Clearance 	 __ 3.86 
Suspension and Braking 
Components  
49O2 0.000 
4.00 Electrical C om onents 
3.05 Equipment & Others 
— 	 Engine Components 3.JJ 
Drive 1 ransmission and 
Steel'lll 	(UIIIponentti 3.50 
1; 2 1 
3.9O 
BOLIN and (hcl;sis I Iiih I relight Rates 	-- ' 	— 	-- 
s1lspcIS1ol1 and Braking 
1 c -(!Inh011e11t, 
7.512 0.000 
2.85 Electrical Components 
3.79 — 	Equipment < , Others 
I:n~.:ine Components 1.81 
1)ri\C I ransnlission and 
Steering Components 
13oc1\ and Chassis 
Labour I.a\\s 
Suspension and Braking 
Components 
4.887 0.000 
1.70 
1.50 
1.90 
1 . I J Electrical Components 
1.95 Equipment & Others 
— 	 ~ 	Icitle Components  2.95  
l 
I)ri\ e Transmission and 
Steering Components 
2.64 I)elav III Ci0\ t Clearance 	Bod\ and Chassis 
for Project 	sL1tipension and Braking 
Components )
; 	01 0.000 
?.>7 
2.85 Electrical components 
Equipment & Others 3.00 
The table 4.30 shows the following results of influence of inhibitors of 
Co)1Mpetlti\ enesS across the t\ he of product: 
(a) The result shows that High Import Unties on Raw Material is more influential 
inhibitor of competitiveness tc~r H eOu(oOol ('ompollems as compared to Drive 
/l'(1I1.e'NIi.\S1(111 (Ill(( ."k'c'ri?1g ('lif1f)(Il1('fll.N. Th)i . tiu(l (hassi.1'. 1;Hi;1l7 ('o npolleil1.s'. 
.SlI.V 'nci(111 and BrakingC'(m1o1e11l,( and F.qllipllielrt (l'- OtlI('I'.c Mills. l Ile O1ifiei'c11Oe 
in the value is not statistical Iv significant (h - I.870. Sig 	0.104 =- (1.05). 
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(b) High Excise Duties on Raw Material is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Suspension and Braking Components as compared to Engine 
Components, Drive Transmission and Steering Components, Body and Chassis, 
Electrical Components and Equipment R Others units. The difference in the value is 
statistically significant (F = 5.325. Sig = 0.000 < 0.05). 
(c) Supply of Power is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for Equipment & 
Others as compared to Engine Components, Suspension and Braking Components, 
Electrical Components. Drive Transmission and Steering Components and Body and 
Chassis units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F= 4.162, Sig = 
.002 <0.05). 
(d) High Power tariff is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for Equipment 
& Others as compared to Drive Transmission and Steering Components. Body and 
Chassis, Suspension and Braking Components and Electrical Components units. The 
difference in the value is statistically significant (F= 8.874. Sig = 0.000 <0.05). 
(e) High Interest Rates is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for 
Equipment & Others as compared to Drive Transmission and Steering Components, 
Suspension and Braking Components, Electrical Components. Engine Components 
and Body and Chassis units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F = 
6.357, Sig = 0.000 < 0.05). 
(t) Non Availability of World Class Technology is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Equipment & Others as compared to Suspension and Braking 
Components, Body and Chassis. Drive Transmission and Steering Components, 
Engine Components and Electrical Components units. The difference in the value is 
statistically significant (F = 4.157, Sig = 0.002 < 0.05). 
(g) Lack of Organised Road Infrastructure is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Engine ('oniponenty as compared to Body and Chassis, 
Suspension and Braking Components, Electrical Components and Drive Transmission 
and Steering Components units. The difference in the value is statistically significant 
(F — 8.992, Sig — 0.000 < 0.05). 
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(h) Lack of Organised Communication System is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Suspension and Braking Components as cornparcd to Drive 
Transmission and Steering Corsponents, Equipment & Others, Body and Chassis, 
Engine Components and Electrical Components units. The difference in the value is 
statistically significant (F = 7.440, Sig = 0.000 <(t05). 
(i) Delay in Port Clearance is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for 
Electrical Components as compared to Bow and Chaesis. Suspension and Braking 
Components. Drive Transmission and Steering Components, Engine Components and 
Equipment & Others units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F= 
4.902. Sig = 0.000 < 0.05). 
j) 11igh Freight Rates is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for Suspension 
and Braking Components as compared to Equipment K Othevv. Engine Components, 
Drive Trcrosmisadon and Steering Components. Body and Chassis and BBecnical 
Components units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F = 7.512.. 
Sig = 0.000 < 0.05). 
(k) Labour Laws is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for Equipment & 
Others as compared to Suspension and Braking Components, Engine Components, 
Drive Transmission and Steering Components, Body and Chassis and Electrical 
Components units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F = 4.887, 
Sig = 0.000<0.05). 
(1) Delay in Govt Clearance for Project is more influential inhibitor of 
cempelitiveneas for Drive 7rarrsrnission and Steering Components as compared to 
Equipment & Others, Engine Components, E!eclrica! Components, Body and Chassis 
and Suspension and Braking Components units the difference in the value is 
statistically significant (F = 5.701.. Sig = 0000<0.05). 
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4.5.4 Inhibitors of Competitiveness across Type of Operations 
Table 4.31: Inhibitors of Competitiveness across Type of Operations 
Inhibitors 
I lieh Import Duties on 
Raw Material 
Products glean ' F -value Si 	Value 
Passenger Cars 4.07 
0.466 0.706 
Commercial Vehicles 4.1 8 
Two Wheelers 4.07 
 Three Wheelers 4.19 
I ugh Excise Duties on 
Raw Material 
-1 
Passenger Cars 4.24 
1f 960 0.114 
Commercial Vehicles 4.11 
Two Wheelers 4.16 
Three Wheelers 4.00 
Suhhl\ of Power 
1sserter Cars 
Commercial Vehicles 
3.90 
9.574 0.000 3.36 Iwo \\ heelers 
[ Three Wheelers 
3.86 	l 
4.00 
1-ugh Power "I an!! 
Passenger Cars 2.38 
5.196 0.002 Commercial Vehicles 2.64 Two Wheelers 2.28 
Three Wheelers 2.00 
Rates I Iii. h Interest 
Passenger Cars 2.33 
I.34 3 0.264 Commercial Vehicles 2.11 . lers ?.1-1 
 ers 2.19 
Non Availability of 
World Class 
"Technology 
` 
Passenger Cars 4.40 
3.080 0.030 Commercial Vehicles - 4.57 
Two \\ heelers 4.28 
Three Wheelers 4.19 
Lack of Organised 
Road Infrastructure 
Passenger Cars 4.24 
4.61 0.004 Commercial Vehicles 3.79 
Two Wheelers 4.00 
Three Wheelers 4.19 
Lack of 'Organised 
Communication 
System Iwo 
Passenger Cars 2.79 
4.412 0.006 Commercial Vehicles \k heelers - ~ 
Three \\ heelers 
?.79 
~ 	2.86 
j 	?.19 
Delay in Port 
Clearance 
Passenger Cars 3.48 
5.716 O.OU 1 
Commercial Vehicles 3.71 
Two Wheelers  3.19 
Three Wheelers 3.81 
1li~oh I~rei~eht Rates 
Passenger Cars 3.55 
3.4 3 I.4 	1 0.231 3.65 
3.31 
Commercial Vehicles 
I 	o \\ heelers 
I hree Wheelers 
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Labour Laws 
Passenger Cars 1.71 
1.987 0.119 
Commercial Vehicles 1.57 
Two Wheelers 	j 1.74 
Three Wheelers 2.00 
Delay in Govt 
Clearance I'or Project 
Passenger Cars 2.81 
5.616 0A01 
Commercial Vehicles 271 
3.09 Two Wheelers 
Three Wheelers 2.81 
The table 431 shows the following results of influence of inhibitors of 
competitiveness across the type of operations: 
(a) The result shows that High Import Duties on Raw Material is more influential 
inhibitor ofcompetiticcness t'or Commercial Vehicles as compared to "three Wheelers, 
Passenger Cars and Too Wheelers units. The difference in the value is statistically 
not significant (F = 0.466, Sig = 0.706>0.05). 
(b) High Excise Duties on Raw Material is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Passenger Cw..r as compared to Two GVheelers, Commercial 
Vehicles and Three Wheelers units. 'I he difference in the value is statistically not 
significant (F = 0.960, Sig = 0414> 0.05). 
(c) Supply of Power is more influential inhibitors of competitiveness for Three 
Wheelers as compared to Passenger Cars. Two Wheelers and Commercial Vehicles 
units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F — 9.574. Sig - 0.000 < 
0.05). 
(d) High Power Tariff is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for 
Commercral Vehicles as compared to Passenger Cars, Two Wheelers and Three 
Wheelers units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F= 5.196, Sig 
0,002< 0.05). 
(e) High Interest Rates k more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for Passenger 
Cars as compared to three Wheelers. Two Wheelers and Commercial Vehicles units. 
The difference in the value is statistically not significant (F= 1 .343, Sig = 0.264 > 
0.05). 
(f) Non Availability of World Class Technology is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Commercial Vehicles as compared to Passenger Cars, Two 
Wheelers and Three Wheelers units. The difference in the value is statistically 
significant (F —3.080. Sig = 0.030 < 0.05). 
(g) Lack of Organised Road Infrastructure is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Passenger Cars as compared to Three Wheelers, Two Wheelers 
and Commercial Vehicles units. The difference in the value is statistically significant 
(F = 4.613, Sig = 0.004 < 0.05). 
(h) Lack of Organised Communication System is more influential inhibitor of 
competitiveness for Two Wiwelers as compared to Passenger Cars, Commercial 
Vehicles and Thee Wheelers units. The difference in the value is statistically 
significant (F — 4.412, Sig — 0.006<005). 
(i) Delay in Port Clearance is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for IWee 
Wheelers as compared to Commercial Vehicles, Passenger Cars and Two Wheelers 
units. The difference in the value is statistically significant (F = 5.716, Sig — 0.001 < 
0.05). 
(1) High Freight Rates is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for Two 
Wheelers as compared to Passenger Cars, Commercial Vehicles and Three Wheelers 
units. The difference in the value is statistically not significant (F = 1.451. Sig — 0.231 
> 0.05). 
(k) Labour Laws is more influential inhibitor of competitiveness for Three Wheelers 
as compared to Two Wheelers. Passenger Cars and Commercial Vehicles units. The 
difference in the value is statistically not significant (F = 1.987, Sig = 0.119 > 0.05). 
(I) Delay in Govt Clearance for Project is more influential inhibitors of 
competitiveness for Two Wheelers as compared to Three Wheelers. Passenger Cars 
and Commercial Vehicles units. The difference in the value is statistically significant 
(F — 5.616, Sig 0,001 <0.05). 
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4.6 Relationship of Drivers with Key Area of Influence 
'Table 4.32: ('orrelations (Drivers) 
Driver j Production ' Technolo„ 	Trade 
r 	1'IUU  
Driver 	Sits l 
`larkct 
r 	-.332 	1.000 
Production 	Si e 	0.000  
r 	0.395 	0.1 18 
I echnr►lr►g 	 000  
r 
	
-0.353j0.036 
Irade 	g 	0.000 	0.683 
0.035 	-0.003  
\larkct 	sing 	0.690 	0.971 
	
i> >ieniticant at the (I.11l 	IeeI 12-tailed). 
I 
J 	1.000 
-0.245 
0.005 
0.2 9 
-t).036 
	
1.000 
0.688 
The abo\ c table 4.32 sho s the result of coefficient of correlation calculated to 
determine relationship between drivers «itli key area of influence can Indian auto 
component inclustrN- 
(a) Drivers %%ith Production: the value of (r) is -0.352, which indicates negative 
correlation het~ceen dri ers and production. Further the significant value 0.000 which 
Is less than 0.05 that mean this correlation is statistically significant. 
(h) Drivers with Technology: The value of (r) is 0.395. xchich indicates positive 
correlation het een ddri\crs and production. Further the significant value 0.000 \\hich 
is less than 0.05 that mean this correlation is statistically significant. 
(c) Driers with Trade: 'i he value of (r) is -0.353. which indicates neiiativ e 
correlation between drivers and trade. Further the significant value 0.000 hich is less 
than 0.05 that mean this correlation is statistically significant. 
(d) !)river with i\larket: The value of (r) is 0.035. which indicates positive 
correlation between drivers and market. Further the signilicant value 0.690 \\hich is 
more than 0.05 that mean this correlation is statistically not significant. 
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4.7 	Relationship between Inhibitors with Key Area of Influence 
Table 4.33: Correlations (Inhibitors) 
Inhibitor Production Technology Trade Market 
Inhibitor 
r 1.000 
Sig 
r 
- 
Production 
1'cchnolo 
Trade 
0.197 1.000 
Sig 
r 
0.025 
0.133 0.118 1.000 
Sig 0.134 0.182 
r -0.177 0.036 -0.245 1.000 
Sig 0.044 0.683 0.005 
Market 
r -0.226 	1  -0.003 0.100 -0.036 1.000 
Sig 0.01 U 0.971 0.259 0.688 
:'. ( orrcIatin i< significant at (fie (1.111 Ic%cI 12-tailc&l). 
The above table 4.33 shows the result of' coefficient of correlation calculated to 
determine relationship between inhibitors with key area of influence on Indian auto 
component industry. 
(a) Inhibitors with Production: The value of (r) is 0.197. hich indicates positive 
correlation between inhibitors and production. Further the significant value 0.25 
\\hich is less than 0.05 that mean this correlation is statistically significant. 
(hl Inhibitors with Technology: The value of (r) is 0.133. which indicates positive 
correlation between inhibitors and technology. Further the significant value 0.134 
hick is more than 0.05 that mean this correlation is statistically not significant. 
(c) Inhibitors with Trade: the ' alue of' (r) is -0. 177. \\hick indicates negative 
correlation between inhibitors and trade. Further the significant value 0.044 which is 
less than 0.05 that mean this correlation is statistically significant 
(d) Inhibitors with Market: the value of (r) is -0.226. which indicates negative 
correlation het\\cen inhibitors and market. Further the significant value 0.010 \Nhich 
is less than 0.05 that mean this correlation is statistically significant. 
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4.8 Impact of the Drivers across the Key Areas of Influence 
of Competitiveness 
l'unllulated hypotheses \\crc tested in order to analyse the data. Statistical techniques 
linear regression was applied with the help of SPSS 17.0 software. The results of 
hypotheses testing have been presented in tabular torn) and are discussed in detail. 
4.8.1 Hypotheses based on Impact of the Drivers of Competitiveness 
across the Key Areas of Influence of Competitiveness 
III7: I1i / ih no .si-N1II('t1h1 1111/) lc1 of thrive, of 1' )/pxli!i1'l'm.cfi Ml production c1\ an 
cnrcl of in/ll/c'!icc Ull IndIiani 111(10 coin/)ofA1l iilc/1rSlril.'.1' cOlN/)c1iIil'cilC./'.S 11'11/1 special 
rc'/1'ellce to 11UIn-i71uilcIu1t! /•7:.1. 
table: 4.34: Drivers of Competitiveness versus Production 
Dependent Variable 	Independent Variable 	Coefficient PK 2 	Sig 
Production 	 Drivers 	 -U.136 	j 0.124  
Discussion: In order to determine the impact of drivers of' competitiveness on 
/'roc/action. linear regression v%as used. 
The result ut' the reuSession is sho'.'.41 in the table 4.34 %%hich sho\%s the R '. alue is 
0.124 and coefficient value is -0.1 36. Its corresponding Significant value is 0.000 
~shich indicates the impact of' drivers on Production is negative and statistically 
significant. /Therefore h\huthese; 1117: There is no .cigni//cant i11pact of ch'irer.s of 
('nn1/)('titilvlle5.1 on p))'Och ctionn c1.s 6111 (n'c'cl of influence W1 1ldlian c11110 toll(11eht 
illclllst1'ic's cY)111/)C'titii-eln'SS with ,1/)ecical referelic't' to I,i(l0-771Ui/c111c1 I'7.1 iS not 
acceptedl. 
H 18: There is no significant impact of drivers of competitiveness on technology 
acquisition and development as an area of influence on Indian auto Component 
industries competitiveness with special reference to 111(10-Thailand F'TA 
l able: 4.35: Drivers of Competitiveness versus Technology . cquisition and 
Development  
Dependent Variable 	Independent Variable Coefficient ~I IZ 	Sig 
echnu,tt, '\ :lcclai;ilion and I)ri~er, 	 (l.-tU.i 	U.l ~(, 	t1.UUU 
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Discussion: to know the impact of drivers of competitiveness on Technology 
acquisition and Develoellzc1t, linear regression was used. 
The result of the re2ression are show in the table 4.35 which shots the coefficient 
value 0.403. R square value is 0.156 and its corresponding significant value is 0.000 
which indicate the impact of drivers on Technology Acquisition and DereloI)1neTri is 
positive, and statistically significant. Iherelore hypotheses 1118: There is no 
sigm/Icont impact of drivers of conlpelltireness on iecbnNo/oj' acquisili )f and 
cleveloInncnt u.s tin uI•cu of influence on Indians crlh() culls/)uTlc'1le illchr.clries 
c'onTp('ti1ivc'11C.'.s ►rich .S/)L'eiul r(f('redc[ to Inclo-Phailund ETA i.v not accepted. 
1119: There is no sn'n frcaret impact of drivers of cony titiveness on trade and 
investment aS all area of influence on Indian auto conilmnent industries 
cnlflt,etitivcitc'ss ►aith special rcfcreBce to Indo-Thailand FL1. 
Table: 4.36: Drivers of Competitiveness versus Trade and Investment 
Si; 
0.000 
Discussion: l o determine the impact of driver of competitiveness on %r(1[1e and 
Investment, linear regression is used. 
The result of the regression are show in the table 4.36 which shows the coefficient 
value is 0.351. R square value is 0.12-5 and its corresponding significant value is 0.000 
which indicate the impact of' driver on Trade and Investment is positive, and 
statistically significant. Therefore hypotheses H 19: There is no significant impact of 
drivers of competitiveness on trade and investment as an area of influence oil Malian 
duty ('c)lllt)oi1C'il1 industries cY,n1/)c'iitilY'nc.s'5 ►fi1/1 .special reference to tndo-f helmr11eT 
Il:-1 i.c not accepted. 
1120: There is no significant impact of drivers of competitiveness on market as an 
area of influence on Indian auto (olmpoiroli1 industries competitiveness with special 
reference to 111(10- Thailand F'Ti1, 
Table: 4.37: Driver of Competitiveness versus Market 
Dependent variable Independent variable Coefficient 	R 2 	Sig 
\larket 	P 	Dr►\ ers 	 0.432 	T 0.32 	1( 0.000 
cadent variable De Inde cadent variable Coefficient r R   ` 
de and Investment Tra I 	Drivers 0.3 i_J 0.121 
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Discussion: To knee\\ the impact of' drivers of competitiveness on ;Ikll•krl. linear 
regression %%as used. 
The result of the regression arc sl1U 	in the table 4.37 \\hicll shows the cc►eCtic;ient 
value is 0.432. R square value is 0.32 and its corresponding significant value is 0.000 
v%hich indicate the impact of driver on .IIurkql is positive, and statistically significant. 
therefore hypotheses 1120: il1crc is ilu sis,'Ilifieclil/ i1upaci u/ drivers of 
CuIIlI)etitilY'nc'ss OIl 111e11'dtt as kill (1re( n/ ill/lilc'1lCt' nil II1(ii(I11 (1l11(1 cuN1/)ulkIii! 
irlch,.stl ir5 (vnl])Ctitirl'lle.'S 
 
with al)l'ci(I )'e'tere)- •e to Inclo-7huilclnd 1•7'.1 i.N not 
accepted. 
Table: 4.38: Sumtuar, of Drivct's across ley areas of influence 
Dependent Variable Independent \ ar•iable ('oefficient R value 	Sig 
1 )rodtictiult !)tiger; -0.136 [ 	0.124 	0.000 
I echnologv 
1 \cIsition and +I 
I)e eloprnent 
Drivers 0.403 0. 1 56 	().001) 
Trade and Investment 	Drivers 0.351 0.125 	0.O0 
\larkct  Drivers  0.432, _0.32  0.000 
4.9 Impact of the Inhibitors of Competitiveness across the 
Key Areas of Influence of Competitiveness 
1121: There is 1111 significant impact of i/lhibitors u/' competitiveness on production 
as 1111 area Of ii? fitience Oil I/1/ Ian auto component indiish'ies competitiveness with 
special re/ereilee to Judo- Thailand /•'7;•t. 
Table: 4.39: Inhibitor's of Competitiveness versus Production 
I)e ~encicnt variable 	Independent variable Teffident 	Rr Si- 
Pruductiun 	Inhibitors 	 O.U&)? 	L0.3 	0.025 
Discussion: In order to determine the impact of ui1iihitors of competitiveness on 
Production. linear regression was used. 
The result of the regression are show in the table 4.39 \\hich shows the coefficient 
value is 0.097. R square Value is 0.39 and its corresponding significant value is 0.025 
'\hick indicate the impact 01' inhihitors ofcotupeItiVefle5s on Production is positive. 
and stati;iicelll\ significant. I hereli►re h\ pothcs" 1121: 171cre is 110 siglli/ic cn t impact 
of 1H11ibi/or on I)ro(hlc•Iu)I1 as an area of in//acme on hid1/ll U11/n component 
industries compeliliveness with special reference to Indo-Thailand FT4 is not 
accepted. 
H22: There is no significant impact of inhibitors of competitiveness on technology 
acquisition and development as an area of influence on Indian auto component 
industries competitiveness with special reference to Indo-Thailand FT4. 
Table: 4.40: Inhibitors of Competitiveness versus"l'ecInology Acquisition and 
Development 
Dependent Variable Independent Variable Coefficient R Sig 
Technology acquisition I Inhibitors 0.171 0.18 0.134 and development 
Discussion: To identify the impact of inhibitors of competitiveness on Technology 
Acquisition and Development, linear regression is used. 
The result of the regression are show in the table 440 which shows the coefficient 
value is 0. 171, R square value is 0.18 and its corresponding significant value is 0.134 
which indicate the impact of inhibitors on Technology Acquisition and Development 
is positive, and statistically not significant. Therefore hypotheses H22: There is no 
significant impact of inhibitor on Technology Acquisition and Development as an 
area of influence on Indian auto component industries competitiveness with special 
reference to Indo-Thailand PTA is accepted 
H23: There is no significant impact of inhibitors of competitiveness on trade and 
investment as an area of influence on Indian an to component industries 
competitiveness with .special reference to lndo-Thniland FTA 
Table: 4.41: Inhibitors of Competitiveness versus Trade and Investment 
Dependent Variable 	Independent Variable 	Coefficient 	R-  
Trade and lnvesiment Inhibitors 	 -0.224 	0.32 	0.044 
Discussion: To Determine the Impact of inhibitors of competitiveness on Trade and 
Investment, linear regression is used. 
The result of the regression are show in the table 4.41 which shows the coeflicient 
value is -0.224. R square value is 0.32 and its corresponding significant value is 0.044 
which indicate the impact of inhibitors on Trade and Investment is negative, and 
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statistically sinificant. I herefilre hypotheses 1123: There is no significant 1nl/)elct of 
Illhihii (rc of c•O/lll)ell)!l'enev.s on trade and ilil estmellf as an area of influence on 
hidimn (1u1() col 1117lin lilt/l1..IuiCs cnl)ll)Clitil'c'l7e.VS iii!!? .special I'ekl-el?ce to Illclo-
Thailand FT-I is not accepted. 
1124: There is no sig)Bfic(1ll! impact of inhibitors of competitiveness on market as 
(l fl area (f' influence of 1nk/ia11 unto component industries competitiveness with 
special rLjereitc•e to 111clo-TIiaiI(rnd FT. 1. 
Table: 4.42: Inhibitors versus Market 
Dependent variable 	Indepenc1ent N ariable II Coefficient 	It` 1 sir, ~I 
larl:ot 	Inhihitur 	 2% 	U.NI U.UIU  
Discussion: •I To knoll the impact of inhibitors of conlpetiti\eness on :tiarket. linear 
The result ol the reporcssion are show in the table 4.42 \\ hich slR)\I S the curt licient 
value is -0.296. R square value is 0.51 and its corresponding significant value is 0.010 
which indicate the Impact cll inhibitors on .Ilurkct is negative, and statistically 
suihilicant. T herelore hypotheses. 1124: 1 here is no signl/lCUnN impact of InIihlor of 
cniilpc(itircflecs on market as (NI circa of influence on ['u/iall (11/10 ('01111)011rH1 
i!1c1l1s1l -il'r cnnlf)clitiveilC's.l with special reference in Indo-ThauluI1!l FT 1 is hot 
accepted 
"Table: 4.43: Summary Inhibitors of Competitiveness versus Key Areas of 
Influence 
Dependent Variable Independent Coefficient 	R2 value 	Sig 
`ariable 
Production 	i Inhibitors 0.097 	0.39 0.025 
1'echnolo~(a\ acquisition 0.I71 	0.18 0.1 34 
and Cie%cloppient   
Inhibitors 
Trade and Investment Inhibitors - -0.224 	0.32 0.044 
0.010 Market Inhibitors -0.296 	0.51 
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'I'able 4.44: Summary for IIv- notheses 
S.No. Hypotheses RZ Sig. Remark 
There 	is 	no 	significant 	impact 	of 	drivers 	of 
1117 competitiveness on Production as all area of influence 
on Indian auto component industries competitiveness 0.124 0.000 Rejected 
with special reference to Indo-Ihailand HA. 
There 	is 	no 	significant 	impact 	of' 	drivers 	of 
1118 competitiveness 	on 	technology 	development 	and 
acquisition as an area of influence on Indian auto 0.156 0.000 Rejected 
component 	industries competitiveness «ith 	special 
reference to Indo- I hailand IT A.  
There 	is 	no 	significant 	impact 	of 	drivers 	of 
1119 competitijeness on Trade and Investment as an area 
of influence on 	Indian auto component 	industries 0.125 0.000 Rejected 
eompeliti\eWesn 	\Kith 	special 	relcrence 	to 	Indo- 
Tfhailand [TA . 
There 	is 	no 	significant 	impact 	of 	drivers 	of 
H2O competitiveness on Market as an area of influence on 
Indian 	auto 	component 	industries 	competitiveness 0.32 
0.000 Rejected 
\\ itll special reference to fndo-Thailand FTA. 
There 	is 	no 	siQniticant 	impact 	of 	inhibitors 	of 
H21 competitiveness on Production as an area of influence -  0.025 Rejected on Indian auto component Industries CoUfpetiti\clfess 
with special reference to Indo-Thailand FTA. 
There 	is 	no 	significant 	impact 	of' 	inhibitors 	of 
H22 competitiveness on Technology Development and 
Acquisition as an area of influence on Indian auto 0.18 0.134 Accepted 
component 	industries competitiveness with 	special 
rCtCrcncc to Indo-"Thailand [TA.  
There 	is 	no 	significant 	impact 	of 	inhibitors 
1123 technolog 	development and acquisition on ,frade 
and Investment as an area of influence on Indian auto 0.32 0.044 Rejected 
component 	industries competitiveness 	4flth 	special 
reference to Indo-Thailand FTA. 
'There is no significant impact of inhibitors on trade 
1124 and ins estrnent as an area of' intiueviee on Indian auto O.S I 0.010 Rejected component 	industries competitiveness with special 
reference to Indo-Thailand FTA. 
4.10 Impact of Indo-Thailand FTA on Indian Auto Component 
Industry 
As per the statistical data provided b\ the Directorate of Foreign Trade. Govt of' India 
in a report on competitiveness of Indian Auto Component Industry, published by 
Indian Council of Research on International Economic Relations (2008). the major 
components traded between India and I hailand are helical springs, parts of spark-
ignition internal combustion piston engine (SIICPF.). pumps in automobiles. ball 
bearings. Zeear boxes and Lighting equipments. According to the ICRICR report 
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(2008) these six major auto components are representative of the auto component 
trade between Indian and Thailand. 
Table 4.4_5: India's Trade with Thailand (Values in Its Lakhs) 19')9-2000 to 2012-2013 
Year 	l:sport! helical 	Parts of 	Pumps 	Ball 	(;car 	Lighting 	Total 
Import 	Springs 	SIICPI Bearings 	Bores 	Equipments 
1999-00 tj 	Export 	l 	) 	156.5; 	L23 	?2.04 	.35 	0.15 	180.8 
Import 	7.97 	8.36 	1.94 	78.71 	125.05 	161.1 	386.13 
Balance 	-7.97 	148.17 	-1.21 	-56.67 	-123.7 	-163.95 	-205.33 
2000-01 Export 0 133.21 -1.1.92 106.6 18.49 1.87 305.09 
Import 0 17.11 8.04 87.49 0 64.78 	P7.42 
-62.91 	127.6' 
24.18 	= 	2 81 74 
48.38 	160.3 
-24.2 	121.44 
Balance 0 116.1 36.88 19.11 18.49 
2001-02 Export 2.49 207. I 1 4.24 
20.99 
37.79 
87.31 
5,91 
0 Import 
Balance 
0 3.62 
2.49 203.51 -16.75 -49.52 5.91 
2002-03 	Export 
Import _ 	Balance 
3.11 345.49 81 27.35 260.58 0 717.5; 
0.28 353.38 7.45 141.23 0 97.05 599.39 
2.83 -7.89 73.55 -1111.88 260.58 -97.05 118.14 
2003-04 	Export 
Import 
Balance 
2.28 4118.55 33.42 123.53 153.6 3.06 724.44 
(1 ? 1'.5 13.74 420.9 3.59 
	
662.66 	III , 	16 
-6 	).6 	-689.(12 
10.04 	4592.77 
850.23 	2121.19 
840.19 	2371.58 
4.76 	14945.51 
2 28 j 	9 	95  19.68 
7.84 
-297.7 
81.01 
150.01 
4068.55 2004-05 	Export 
Import 
Balance 
2005-06 	Export 
F1111port 
Balance 
2006071 	Export 
I m ort 
Balance 
2.37 f 	422.93 
679.62 
-256.69 
3.73 
-1.36 
26.67 
L -18.83 	; 506.12 	5 -1.882 	f 425.08 	4013.73 
9.59 	13959.88 0.8 909.38 31.10 
11.08 I 115.26 46.80 915.30 595.98 2516.28  
-10.28 -2(15.88 -15.7 -875.71 13363.9 -251 1.5 	9-44.81 
5,615.?; 	 n917 47.39 990.8? 33.01 814 6i 75.57 
0 583.97 17.50 24.60 15.973.59 20.95 	16620.52 
17.59 406.85 17.51 790.05 -15397.72 5594.28 	-8541.4 
2(107-08 Export 94.50 1.23179 3328 867.91 302.18 5.656.09 	8185.75 
71.18 	2503.22 
5584.91 	-4317.5 
Import 0 129.26 49.01 83.11 12.169.66 
Balance 94.5 1102.53 -15.73 783.8 -1 1867.48 
211(18-09 I__s 	ort L 89.07 1.277.35 l8,3J 3.930.01 10 262 
18491.7 Import 0 451.32 330.82 35.29 15.889.02 1.77525 
Balance 55.35 4342.19 -2.1.75 1232.06 -15705.69 	2154.76 
1.060.59 	,.-181.11 
35,097.32 i 	1.153.61 
-34036.73 	23 27.5 
-8163.1 
11l?? ?.5 2009-10 Export 172.50 3.790.71 213.70 1.51.1.89 
Import 029 333.97 147.68 45.35 56778.22 
Balance 172.21 3456.74 66.02 1509.54 -26505 
211111-I I Export 585.26 8.657 25 400.50 2.715.90 1.639.89 43086i 18 3(17.4 I_ 
lntport 
Balance 
0.07 669.29 69.05 ; 16.92 
7 ,98.98 _ 	2.;'1 
h33.597.87 1_25 1.9 
305 3.6(, 
1.9ol.94 
I.707 20 
;; Th8.15 - I ""61)1 
5'O ;2 
35975.72 
585.19 7987.96 33 I.45 -3 1957.98 
l 	,`' )3(,._,i 
32,06 3.91 
2011-12 	Export 
Import 
Balance 
638.11 12.3,9._'9 310.56 
0.24 2.002.80 1  68.35 133.22 
658.2 10336.49 242.21 1599.52 -31127.56 3194.74 -13096 
2012-13 Export 865.10 16.998.30 584.97 4.728.51 (.645 10 7.175.91 	31998.19 
Import 4.37 9.523.2L 407.85 158.31 48.37 3.07 4.171.88 	626 38.69 
Balance 860.73 7475.09 177.12 4570.2 -46727.67 3004.03 	-3(1641 
Source: Adapted - compiled from trade state tics presented h\ I )irecto rate General it Foreign Trade, I)uhIi,heJ in I( RI( IZ 
report ill k,i. Dctcrniiitatci of( ompctttt\ encss of the Indian Auto Indu,tr w. 21)1)8. p.8. and data mailable on,%rbsite of IuniNtr0 
„I t unm,erce. (iosI iii India IIIili 	nnmerc ni. m cidh dClault..l, .I.LC„Cfi on 16 u1 'uI I 
13# 
As per the Table 4.45 compiled from the ICRICR report and the websites of the 
ministry of commerce, poor to the formulation of the FTA, trade between India and 
Thailand had been quite stable with India's balance of trade with Thailand being 
positive during the period 1999-2000 to 2005-06, except for the financial years 1999-
20ti and 2003-04. 
Since the FTA was signed in 2003 to be fully implemented by 2006, the trend shows 
that prior to the formation and implementation of the FTA. India enjoyed an overall 
favourable balance of trade with Thailand. However, after the full implementation of 
FTA in March 2006, fill the recent financial year 20012-13, India has been reeling 
under persistent negative balance of trade with Thailand in the major auto 
components. This trend shows the general lack of competitiveness on pan of Indian 
auto component industry 
—Exports 
—Imports 
As per figure 41 which is based on the Table 4.45 it is clear that in the year 2005-06, 
exports although increased prior to the sign ing of the FTA has decreased relative to 
the import of auto component from Thailand .Thus, imports of auto components have 
increased much more than the exports of auto components from India to Thailand. 
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Table 4.46: India's Exnort Imnort Growth rate Percentage 
Year Exports Growth % Imports Growth % 
1999-0O 180.8 0 386.13 0 
2000-01 3050) 124.29 177.42 -208.71 
2001-02 281.74 -23.35 160.3 -17.12 
2002-03 717.53 435,79 599.39 439.09 
2003-04 724.44 6,91 1413.46 814.07 
2004-05 4592.77 3868.33 2121.19 707.73 
2005-06 14945.51 10352.74 5200.7 3079.51 
2006-07 8079.17 -6866.34 16620.52 11419.82 
2007-08 8185.75 106.58 12503.22 -4117.3 
2008-09 10328.62 2142.87 18491.7 5988.48 
2009-10 10273.5 -55.12 36778.22 18286.52 
2010-11 18307.41 8033.91 35908.I5 -870.07 
2011-12 22879.32 4571_91 35975.72 67.57 
2012-13 31998.19 9118.87 62638.69 26662.97 
Source: .Ndaptcd & compiled from trade statistics prescntcd by Dircctoratc Crcncrai of Foreign Trade, published in ICRICR 
report tilicd, fktcrminatcs of ('ompctitivcnccs of the Indian Auto Industrv, 200R. p. 58, and data availahk on wcbaitc of Ministry 
of Commerce. Govt of India.hIp 	 n.. in nd6,1Ctjmr,i.p. :s.Si.dint911] `11 11 
As per table 4.46 the percentage of growth of imports of auto components from 
Thailand to India has increased much more than the exports of auto components for 
India to Thailand. This trend is clearly % isible through the figure 4.2 which is based 
on trade data presented in table 4.46. 
Fig 4.2: India's Trade Growth Percentage with Thailand 
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However, it is clear that both India and Thailand have benefited from this FTA. 
Though, Thailand has benefited much more than India. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions, Recommendations & 
Future Research Directions 
5.1 Conclusions 
Conclusions have been drawn by the researcher based on areas of influence on 
competitiveness across Carious organisational variables, drivers and inhibitors of 
competitiveness in auto component industry, and the impact and relationship of 
drivers and inhibitors on key areas of influence. 
5.1.1 Conclusions based on Areas of Influence on Competiveness with 
regard to Indo-Thailand FTA across Organisational Variables 
a) Significant difference in the mean value of Production on the Status Origin and 
Type of Operations of the companies under the survey. However, there is no 
significant difference in the mean value of Production across the Type of Product 
manufactured by the companies under the survey. 
b) Significant difference has been found in the mean value of Technology 
Development and Acquisition across Type of Operations of the companies under 
the survey. However, there is no significant difference in the mean value of 
l'echnology Development and Acquisition across the .Status, Origin and type of 
product manufactured by the companies under the survey. 
c) Significant difference has been found in the mean value of Trade and Investment 
on the, Status, type of product and type of Operations of the companies under the 
survey. However. there is no significant difference in the mean value of Trade and 
Investment across the, Origin of the companies under the survey 
d) No significant difference has been found in the mean value of Market on the all 
four organisational variables of the companies under the survey i.e., {Sta(us, 
Origin, Prodrrm and Operations of the companies). 
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5.1.2 Conclusions based on Drivers of Competiveness for Indian Auto 
Component Industry 
On the basis of the research survey and analysis it has been concluded that there are 
four drivers of competitiveness that have a high influence on competiveness and three 
drivers that have a moderate influence (on the basis of their mean value). The 
influence of these drivers has been presented below in order to their influence on 
competitiveness across organisational variables. 
a) Investment in Research and Development: With high mean value, it varies 
significantly across all the four organisational variables (i.e.. Status, Origin, 
Product and Operations of the companies). This has been earlier reported by 
Borgave and Chaudhari (2010), that Investment in Research and Development is a 
highly influential driver of competitiveness. 
b) Access to New Technologies: With high mean value, it varies significantly across 
all the four organisational variables. This has been earlier reported by Joshi Cr al. 
(2010; 2011), that Access to New Technology is a highly influential driver of 
competitiveness. 
c) Availability of Trained Hummr Recourses: With high mean value, it varies 
significantly across Type of Origin. Product and Operations of the companies. 
However, it is not significantly across Main of the companies. This has been 
earlier reported by National Skill Development Cooperation (2011). that 
Availability of Trained Human Recourses is a highly influential driver of 
competitiveness. 
d) Govt support for Pronwtion of Exports; With the high mean value, it varies 
significantly across Status and Type of Product manufactured by companies. 
However, it is not significantly across Origin and Operations of the companies. 
This has been earlier reported by Borgave and Chaudhari (2010) and National 
Skill Development Cooperation (2011) that Govt support for Promotion o/ 
Exports is a highly influential driver of competitiveness. 
c) Low Cost Labour: With the moderate mean value, it varies significantly across 
Type of Origin. Product and Operations of the companies. However, it is not 
significantly across Status of the companies. this has been earlier reported by 
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Chung-Li Chou (2004) and National Skill Development Cooperation (2011), that 
Lour Coil Lanou, is an influential driver of competitiveness. 
1) Operating Cost (Power, Finance/Insurance cast, and Depreciation): With the 
moderate value, it varies signitic.antty across all the four organisational variables. 
This has been earlier reported by Agarwal (2004), forgave and Chaudhari (2010), 
that Operating Cost is an influential driver of competitiveness. 
g) Low Cost Finance: With the moderate mean value. it varies significantly across 
Tvpe of Origin, Product and Operalivns of the companies. However, it is not 
significantly across Statue of the companies. This has been cattier reported by 
Hopp and Spearman (2000), that Lou Cost Finance is an influential driver of 
competitiveness. 
5.1.3 Conclusions based on Inhibitors of Competiveness for Indian 
Auto Component Industry 
On the basis of the research survey and analysis it has been concluded that there are 
four Inhibitors of competitiveness that have a high influence on competiveness and 
three Inhibitors that have a moderate influence (on the basis of their mean value). The 
influence of these Inhibitors has been presented below in order to their influence on 
competitiveness across organisational vuriablcs. 
a) Non Availability of World Class 7eclnro(ogy: With the high mean value, it varies 
significantly across Slarus. Product and Operations. I Lowever. it is not 
significantly across Origin of the companies. ['his has been earlier reported by 
Elorgave and Chaudhari (2010) and National Skill Development Cooperation 
(2011), that Man Availability of World Class technology is a highly influential 
inhibitor of competitiveness. 
b) High Excise Duties on Raw Material: With the high mean value, it varies 
significantly across the Status and Product of the companies. However, it is not 
significantly across Origin and Operations of the companies. This has been earlier 
reported by Borgave and Chaudhari (2010) and National Skill Development 
Cooperation (2011). that Non Availability of World Class Technology is a highly 
influential inhibitor of competitiveness. 
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c) high Import Dirties on Raw Material: With the high mean value, it varies 
signif -  icantly across Origin. I lowever. it is not significantly across Status. Product 
and Operations of the companies. This has been earlier reported by Borgave and 
Chaudhari (2010). National Skill Development Cooperation (2011). that high 
Import Duties on RUN' Material is a highly influential inhibitor of competitiveness. 
c1) Lack of Organised Road Infrastructure: Withthe high mean value, it varies 
significantly across all the four organisational variables (i.e., Suuius. Origin. 
Product and Operations of the companies). Thishas been earlier reported by 
Global Competitiveness Report (2003: 2004: 2005: 2006 and 2007). that Lack of 
Oi iinis'ccl Road Inn/i•ci.rtrtic•ttn'c? is a highly it)llueflial inhibitor of competitiveness. 
c) Supply of Po►t'er: With the moderate mean value, it varies significantly across 
Product and Operations of the companies. l luwev er. it is not significantly across 
•Stcrtirs and Origin of the companies. This has been earlier reported by I3orgave and 
Chaudhari (2010) and National Skill Development Cooperation (2011). that 
,S'1q)jVt (?f'Pr)wer is an influential inhibitor of competitiveness. 
f) High Freight Rates: With the moderate mean value, it varies significantly across 
Product. I Io\%Cver, it is not significantly across ,Slcrltrs. Origin and Operations of 
the companies. This has been earlier reported by Borgave and Chaudhari (2010) 
and National Skill Development Cooperation (2011). that High Freight Rates is an 
influential inhibitor of'suWipctiti\'eHess. 
fig) Dela' in Port Clearance: With the moderate mean value, it varies significantly 
across Product and Operations. l lowever. it is not significantly across Status and 
Origin of the companies. This has been earlier reported by Borgave and 
Chaudhari (2010) and National Skill Development Cooperation (2011). that 1)elcry 
in Port Clearance is an influential inhibitor of competitiveness. 
5.1.4 Conclusion based on Impact and Relationship of the Drivers and 
Inhibitors across the Key Areas of Influence of Competitiveness 
a) It is concluded from the study that the Drivers have no significant Impact on 
Production. I lowever. Drivers have significant impact on Technologi' 
Developinent and .1c(1uisition. Trade & investment and :11arket of the Indian auto 
component industry. 
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b) /nI1y)liar.1 have sienificant Impact on lroclt/c•livn. buhlr cr Inve.Stlllc'll( and 
.Iknrke't. \\ hereas. there is no siinificant Impact on Tech7r1ogY Del'elo nlc'lu and 
. l cyui.cilimi as the key area of influence of competitiveness ith regard to Incicl-
I'hailancl HA. 
c) This has been found from the correlation analysis that [)rivers are significantly 
Correlated x\ ith Tc'c'l7ltu/ugt /c'1'clopluc'n! and .1 cquisilian. Tide ct< Iewh'.t,new 
and .\lurked. Ilowgever there is no significant correlation of Deirsns with 
1'l-od tc'tiult. 
(1) JlKI'isUe.s are siygnificantl\ correlated '. ith Production. 7!'aie (~ Inve.stineni and 
kla kct. However there is no si.gniticant correlation of Imrihetser.l \ ith Tchcehmlcy7 
1)elc'lc)hnlc'rtl illt(l.ls'gtr1Sifirue. 
5.1.5 Conclusions related to the Impact of Indo-Thailand FTA on Indian 
Auto Component Industry 
It is concluded that both India and I hailand have benefited from the Indo- I hailand 
HA. l hough. l'hailand has benefited nitich more than India in the trade of auto 
Components. I his trend has been clearly visible Breem the trade data of India and 
Thailand. during the Period 1999-200O to 2012-2O1 ;. Since the FTA was signed in 
200; to he fill! implemented by  2006. the trend shows that prior to the formation and 
implementation of the 1= r:1. India enjoyed an overall favourable balance of trade with 
. I hailand. I to v ever. alter the full implementation of VIA  in March 200(6. till the 
recent financial year 2012-1 1. India has been reeling under persistent negative balance 
of trade vv iih I hailand in the major auto components. This trend shows the general 
lack of competitiveness on part Of Indian auto CclMP011erlt industry. 
5.2 Recommendations 
1. .\utk, component m.lnrltactilrers should increase their in estnlent in research and 
develoilnlent, as the need to invest in R& I) has conic up as one of the plain 
drI\ ers for increasing competitiveness Pe tiveness in auto component industry. The 
go ernment should also assist the auto-component manufacturers for creation and 
use of infrastructure and capacit\ dexeloprvlent for ItU1) and testing labs. 
Schemes run by Institutions like National Manufacturing, ('onohetitivenes 
('urc!riI and sonic \BIliSties like \!icro. Small and Medium l nterprisUs can he 
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tapped to meet financial requirements for setting up such facilities. Government 
institutions interested in encouraging auto component sector should not only take 
initiatives to create awareness about such schemes but also facilitate the 
stakeholders to avail of the benefits of such schemes. 
2. Access to New technologies, being one of the highly influential driver of 
competitiveness in the auto component industry, it is recommended that the auto 
component manufacturers should try to import new technology from abroad. 
Companies should visit major trade and technology fairs and identify appropriate 
technology to suit their demand. Companies can also seek help from the auto 
manufacturers ingetting access to the latest technologies. 
3. Auto component manuf~icturers should send their engineers to get trained at the 
major specialised technical centres around the vvorld to update their technical 
competence. 
4. To build Indian auto component sector competitive vis-a-vis other Asian nations. 
Government of India should review its policies in a holistic manner and take 
necessary steps to make the industry competitive. 
5. Government support for promotion of exports being one of the highly influential 
driver of competitiveness, the govern ment should take necessary steps to ensure 
that the prices of raw material do not increase against the global price trends. 
Government needs to come up with a slew of policies for containing steel prices 
through regulating export of steel, monitoring steel price, and lowering the import 
duty to enable import of cheap steel from outside India. 
6. The Government should promote more auto component S11s. and offer 
concessions such as low customs duties on raw material imports and value-added 
taxation structure to companies that set up units there. 
7. l he Government should focus on reducing the logistics cost of export and import 
to make Indian auto component manufacturers globally competitive. The 
Government should also develop expressways and dedicated corridors fur 
enhancing the efficiency of transport. The infrastructure at the ports also needs to 
be upgraded. The Government has to be serious about up gradation of• port 
facilities. Timely up-gradation of the ports would enable manufacturers to 
address to the concerns of the nlamfactuyees. 
8. Indian companies suffer a cost disadvantage of' 	-20 per cent of' the total cost 
over their Thai counterparts mainly due to the adverse tax structure and higher 
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infrastructure costs. The Government should try to reduce/exempt excise duties 
on raw material procured by auto component manufaclurerslexporters. There is a 
need to minimise the frequency of change of Duty Entitlement Pass Book 
Scheme (DEPB) rates. The time lag between application and realization of DEPB 
rates related henefit could favourably reduced. 
9. To support the auto component industry in a global manner, the Government 
should tt, to bring in parity between power tariffs of Indian power generation 
companies with the power tariff in Thailand. The Government should ensure 
regular supply of quality power at a reasonable rate. 
10. The Government and industq, associations must explore the relevance of various 
schemes and how these can be utilized to benefit auto component manufacturers. 
The schemes of the Ministry of Micro. Small and Medium Enterprises. National 
Manufacturing Competitiveness Council. EXIM Bank. Export Credit Guarantee 
Corporation of India I ouitcd, SIDBI Venture Capital Limited etc., need to he 
reviewed in detail to understand how these schemes can be utilized to make the 
sector competitive in Elohal arena. 
I1. Auto component manufacturers should form consortium to avail the benefits 
related to joint export and to bargain for shipping and other costs and reap the 
benefits of economies of scale. Auto component manufacturers can also jointly 
procure raw material as well as technologies and reduce costs. 
5.3 Managerial Implications 
I. While framing any new FTA, the Government of India needs to reassess the 
relative competitiveness of the selected industries which it wants to open up from 
trade and investments. 
2. The Government of India needs to analyse the comparative trade benefits which 
would come up after opening up of rrade with the FTA member nations. 
3. Being one of the items in the Early Harvest Scheme for trade liberalization the 
auto component industry needs to retook at its competiveness viz- a-viz the 
Thailand auto component industry in order to formulate strategies to gain from the 
ETA. 
4. Indian auto component manufacturers can be benefited from the FTA by 
fomtulating alliance with Thai companies. Being a large market for automobiles, 
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I'hai companies would be interested to enter Indian market through joint venture 
with Indian companies. 
5. As the Thailand auto component industry lacks R & D infrastructure and testing 
laboratories. Indian auto component manufacturers can capitalize on their 
strengths to develop new prototypes and work towards making India a global 
sourcing platform for high quality auto components. 
5.4 Future Research Directions 
1. In this stud\. lllur major dimensions as areas 0I' influence that impact the Indian 
auto component industry in the light of Indo-Thailand II \ were identified. 
Studies ma\ be carried out to identify and include other \ariahles that may affect 
the competitiveness of Indian auto component industry. 
2. The current study has been carried out with all ACM.\ listed companies located 
throughout India. Similar studies can be taken up to stud the competitiveness of 
various auto component clusters. 
1. This research is focused on impact of Indo- Chailand I T.\ on Indian auto 
component industry. Future studies could Iocus on the impact of ETA on other 
industries like Electronics and communication. IT. I purism etc. 
4. This research only focused on Endo-Thailand ETA. hurlbor studies could focus on 
India's FTA with other countries. 
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Appendix - I Questionnaire 
Appendix - 1 List of Publications 
Questionnaire 
Dear Respondent. 
This questionnaire is part of a research survey. Your participation in filling this questionnaire 
will be highly appreciated. All the information will be kept strictly confidential and will only 
be used for academic purposes. 
Name of Organisation: 
Status: 	 OEM in 	 After Market ❑  
Origin: 	 Domestic Company ❑ Foreign company 	❑  
Joint venture with foreign company 	❑  
	
Type of Product: Engine components ❑ 	Drive transmission and steering components n 
Body and chassis 	❑ 	Suspension and braking components 
Electrical component., ❑ 	Fquipment& others 	 ❑  
Type of operations: Passenger Cars ❑ 	Commercial vehicles ❑  
Two wheelers ❑ 	Three wheelers  
Part A 
Q1. Following are the drivers of competitiveness in Indian auto component industry. Please 
show the influence on Indian auto component industry using 5 point scale. Where 5 stands for 
Extremely Influential. 4 stands lbr Very Influential. 3 stands for Somewhat Influential, 2 
stands for Slightly Influential and I stands for Not at all influential. 
1 2 3 4 5 
A 
B 
Access to new technologies 
Investment in research and development 
C 
D 
E 
Availability of trained human recourses 
Govt Policies on Tax exemption/Tax holidays 
Low cost labour 
Low cost finance_  
Operating cost (Power, finance/insurance  cost. 
depreciation) 
F 
G 
G 
H 
Govt support Through National Automotive testing e . 
Research Infrastructure Project 
Güvtsupport for promotion of Ex marts 
.1 Creation of roducr specific S17s 
Q2. Following are the inhibitors of cornpetitiveness in Indian auto component industry. 
Please show the influence on Indian auto component industry using 5 point scale. Where 5 
stands for Extremely Influential 4 stands for Very Influential, 3 stands for Somewhat 
Influential, 2 stands for Slightly Influential and I stands t'or Not at all Influential. 
F Non availability of world class Technology 
G Lack of organised road infrastructure 
H Lack of organised communication system 
I Delay in port clearance 
J High hreight rates 
K Labour laws 
L Delay in Govt clearance for project 
Part H 
Below are the statements based on the key arras of influence on lndian auto component 
industry after India Thailand free Trade Agreement ( f IA) Please show your agreement 
using 5 point scale where 5 stands for Strongly Agree,4 stands for Agree,3 stands for Neither 
Agree nor Disagree,2 stands for Disagree and I stands for Highly Disagree . 
Please tick mark (v) the most appropriate choice: 
1. Production 
S No Statements  1 2 3 4 5  
ETA between India and Thailand has led to a reduction 
in production costs in Indian into component industry. 
2 ETA between India and I hailand 	has led to increase in 
the need for product specific SEZs in India. 
3 PTA between India and Thailand has led to expansion 
of production in Indian auto component industry  
4 FTA between India and Thailand has led to an increase 
in demand for skilled labour in the Indian auto 
component industry. 
S 	VIA between India and Thailand 	has led to increase in 
the need for training and development of employees in 
the Indian into component industry 
6 	ETA between India and Thailand 	has ted to increase in 
adoption of world class quality management practices 
2. Technology Development and Acquisition 
S NoSttatements 	 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
I 	VIA between India and Thai land 	has led to all increase in 
the need to adopt environmental standards and green 
production technologies. 
2 	t'FA between India and Thailand 	has led to increase in 
need for adoption of better technologies by Indian auto 
-com onent indusny 
3 	F IA bet, con India and I hailand 	has led to increase In the 
need to undertake R&D to 	ig out new technologies 
4 	FTA bettieen India and Thailand 	has led to increase in the 
need or acreproduct doge lop meat.  
 grcwtli  5 	uiFTAk o 	ledge India and d technology rasusta in 
 e between of knowledge transfer and technology assistance bchvic
Indian and Thai fans in auto component industry 
3. Trade and Investment 
S No 	Statements 	 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
I 	FTA benceen Indian and Thailand has led to increase in the 
availability of Good c uality raw material 
2 	FTA ben'een India and Thailand has led to reduction in the 
cull of raw material 
3 	FTA bet'een India and Thailand has resulted in an increase 
of es orts of auto component from India to Thailand 
4 	PTA between India and Thailand has resulted in an increase 
of imports of auto component front Thailand to India 
5 	FTA between India and Thailand has resulted in all increase 
of investment by Thai firms in Indian auto component 
Indust 
6 	FTA beI teen India and Thai land has resulted in an increase 
of investment by Indian f rats in Thai land atuo component 
industry 
7 	PTA between India and Thailand has resulted In an ONerall 
increase ol'exports of auto components from India to the 
world markcls 
4. Market 
S No 	Statements 	 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
1 	PTA between India and Thailand has resulted in an increase 
in domestic sales of auto components in India 
2 	FTA bet 	cen India and Thailand has resulted in decrease of 
prices of auto components in India 
Part C 
QI.\A'hat specitic measures are required to be taken by the Government of India and Industr'-
Association to reap greater benefit from India Thailand FT.A? 
Q2. What sped tic measures area required to he taken by individual firms to build up their 
competitiveness for lighting competition \\ ith Thai firms in Auto Component Industry'' 
Q3.IIovv can India become a favourite destination. for Global Automobile Companies to 
source their requirement ot..\utu Components:' 
List of Publicatio 
• ('hishty. S. K.. Khan. NI. A.. and Akhtar. A. (2013). India Thailand Trade Relations: 
An Assessment. SIT Journal of Management. Vol. 3. No.1. June 2013 Pp. 285-299. 
• C'hishty. S. K.. Assadullah. S. (2013). Issues and ('hallenges in the Indian auto 
component industry With special reference to indo Thailand 1 I A. /J7cIial1 Journal of 
~Iana~'C'N1C'lll .Science. Vol. 3(2). 
INDIAN .JOUR\.\I, t)P \IAN.tGI NIPS 1' SCIENCE (I,I1ISI 	EISSN 2231-279X— ISSN 2249-0280 	1(1 
ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN '!'H E INDIAN AUTO COMPONENT 
INDUSTRY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO INDO THAILAND ETA 
Sred khusroo (. hi.ctkv, 
Ke,earch Scholar. 
1N151&. I)elautntcnl Of Business s\cIministaatidW 
A. M. U. ;\li_arh. I'. P.. India. 
;1.cadulkah 
Research Scholar 
FNISK. Department of Business Administration 
A. \'I. U. Aligarh. U. R. India. 
India', economic relation, with Thailand are set to under e major ch;tnges as the ludo Thai VIA has 
crate into force since') Odoper 2003.As %ueh this paper aims to describe the iSSLICS and challenges in 
Indian Auto component in.lttstry with special refet'ence to India Thailand Free trade agreement. The 
paper is hazed on the revie" of the existIih literature on India'llailand Were trade agreement kicusing 
on Indian auto component industry. 
I'Ir\ hcteen Thailand and India has resulted in lo"erini of tariff' of the specific Cmiponents 
mentioned in Lark harvest Scheme but ahelher it has really promoted trade in components between 
the countries remains cause of concern. In case of India- Thailand F fA few companies were able to 
drive home the benefits but Indian component manu tact urer. in general have not got any substantial 
henetit. The developing countries studied are making efforts to develop their automobile sector with 
direct and indirect influence of overnntent through innovative policies and trade liberalization 
programmes. \Vith the gradual opening up of the component sector. now the challenge is for individual 
overnments to support the development of domestic critical component and sup system supplier; 
thnru~h inthro entent in the investment environment, strunizer patent regimes and incentives for R&l). 
h ev%%urds: Indian :\uto Component Inciutrv. PIA. International Trade, Exhorts. Import, Autonuohiles. 
Nv-,%Nc.Scholarshuh.net 	 Vol. 111. Issue —2. April 201 3 
INDIAN JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE (IJMS) 	EISSN 2231-279X—ISSN 2249-0280 	it 
Introduction: 
Aulomobile industry is a spabal of technical marvel by human kind. Being one of the f25texi growing sectors in the 
world its d; mimic growl h phases ire explained by nature of competition, product lite cycle and consumer demand. 
Today. the global automobile industry is concerned with consumer demands for styling. safety. and comfort, and 
with labour retailers and manufacturingelTrciency_ The industry is at the crnssroods with global mergers and 
relocation of production centres to ernerging developing economies. 
Due to its deep forward and backward linkages with several key segments of the economy, the automobile industry 
is having a drone rnuhiplicr effect tin the growth of a country and hence is capable of being the driver of economic 
growth. It plays a major catalytic role in developing transport sector in one hand and help industrial sector on the 
ether to grow faster and therehy generate a significant employment opportunities. Also as many countries are 
opening the land horder for Irxde and developing iii icruatinnul read links, 11m conui huh ion of automobilesu(or in 
increasing exports and imports will he signi flea nil y iugh. As automuhoe lndusLry I,v heron] ng umre and more 
standardized, the level of competition is increasing and production base of most of auto-giant companies are being 
shifted from the developed countries to developing countries to take the advantage of low cosl of produce ion. Thus, 
many developing countries are making serious efort to grab these opportunities which include many Asian 
countries such as' 'ha lland, China. India and Indonesia. 
The rixiug crnnp titiou and incu cad ng global ii ode :uc the major factors in improving the clobal distribution system 
and has forced many auto-giants such es General Met ors. Ford, Toyota, Honda. Volksvvpen, and Darimlcr Chrvsler. 
to shift their pmducLion bases in different developing countries which help Iheni opem ile efficiently in a globally 
competitive marketplace. During the second half of the 1990's, the ,,lahaliYalion of the zmumulive indusln has 
greatly accelerated due to the construction of important overseas facilities and esmhlishmem of mergers between 
grant multinational automobile manutacmrers. Over the years. it is being observed Thal Asia is merging Is a Jub:d 
automotive hub. Exports of automobiles including components from Asia are also increasing by leaps and bounds. 
Asia has become the major consumer as well as supplier of automobiles. 
The cheap labour and resources in India has captivated the auention of developed countries long years back. After 
globalization the trade benefits came into clear picture and India realized the potential of the World market. Free 
trade agreements. preferential and regional trade agreements brought the higher potential markets closer to India to 
develop the international trade to flourish the Indian presence in global market. 
The 1991 policy statement brought a major shift in India from controlled policy to liberal one. lmpor¢ILxports 
were made free from most of the restrictions, The next one and half decade of Indian experience is a story of 
petpeltret inureaw; of growth emanating from strong palicv o crtute and unleashed potential of cut epreatur5hip. 
I nil ovmion. ahilily to Inks risk and coping up with the need of the globulised world is the driving force of today's 
Indian ecc numy. Indian anIumnbile i ndusny has also evolved in a similar fashion to cal Cr the rising consumer 
demand in the country and eventually has started satisfying global costumers. however, the I hi eat or other 
cmnfetitive countries and the internal country policies affective the sector directly or indirectly, the loop holes arc 
stretching the limbs behind and withdrawing its roots of development. On one side the automobile industry is 
flourishing while on the other side the Indian auto component/ parts which is a spine of Indian automobile industry 
is shrinking. The study envisages the real problems faced by Indian auto component sector in international trade 
and the challenges to inert ahead. 
Objectives of the Study: 
• To provide a brief oe Cr view of the Global as well as Indian auto component industry. 
• l'o Make the SWOI' analysis of Indo-Thailand auto component indusuy. 
• To describe the issues and challenges in Indian Auto component industry with special iefcrelice to India Thailand 
Free trade agrteemunt. 
Methodology: 
The methodology adopted was the review of the existing literature followed by the use of secondary data from 
international and national data bases. 
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Literature Res ie%%: 
The Indian auloitio i\•e industry i, one , Of th 	orld's fastest gru\%ing autonu,tivc industries 'ro\vin 	at a 
Compounded Annual Groth Ratc i('A(iR) of approxintatel) I7 per cent o\er the last ti\e \ca s. It is no the 
eleventh largest manutacturci of pastiett,tt c;trs. tolttth largest ttt:tnllt;tctunr Of eo11itlue cial \ehtcles and the Second 
lar ,e.t tuanufacturer of t' u-wheelers in the \%orld. It no 	produces 13 tinter more rar, than it dial _-tl \'ear, a o 
(Worl(1 Rank, 2005). Component suppliers are the .tree th of the emerging automobile industr\. Indian automobile 
coHtpotlem iniustry is reLu elk Labour intensive 1-1,. global Standards and is in a transition Stage as a low cost base 
for exporting labour intensive products t Saripalle. '005 ).Some studies have resealed that earlier the Indian 
aotunsud'r indutr\ \%a. not contpeti  ti' C enough for the global market due to interior quality. Iokver labour 
psoductit 	 tttt IIt co •t of r;i n»arenak in India 	 et al. 200(,). 
Ttritfs on cornputtents ha\c rortu down fro ii 351S in ?00I-0? to tnrre 1 	in OO {-U~) \> ith the pussihilit ' of going 
down further in near future. I hi.'N fills not only rnLrL•aNed the pr()rluetIDn possibilities of cars but also fuelled 
~nternational tr';ttte of component,. VApoli and import of Co11111ofle1) S have experienced almost similar rovth 
pattern since 2000 iNa _p et al. 21h7:i he Indian aotonto(NC eOntponent indIu,uV is hi !hlv fm_mcmed. There-gine 
hear!\ h.4()() pl1 r. In the sector. of \ hiLh (,nl\ about ( 	cent Ile t`:rni.etl and the r.•rnainine `)4 per cent arc 
~1)Ili-"cafe. tin-orgaIlised pIa er> r Kl'\1(i Report. 2Ot)(,. pp()). 
Piplai t 2001 t studied the policy en\ ironntcnt and its impact on the Indian automobile rndu,tr\. \ hilc Yiplai appears 
to be justified in shine that there has been excess capacity in the auto industry and the auto majors are facing 
difficulties in aggre„ivel\ marketing their products. it is prubabl\ nut correct to conc)ude. as he has done. that the 
current feels of competition resulting f -ont 1Ihera1iwuiDW are unsustainable. 
Naravanan (20001 has analysed the determinants of export inten..it\ of Indian automobile firsts using a Tohit 
model. lakinw, the ariahles discussed in Nara anan t 19`)1 r and Nara eman 12t)t)4 r as the determinants. this studs is 
based on the premises that there is a s'stemguuic difference in the characteristics and performance hers een the firms 
that export and those %%high sell in the doitrestic nr,11Let. mainly in let Ills ul'teehnolo•v acquisition. 	hich in luxe 
depend. on the policy regime. Te, hnolog acquisition. unit site. vertical integration. capital intensity. imports of 
components and policy regime are found to he the main determinants of export competitiveness. by this analysis. 
Kathuria 11906) has done the analyses of the C'ovrmcicia1 Vehicles t('V) industr in India in a detailed manner, 
dwwellino on the concepts of \ertical inte_ration and subcontracting. production techrtolo_ and technological 
change After an o'er\ie\% of the global auto indu~tN. he has traced the de elopntents in the Indian auto industry 
from the IOSt), to 1991. To esaluuate the cotupctdI%ens.s of Indian commercial schicle• manufacturers in the 
domestic market. growth trends, structural trend., market share-,. protitabi1irh. prexIocti\it}• ratios, pros,. quality 
dealer net ork and performance are amil\sed. \ lac ro and micro performance ut India's vehicle exports \\ith major 
markets and Indian \chicle characteristics hale heett outlined. along with an anal\sis of global demand patterns. 
A('\1,1 (2006) presents the recent trends in the Indian auto industry as a whole and their 
Implications for autornottse supply chain in India. the market-oriented growth and ,gr,,vvtug automobile industry in 
India have ensured bright prospect,, for the Indian auto component sector, which is S Brant and competitive. I Inge 
future ;gros~th potential of the automobile 1iida.t1A and increased access to consumer finance may lead India to a 
place among the top five automotive economies by 2025. 
Veloso and Kumar (2002> have provided an over vies of the major trends taking place in the ,global automotive 
industry, emphasising on the Asian market. Consumer preferences. gosrrninent regulations and intense competition 
have been driving the firms towards new technologies. modernisation. research and changes in design and 
production. Market saturation in Triad regions the I'nited States. Weston  Europe and Japazti and rapid emergence 
of markets in Asia have led to inrreaang (Ii sersity in market mceiIss As a result. there are many models atul 
segments coming; up rapidly. 
Naiavanan (1998) has analysed the effects of deregulation Policy on technolog\ acquisition and competitiveness in 
the Indian automobile industry during the I980s and fitids that competitiveness has depended on the ability to build 
technological adsanta__es. even in an era of capacity-licensing. \lcKinse (22005) has predicted the _ros th potential 
of Indian-based auuninodqe component manufacturing at around 500 per cent. from 2005 to 2015. This report 
describes the initiatives required from ind()stn pla)ens. the Gnsexsniest and the ,A('\1:\ to capture this potential. 
Piplai (2(01) has e\antined the effect., of liberalisation on the Indian \chicle inducer\. in terms of production. 
marketing. export. technology tie-up. product up gradation and profitability. Tingle 12000) has revie%%ed the policy 
framework of India',, automobile industr\ and its impact on Growth. While the tie, between bureaucrats and the 
managers of ,tats „,Snc: enterprises have played a posit ise role especially since the late I080s. ties between 
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politicians and industrialists and het%\een politicians and labour leaders have impeded the group. 
I( RA (20051 has studied the possible impact of FTA ith South Africa on the Indian automobile intlustr). I Ile 
Studv finds that there are a feA' policies in South i\friea that indirectly subsidise the auto industry, unlike India• in 
terms of financial _runts. hence it is sti ceested that India could minimise losses onlN if it <coes for inclusion of 
certain auto components. hich invoke huge logistic costs of imports, creating a natural protection 
(For example. stafnpings. glass, seats. plastics and tyres) and those In which India enjoys economies of scale and is 
cost-contpetiti'e (e.g. castings and torgin_s t in this FTA. 
l( 'R:\ (2004b) anal sell the impact of Preferential 'Prle Agreement (PTA) with \IER(OSIIR on the automobile 
•eciur in India. This study finds a siunifitant threat o1' imports in sub-compact and rnntbstet ears and certain auto-
components. There is huge excess cahacitr and intense competition in N'EKC'( )SI K countries, propelling them to 
look for e.xpott ohhortunitC\. 
I('RA (2OO4u; anal\sed the inyplications of the lnklia-:\SFAN Free Trade i\grerpicnts fax the Indian automotive 
industry. AS4.:\N ecot omies are iohall\ more itite,r:tted than India. The current size of Indian and ASEAN market 
for automobile" is more or less the same but the Indian market has a larger :uromli potential than the ASLAN 
market due to the low Ie'el of penetration. The Inestinent Im'oem:ation and Credit Rating Agency of India IICRA, 
20031 studied the ;Onthctitivrnc.; Of the Indian ;tutu industry. by global comparisons of macro environment. 
policies and e,c.t structure. I his his ;t detailed account on the es olution of the ,global .lute ipilusir\. 
(;Iobal Auto Component Industry : 
lie world', antoluuB%e ntzniacmrIp • sector consists prim:nrilN of about 20 very large multinational corporations. 
'I he automoti\e suhbl\ •ectt,z. however. comprises of thousands of turns ranging in size from a few rnuplo\ces to 
more than I00,00(1.:\cLuedinv* to industr\ estimates, the size of the global auto eQnihoiient industry in the year -1009 
\+as approximately USSI.4 trillion and is likely to roN\ to about f'SSI.9 trillion b} 2015. Out of this total auto 
component EIeiti:tnd by 2015. about 40'( Ii.e. 1 SS 75O billion) is likely to he sourced tioin low cost eounUias 
(LC'Cs) such as China. ASE•':\N countries and India. "I he trends that are shaping the global automotive industry are 
shown in the exhibit bolo 
cJub:d rleod.In [lie 	111011,11 
.t,at gk ••txt-t^ actbet 
cu'I. t,ilh 01 \h Ie •k,ign, 
P,eswt lu Penn, 
I.. 	.14(1',Vn,.biws I I,$*'S eeYtjYi, 
Ifq )e$ 	1 
• Gtcha Trend, 
- c unnaunl 
w 	,nrkrt. ai 	1 cunrMaatfon 
I ~Ir'~I~~ , nry(lOd1 i:its 
k itt cc.n<inh lInpoiTnr 
li, 1 C! bba: T: tti:' n 1R :S.r.0 I'id si'. 
\las jI)t' Auto and Auto Component Markets: 
he I'sited States i• far ahead of ether coulntr ies when it 	to \ chicle population her I .(1)O vehicle driving :age. 
It is home to the largest passenger \chicle market of an country In 2007. there were about 250 million vehicles in 
the I'nited States. The exhibit bolo shots the penetration of LCVs across the major countries and the emerging 
CConerMics like Brazil. China and India. 'l'he exhibit above maps \ehicle penetration and nominal GDP per capita. 
In the long run, the ciucrgin,, economics like India hold inunemc potential as tar as global ouiQiiiobI1e industry 
future is concerned. 
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(.1)1' ( :ILit:1 \.. \ eIiI It 1)eii.ih : IndiaN is -I \ is \Jv1Iur Market, 
Source: International \tongiian fund. LUC J.D.Powrr.61ubal insight. 
Fis 3: GDP capital  s rhicie tiensit : India' is a'his major mr1e1s. 
The exhibit :Ihu\C 	per :Ipita inronle and the number of inhabitant, per jchicle in the Fear 2002 and expected 
ratio and her capita income in the dear 2014. After coiiipariil the potential for future auto and auto component 
markets. it can he deduced that the ehcrl in1e economies like ('hina and India \could he at erowth stagy e whereas the 
des eloped ccouoIuie like t 	and Japan .Ire the saturated stage. e\peLtal to rernain s(.I_iiaii1 or gross at less rate in 
the medium to lonli. term. 
the above anal as Ieail tndicte the importance of V.S. automotive market for the global  auto component 
industries. e<pe Ldk\ C, r the e ering ei tvi es and :\SI.:\N rountr. 'I he C\Itiihi1 below 510555 l!S Auto 
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mposte►u it 	from the leading exporters:- 
fear 
2001 
Mexico 
1 t~ 	6-) 
Brazil 	china 
11-120 1470 
Thailand India 
141 38(1 
2002 20433 - -- 	1137 1885 516 177 
2003 21477 	1319 2363 498 191 
200-1 23672 	I550 i216 540 296 
2005 	25445 l47 431 53.5 462 
Major US auto ComponentImports tln tts `hm):211111-05 
Source: is Census Bureau's Foreign • Trade Statistics 2001-2005. 
Intlian .\uto Component IndustrN 
I he Indian auto::: 'hil; anc illai 	sector :• tr:tnstormin e itself tn,iti a low-'. olutne. hi;ihl 	traenientcd one into a 
Eutlittetio\c inelu.u\. and backed h\ a, t0l1etin\e ,lien ills. teehmslu_\ and uamiuun up the'.alue chain. 13ruad11~ 
the Indian automotive component imlu.,trA can be di\ iced into the or_anicd and the unora;uniieti segments. While 
the torte of the organized sector is the high valued added precision engineering products, the presence ctl it large 
unorganized sector is characteristic especially of the lo'.'.er value-added segments of the irtdustr\. The A('s1A-
McKinsey Vision 2015 document forecasts the potential for the Indian auto Component industry to be (SS 40-45 
billion by 2015. Investments and exhorts in this seentent are Witnessing continuous _rov.th. Global uutoitiohile 
manufacture: see India as a manufacturing huh for auto conlponent, and are rahidl romping up the '.aloe of 
Component, then ,utu'ce from India due to: 
• l'he cost competitiveness enes  in terms of labour and raw material. 
• Its established maml,ctuCinY11 base. 
• fine duality of components manufactured in India (used as original components for 	vehicles made by General 
Motors. Mercedes. IVECO and Daewoo airioni others). 
Transition of' Indian Auto Component Industry : 
The Indian :\utt , cenoponent indiistr has Iransitioned from a supplier for the global after market to becoming it full-
scale global I ier I supplier. "I he transition has been hroucht 
Upon h} increased competition trout foreign player` that ha\e helped Indian auto component industry becoming 
attic, component manufacturer :uu1 export of complex auto spare parts. I'he exports from Indian auto components 
manufacturers t0 U.S. top ; automotive majors have been in excess of IJS $ 900 Million last Year The exhibit 
below slto'.'. S the tt anciti oHi (II iIiciltil auto cr iti xtncnl tnuu`tr\. 
I ran.itirrn .r1, In.ian \ulu c •a 1pooiot Indus~'. - 
Rolalmg auto 	 Heavy Forg.ngr. 
Electnca,s Wheel R:mS 
Tyr.. S T.v.s 
= 	 Small Castings & 	Piasl.c Ccn.punents E 
c Fc'g.^9 	' 
Hand Tcwrs 
Metal twndad P. 
° MuWdad Pubbvr Paris 
qy<rma•Y<t 	 wr 2 -.' s.Dptt 	 Tp 16JpD4N 
___.._ 	_.. .. -_ -- -_-. Customer cbmple.^,y 
Fig 4. T rain cilion of tndiau auto component Indnun. 
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Classification of Auto Components: 
he• components in the Indian autoluoti\e :(inlpoilent market are cl;tssiIicd in the tollo ing suh-segnients:- 
Siguielits ts1111111 Auto (olll to 1P111 111111ist►'r 
I:nniiii n fl
- 	_ 
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Fig 5: segments within auto component industn-. 
Foreign Collaboration in the Auto Component Induslry : 
The Indian mcD[1)ob\C inciustrq is charaLterirecl h\ a strong competition between ii re:+ inel}' quality conscious 
manufacturers. The large- hi,hlN' skilled but low cost nrututacturin tease stakes partnering linktiges \%ith overseas 
teh\tr5 aturacti\e. 'these .tirneth. coupled \sith India's sell established strengths in iT/sutt~sarc c+Mnhincd together 
to make India an emerging IpIa\er in this sector. liowever. the industry needs to continue to increase its quality 
standards and (1e Clop new 1)i0dtICt. to compete tlohalI I. Man' domestic manufacturers hase successfully entered 
into strategic alliances/collaborations while others are actively chalking out their plans. Man of the worlds leading 
Tier-I suppliers have set up wanutaLturing facilities in India including Bosch. Delphi. \'isteon and Demo etc. 
Additionally. there is a sell-developed domestic cunlhonent and ancillary industry ssith some suppliers already 
meeting global technical and quality stand:+rds at the Tier-I Ic'el. Sonic of India's leading OES (Original 
I:quilpmrnt Suiplier.i include I'\( 'O. Bharat Forge. Sundsraii Cla.ton. and Sundaram Brake Lining• that hate 
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proven quality track record. I1owever. roan) other suppliers Lack such competence and are looking to upgrade their 
process/technologies to remain competitive. 
SN1'OT Analysis: 
Indian auto Component indmtr}: 
Strengths: 
'1 he major 'tIengtu s of the Indian auto conspottent sector to gro\ti globally are: 
1, ('s,a competitiveness in terms of Lahour and Raw material. 
2. Established manufacturing base. 
3. Qualified card skilled Man po Cr. 
4. Growing domestic automotive indu,tr\. 
5. Manufacturing capabilities with international quality sIcutLlarrls. 
t,. 111,h operational efficiency. 
Opportunities: 
1. the L-ro i MU need to outsource. 
2. I luge opportunity in the tier- I and tier 0.5. 
?. Continuous pressure on global ( )EM1, and Tier Is to reduce cost and source from lo\u cost 	countries. 
4. 1-Ii thcr frcquenc\ of introducing of nr\uer models bs asstomsker. 
5. Global market opportunitv itself is the ultimate opportunit\ hro\iile 1 h\ auto industry. 
6. Leverage on product engineering expertise to improve the \%orthines• and exhorts of auto component. 
7. Acquisition in foreign markets, 
The strengths & opportunities above enabled the _routh of Indian auto component industry in extent Of (global 
outsourcing: the tollou+ing are the positive indications. 
• The fine glualit\ of components manufactured in India is used as original component~ for vehicles made by 
General Motors. Mercedes, tVD.C'l). etc. 
• 'the Japanese and British curssponent manufacturers are seeking joint'entures in India. 
\Weaknesses: 
1. Low invest merit in Research and Development. 
2. LLnnted knowledge Of product Iiabilit\ and offshore warranty handling. 
3. Limited domestic market for various components inhibiting capacity creations. 
4. ('oniparatis'eb poor infrastructure for suppl\ chain and export.. 
5. Lack of experience in ,\stcm integration. 
Threats: 
1. Competition from other low cost countries like China, "l aiu\an. Thailand etc. 
'_. 1=ree'trade Agreements / Preferential Trade Agreements (1= I'tV, ). 
3. Expansion of the European Union inclusion ul IIursgcwv. Czech Kepuhlic Poland etc u+hich are major exporting 
Countries to western Europe. 
4. Appreciation of Rupee. 
5. Developments of new technologies Iiketiir1 cell, hdrogen powered vehicles epoch may affect the auto 
Component industr\. 
(i. Large number of OEMs entering in Indian market may result into migration of talent, from supplier to OEMs. 
To overcome the weaknesses & threats the hest way for the manufacturers is to remain competiti\e and intprove 
growth prospects. The manufacturers are to be innovative with appropriate R & 1) budgets. The product 
specialisation and their ability to integrate operations across several related areas of specialization could he an 
eventual key of progress. Domestic manufacturers need to increase their investments in companies in the US and 
Europe I0 ego closer to global markets. 
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SWOT analysis of Thai auto complmcnl industry: 
Me:aknnr Opportunities 
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potential Inv cost 
osric R& D 
India'I hailand VIA with current norms in Indian auto industry: 
India and 'Thailand are mutually important trading partners among the ASEAN countries- The two-way trade 
between India and Thailand become very important when India entered into the Comprehensive Economic 
Cooperation Agreement (CECA) with ASEAN .A bilateral Free Trade Agreement (FM) between India and 
Thdland came into effect on 7 October ?003. This was to be ope alai through an "Early 11 in est Scheme ' (EI IS), 
for which there are 84 products including fnutx, vegetables, wheat diumund and auto cumpoucnls idcntifled over 
which au ace eleralul duly reduction fouuula, given below, was lu he apphcal: 
By 71.s1 March 2004:50% reduction frutn existingrales_ 
By 3 IsI March 2005: 75`h reduction from existing rates 
R) 31st March 2006: 1 NWr reduction from exislin, rates. 
Consequent to [hie FLA Tndia's exports of helical springs, pumps, bill bearings and lighting 
Equipment to Thailand has declined sharply of er the )ca(S 'The exports from India to "Thailand have been well over these 
years. in gux boxes and parts of Spark-Ignition internal Combustion Piston Engine ISIICPE). India's imports from 
Thailand have, however- increased in all these product categories over the years. India has a positive trade balance with 
Thailand only in Gear Boxes. However this has been so high that the total balance. added for all these product 
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categories, has grown over the years, from a negative Rs. 2 crerein 1999-O0 nn a posiLivc Rs. 100 crone in 2005-06. 
Hence This VIA has served well as an indicator Ihat when India opens up trade with it country that is compeliIive 
in the auto industry; cranial gain, arc possible, since India is also competitive in certain segments such as in gear 
boxes. vis-a-,ix Thailand- There would certainly be some sectors that might lose as a result of this, but The net gain 
could well he positive. However, a careful uounuy-by-ci unhy study of sub-segments of auto Industries and 
policy/cost regimes is required to decide on arm' FTA in future. 
IN ties: 
Some of the issues which the Indian auto component industry is facing in the global market are as follouc. 
• India's shares in international exports of different auto products have been quite low, the highest being 2 per cent 
in global motorcycle —,f .... Is, This shows II:aL India is nut competitive enough in the glob aI auto market and also 
rather weakly 1nI ¢ggccled into the global nroLluth110 nclw nrk_ 
• Despite higher profits, lower wage cost shares and less advanced technologies, Indian auto firms spend much less 
on R&D, relative to those in 0LCD coumnes.'I his needs the attention of both indusirialists and policy makers 
• 'Iariti on automobile imports to India is much higher than many countries, while into component (trttti are lower 
than our major coo pet tors. 
• FCA widi Thailand has had negative impacts on sonic sub-seglnents, while it has been very constructive for a 
handful of them. mainly gearboxcs, to improve the aggregate balance for the covered eQoIiipdiries to Rs. 100 
crone in 2005-06. from a i1egati c balance lu begin with. 
• Higher interest it es and Lax rates. II aleq ua Ic infrastructure and lower vehicle possession rate are the other 
features of India compared to her competitors. 
Challenges: 
• Indian las rates in moderate, but um higher than bast Asia and higher- incemnu ouunlries. The cffectivc incidence 
of taxes in terns of share of taxes in profits, share of taxes in the Governments revenue and in terms or lime 
taken to pay taxes at different levels is also higher 
• Low Cost Count i e•. that cempcLe with India in the auto iodusny .such as Malaysia. Indonesia. Vieth a,ii, Thailand, 
China and Chile have lower real lending rates (difference between nominal lending interest Tale and intlutiun) 
than India 46 This has imp l ilac ion, Par Iwo main thienssor's of the auto industry hank-fInanwt iivexl ..ants by 
bulb small and hie players in the Indian into Sec r and consumer finance Ihat drives the denim for automnhiles. 
Given the relatively higher lending rates in India the domestic firms have higher capital costs for scaling up [heir 
operations and consumer demand for the auto mduatro is not likely to go up as much as it could with lower 
lending rates-'[he county is currently facing two critical  shoe-tcrm challenges depicted below. 
These challenges are: 
A. A slowing Clown of invexlmcnl in the OEM auto xuulur, and 
B. A sharp rise in imports, mainly from ASEAN countries. 
A. Investment Slowdown: 
According Co a Business Today report (August, 2011), the Indian automobile industry is currently feeling a bit 
hobbled due to several factors. The Industry talks of six Ms that determine investments in the automobile sector. 
These are men (labouq. money (capital), manurial (inputs), matter (energ)c water), and mandarin (policies) and 
market (ii nrnestic and gl(bal). 
According to ante nmk r.s, India scores well only in two of these 6 Ms: Men and Matker. The cur eat problem. 
however, is hat [here are problems in these Iwo areas as well. First when it comes to Mon (labour), :here two 
issues' lack of skilled workers and increasing militancy in the last few years which has even led to the death of a 
chief executive of an auto component maker in Greater Noida and of course, the strike at Maruti's Manesar plan[. 
With regard to the market again there are two issues'. the slowdown in North American and 
European markets Inc a demand slump in the shore run because of a sharp switch in customer preference for diesel 
engines due to an equally sharp rise in fuel costs. 
Apart from these two detrimental factors, the recent increase in interest rases has further skewed the picture against 
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India as an in'e,tnient destination \\hen it conies to another critical N1 — NloneN (capital). 
As a consequence of these issues, automobile nlartufacturers ha%C either put on hold their investment plans or are 
going slow on them. As of now, as much as Rs IS.(r!)i crore of in\estment by auto majors are in the pipeline. 
Investment in the auto components industr\ is also likel\ to he affected it auto majors continue to deter their 
in\estnlent plan,. 
R. Threat t'ront ('heap Imports: 
t11e Ne:iand{ 11., or i -ue that Milo :l'[tll)011ent makers are t:1cin'_ is \\ith rear1i to .harl\1\ Slstn°_ imports of :auto 
cornllonent, from ASF.\N counlrie\ tollo\\ing the coming into effect of the Free crude A__ieeunent het\\ccn India 
and .\SI..\N in J:rnuar\. 2O1 t). 
Conclusions: 
Since the l;llcI`)11k. the ;tlilil llld 1sl1\ ll.1, ,c nl \;lrn u, 111.';fSlll'C, such ;1, ill' I1ccT1'111L', tarllf reduction and 
encouraernlent of I•I)I In the recent \ears, there ha\e been major •tlort, h), the (io\ernment of India. such as 
establishment of NATRIP facilities, implementation of emission norms and release of Ilse Automotive NIitision Plan. 
India is a net e\portel of autonluhiles and auto-;rnrltonrnt.. the value rll net export. in 20O5-06 heir_ R.". 7.206 
crore and R.5. 2.021 crone respecti\-elv in current p ices. This shows that the automobile sector in India has become 
reasonahl\ cornpetiti\e. To increase its c►llnhetiti\cne,., further. tariff protection for au101110hiles should be hrou_dht 
do \%n to the level pre\ ailing for component•. 
'chi% will also redIuce the attracti\ene.. of home itiarket in comparison \\ith international market and therefore may 
further encourage vehicle, C\pllr1,. \\hich are the 11ig1t value aided categur\" Since 20tlt)-0I. both exports and 
imports ut,ttomobiles and auto-components ha \e been grow i rig at high AAGRs. This indicates that the Indian auto 
industry is ;getting incre:tsin<gIv integrated with the global industry in the recent years. This is a _ood trend as it \\ill 
allow Indian firms to take advantage of intra-indusu\ trade that is hound to expand. This trend should, therefore, he 
further encouraged through appropriate polio measures. 
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